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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many computing applications in statistics require the computation 
of a generalized inverse of a given matrix and the use of these 
generalized inverses in the solution to general linear model problems. 
The most popular methods for computing generalized inverses are based 
on the use of floating-point arithmetic. Although these methods 
usually produce reasonably accurate answers, the limitations on 
floating-point arithmetic insure that there is the distinct possibility 
that extremely inaccurate results may be obtained. Also, it is almost 
impossible to detect such a case a priori. This is because the 
numerical theory behind these methods is based on the real number 
system, but the computer's floating-point number system, which uses a 
finite subset of the set of the rational numbers, does not accurately 
model the real number system. This research will contain two general 
approaches to error-free computation based on the rational number 
system. 
The first approach develops generalized matrix inversion methods 
and techniques using multiple modulus residue arithmetic and finite 
segment p-adic number arithmetic. The purpose is to compare the 
characteristics of the two systems for this application. These two 
arithmetic procedures are capable of producing exact results under the 
assumption that the problem has rational entries. The reason is 
that both the multiple modulus residue number system and the finite 
2 
segment p-adic number system can exactly model rational number system. 
The assumption that the problem data are rational causes no difficulty 
in problems requiring computer generated solutions because computers 
only deal with rational numbers. 
The methods using residue arithmetic can be split into two 
classes. The first class consists of those methods for obtaining 
exact solutions to full-rank systems of linear equations. These have 
been examined by Newman (1967), Bariess (1968 and 1972), Howell and 
Gregory (1969a,b and 1970), Cabay (1971), Cabay and Lam (1977a,b), 
Gregory (1980) and McNulty (1983). The second class contains 
those methods for non full-rank systems of linear equations. 
Research in this area has been done by Rao et al. (1976) and McNulty 
(1983). In Chapter 2, the methods developed by Howell and Gregory, 
Cabay and Lam, Rao et al., and McNulty will be discussed in detail, 
and the superiority of McNulty's methods will be pointed out. In the 
above discussion, a modified symmetric mixed-radix representation 
procedure will be proposed to combine the components of multiple 
modulus residue representation to obtain an integer. This new 
procedure can save computer memory space in some cases. 
The problem of using finite segment p-adic number (Hensel code) 
arithmetic to compute exact results has been discussed by 
Krishnamurthy et al. (1975a,b), Krishnamurthy (1977), Lewis (1979), 
Beiser (1979), Horspool et al. (1978), and Gregory (1978 and 
1980). In Chapter 3, this arithmetic procedure will be used to 
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compute reflexive generalized inverses. A better algorithm will be 
proposed for the normalization of floating-point Hensel codes and a 
desirable property of Gaussian elimination will be pointed out. This 
property is needed for the normalization of floating-point Hensel 
codes. 
In Chapter 4, error-free solutions for linear programming 
problems and interval linear programming problems will be discussed. 
The revised simplex method, modified for error-free operation, is used 
to develop a computational algorithm for linear programming problems. 
A modified method and algorithm is also presented for interval linear 
programming problems. The research in this subject has been done by 
Adegbeyeni and Krishnamurthy (1977). 
The second approach to error-free computation in this research is 
to extract exact answers from computed floating-point approximations. 
This general approach is due to Aberth (1978). In Chapter 5, upper 
error bounds will be derived for the solutions of full-rank linear 
systems Ax=b. Also, an upper bound for the determinant of A will be 
derived according to tlie computed determinant. These two quantities 
are needed to extract the exact solution from its floating-point 
approximation. The reader is referred to Wilkinson (1961, 1963, and 
1965), Forsythe and Moler (1967), Forsythe et al. (1977), Sterbenz 
(1974), Aird and Lynch (1975), Yamamoto (1982), 01ver and Wilkinson 
(1982) and Olver (1982) for discussion of the error analysis of the 
solution for the linear systems of equations. 
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As can be imagined, implementing an error-free computational 
procedure requires more computer storage and more execution time than 
floating-point arithmetic. However, computer costs are substantially 
less today and computer speed has increased drastically. These facts 
make error-free computation definitely feasible and affordable today, 
and the need for accurate results does often arise. The FORTRAN 
programs for the error-free computations developed in this research 
are given in the Appendix. 
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2. RESIDUE ARITHMETIC AND REFLEXIVE GENERALIZED INVERSE 
USING MULTIPLE MODULUS ARITHMETIC 
Given any rectangular integral matrix A, an error-free reflexive 
generalized inverse (gg-inverse) A can be computed by using multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic. Rao et al. (1976) and McNulty (1983) have 
proposed solutions to this problem which will be discussed in Section 
2.3. But first, some needed definitions and theorems on residue 
arithmetic for integers and matrices will be given in Section 2.1 and 
2.2. With the exception of a modified symmetric mixed-radix repre­
sentation procedure, the results in Section 2.1 on integers can be 
found in Szabo and Tanaka (1967) and Gregory (1980). The results in 
Section 2.2 on matrices can be found in Howell and Gregory (1969a,b). 
The theorems found in these sources will be stated without proof. 
2.1 Residue Arithmetic for Integers 
The material of this section will contain some of the necessary 
theory of residue arithmetic for integers. First, single modulus 
residue arithmetic is introduced. Then, multiple modulus residue 
arithmetic will be covered. Finally, the mapping of multiple modulus 
residue representation onto the integers will be described. 
2.1.1 Single modulus residue arithmetic 
Let Z denote the set of all integers and let Z^ denote the 
set of positive integers. If a, b, n £ Z and b 0 with a = nb 
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then we say b divides a, and denoted this by b|a . If b does not 
divide a we denote it by b|a . 
Definition 2.1.1 Let a, b, m e Z with m > 1. Then, if m|a-b, 
we write 
b = a (mod m) 
and say b is congruent to a modulo m. 
Definition 2.1.2 Given a, b, m e Z with m > 1. If 
r = x(mod m) 
and 0 < r < m , a common notational convention ( Szabo and Tanaka 
(1967)) is to represent r by writing 
= l%lm 
and call r a residue of x modulo m. 
The definition of residue modulo m will be used extensively 
throughout residue arithmetic. The following theorem will state the 
uniqueness of a residue modulo m and give rules for addition and 
multiplication modulo m. 
Theorem 2.1.1 Let a, b, m e Z with m > 1. Then, 
i) |a 1^ is unique , 
ii) lal = Ibl if and only if a = b (mod m) , 
m 'm 
iii) |km|^ = 0 for every k e Z , 
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iv) a+b 
'm 
v) la'bl = 
m 
m 
|alj^+b 
a+b 
'm 
m 
m 
m 
lal^-b 
a* b 
'm 
m 
m 
Theorem 2.1.1 states that the residue modulo m is unique, however 
there are many integers that have the same residue modulo m. 
Example 2.1.1 Let m = 5, then 
3 = ISlg = I-2I5 = II3I5 = I-7I5 
Numbers which have the same residue modulo m are said to belong to 
the same residue class. Table 2.1.1 exhibits the residue classes 
modulo 5. Numbers in the same column belong to the same residue class. 
Table 2.1.1 Residue classes modulo 5 
• • • • • 
10 11 12 13 14 
5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 2 3 4 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
-10 -9 —8 -7 —6 
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The next example illustrates addition and multiplication modulo 
m, as given by Theorem 2.1.1. 
Example 2.1.2 Let m = 5, then 
112+24 L = 13615 = 1 
12.241 
112 
112 
12+ 
288 
112 
112 
12' 
5+12415 = |2+4|g = |6|g = 1 
+24 5 
24 5 
= 3 
5'12415 
= 12+2415 = 1261^ = 1 
= 112+41 g = II6I5 = 1 
= 12-415 = I8I5 = 3 
5 
24 
24 = l2*24l5 = I48I5 = 3 
= ll2'4|5 = I48I5 = 3 
According to the Definition 2.1.2, the possible values for |xl^ 
lie in the interval [0, m-1]. Let = {0, 1, 2, ..., m-l} with m > 1 
denote the finite set of nonnegative integers modulo m. If we define 
a = 1-al as the additive inverse of a modulo m, then the system 
— ' 'm 
(Z , +, •) where '+' and '•* denote addition modulo m and multipli-
m 
cation modulo m, respectively, constitutes a finite commutative ring 
(Gregory 1980). Furthermore, subtraction modulo m in the ring 
(Z^, +, •) can be defined as the addition of the additive inverse. 
Thus, 
9 
"'"'"L • 
Another basic arithmetic operation that needs to be defined is 
division modulo m. But, first it is necessary to introduce the 
multiplicative inverse modulo m. Then, division modulo m is defined as 
the product of dividend and -multiplicative inverse modulo m of 
divisor. 
Definition 2.1.3 If a, b, m e Z with m >1, and if 
i) 0 < b < m , 
ii) |a«b|^ = |b-al^ = 1 , 
then xje write b = a ^(m) and call b the multiplicative inverse of 
a modulo m. 
—1 
Theorem 2.1.2 If a, m e Z with m > 1, then a (m) exists if 
and only if 
i) 1*1* = 0 , 
ii) (a,m) = 1 . 
Note: (x,y) denotes the greatest common divisor of x and y . 
Theorem 2.1.3 If a ^(m) exists, then it is unique. 
The Euclidean algorithm may be used to find a ^(m) , and the 
concept of the multiplicative Inverse can be applied for obtaining the 
integer quotient. 
a-b 
'm 
= a+b = 
' — 'm 
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Theorem 2.1.4 The finite commutative ring (Z , +, •) where '+' 
and * • * denote addition modulo m and multiplication modulo m, 
respectively, is a finite field (the Galois field G(m)) if m is 
prime. 
It should be pointed out that the quotient of two integers in 
residue arithmetic, when it exists, is always an integer. 
Example 2.1.3 Let m = 10 , then 
iflio = = 2 . 
In Example 2.1.3, it appears that residue arithmetic cannot be 
used to divide 4 by 7. However, it is not correct to say that the 
result of this computation is meaningless, as the following example 
demonstrates. 
Example 2.1.4 Let m = 10 , then 
lylio-' 
Therefore, the integral quotient which is computed in Example 2.1.3 
can be used as an intermediate result in the calculation of the 
integral result of Example 2.1.4. This illustrates the fact that 
residue arithmetic can be used in carrying out a sequence of 
arithmetic operations on integers in Z^, even though the sequence 
involves one or more division modulo m operations, as long as m 
is relatively prime to each divisor. 
The difficulty which we encounter now is how to interpret the 
11 
computed result. If the answer of the computation is an integer in 
Z^, then the computed result coincides with the answer. On the other 
hand, if the answer of the computation is not an integer, then 
additional information is needed in order to obtain the answer, and 
this will be demonstrated in Example 2.1.6. 
In Definition 2.1.2, we have defined |a|^ which is the least 
nonnegative residue modulo m, and noted that the possible values for 
|a|^ lie in the interval [0, m-1]. In order to deal with negative 
integers, the symmetric residue number system is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1.4 Let a, r, m e Z with m > 1 and m be odd, if 
r = a(mod m) and 
-m/2 < r < m/2 , 
then we write r = /a/^ , and say r is the symmetric residue of a 
modulo m. 
There is one to one mapping between |a|^ and /a/^ defined as 
if 0 < |a|^ < m/2 , 
a I - m otherwise in 
/a/ if 0 < /a/ < m/2 , 
m — m 
/a/ + m otherwise 
HI 
Now, along with the complete set of nonnegative residues, Z^, we 
have the complete set of symmetric residues = [-(m-l)/2, (m-l)/2], 
and (S , +, •) where *+' and *•' are addition modulo m and multi-
SI  
plication modulo m, respectively, is a finite set as long as m is 
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prime. Figure 2.1.1 illustrates the relationship between and S^. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1  2  3  
Figure 2.1.1 The mapping between Zy and 
The following two examples demonstrate the basic idea of residue 
arithmetic. 
Example 2.1.5 Let m = 11, evaluate 
2 5 
X = -J - y (= -1) by using residue arithmetic modulo m. 
|-5|^^ = + 11 = -5 + 11 = 6 
'*'ii ~ I3 s'il 
= l2»3"^(ll) + 6-3~^(ll) 11 
= |2'4 + 6'4| 11 
= 10 
/x/^^ = |xl^^ - 11 = 10 - 11 = -1 . 
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In Example 2.1.5 x is an integer, and residue arithmetic gives us 
the correct answer. However, if we have a problem for which the answer 
is not an integer but a rational number x = p/q , where q / p , then 
additional information is needed to recover |p/q|^ = |x|^ « If a 
multiple of q, kq where k e Z , is known and kp, kq E , then we 
have additional information and 
= ^  where kp = Aq./x/ / . 
kq / m/^ 
Rvample 2.1.6 Let m = 19, evaluate 
1 2  1  1  
X = *2 ~ "J ~ "g ~ "j) by using residue arithmetic 
modulo m 
/X/Ig = /F - I - F/l9 
19 
= 6 , 
if we know kq = 6, then 
= yi-2"^(19)+|-2lj^g-3 -l(19)+|-l|ig'6 ^(19)y/^ 
= /10+12+3/j^g 
= tl5L 
kP=/kq*/x/i9/^^ 
= 
= /36/^g 
14 
and 
=  - |  
1 
~ 3 
Every integer which does not lie in is congruent modulo m to 
a unique integer which lies in S^. Consequently, if the answer of a 
computation is an integer which does not belong to the single 
modulus residue arithmetic will not produce the correct answer but an 
integer congruent to the correct answer. This is called overflow. Thus, 
a large enough modulus m is required to prevent overflow, and to 
guarantee that for any given calculation, contains the correct answer. 
2.1.2 Multiple modulus residue arithmetic 
In order to overcome the problem of overflow in single modulus 
residue arithmetic, more than one modulus can be used. This is due to 
the fact that multiple modulus residue arithmetic using several moduli 
is equivalent to single modulus residue arithmetic using the least 
common multiple (l.c.m. ) of the moduli as modulus. This is shown by 
the famous Chinese Remainder Theorem (Szabo and Tanaka, (1967)). This 
theorem is given below as Theorem 2.1.9. Let us first give sane 
definitions and preliminary results that will lead to the theorems. 
Definition 2.1.5 Let x e Z and m^ > 1 for i = 1, 2, ...» s, 
then the multiple modulus residue representation of x for the base 
15 
...» Bg} is the s-tuple 
^ ~ ( 1 = 1* 1 =  •••' I^L ^ 
12 s 
The analogous definition which pertains to symmetric residues is as 
follows. 
Definition 2.1.6 Let x e Z, > 1 be odd for i = 1, 2, ..., s. 
Then, the symmetric multiple modulus residue representation of x for 
the base m^, ..., is the s-tuple 
x~ {/%/ , /x/ , ..., /x/ } . 
m, m_ m 12 S 
When S = 1, the multiple modulus residue representation of any 
integer is the same as the single modulus residue of that integer. 
Therefore, the uniqueness property of single modulus residue also 
appears in this case. 
Theorem 2.1.5 For a given base, the multiple modulus residue 
representation of any integer is unique. 
As in the single modulus residue case, it is possible for two 
different integers to have same multiple residue representation. This 
will be pointed out by the following theorem and example. 
Theorem 2.1.6 Two integers x and y have the same multiple modulus 
residue representation with respect to the base m^, ..., m^} , 
m^ > 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., s, if and only if 
X = y (mod M) , 
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where M is the least common multiple (l.c.m.) of the moduli in the 
base. If m^, m^ are pairwise relatively prime, that is 
s 
(m., m.) = 1 , for i not equal to j, then M = II m. . 
^ i=l ^ 
Example 2.1.7 Let the base be {2,3,4} , then 
10 - {0,1,2} , 
22 ~ {0,1,2} , 
since 10 = 22(mod 12), where 12 = 2"3'4 . 
The following corollary gives us the one-to-one correspondence 
between a set of integers and their multiple modulus residue 
representations. 
Corollary 2.1.1 For a given base {m^, m^}, the multiple 
modulus residue representation of the integers in the interval 
[0, M-1] where M = l.c.m. {m^, m^, ..., m^}, are distinct. Also 
the symmetric multiple modulus residue representation of integers in 
the interval I-(M-l)/2, (M-l)/2] are distinct. 
•RTfample 2.1.7 Let the base be {3,5}, then M = 15. The multiple 
modulus residue representation of x e [0, 14] are 
0 ~ {0,0} 5 " {2,0} 10 ~ {1,0} 
1 ~ {1,1} 6 ~ {0,1} 11 ~ {2,1} 
2 ~ {2,2} 7 ~ {1,2} 12 ~ {0,2} 
3 ~ {0,3} 8 ~ {2,3} 13 - {1,3} 
4 ~ {1,4} 9 - {0,4} 14 ~ {2,4} 
and these are distinct. 
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In order to employ the basic arithmetic operations on multiple 
modulus residue numbers, the following theorem gives the addition, 
subtraction and multiplication rules for multiple modulus residue 
arithmetic. From this point on, it will be assumed that for a given 
base {m^, m^, ..., m^} each pair of moduli in the base are relatively 
prime, that is (m., m.) = 1 , for 1 not equal to j , and M = II m, 
^ J 1=1 1 
s 
Theorem 2.1.7 Let {m,, m„, m_} be a base and M = H m, . 
1  ^ s 1=1 1 
Then, for x, y e Z the multiple modulus residue representation of 
X ± y Is given by 
where 
9 • • • > s'm 
} 
X { | x | ^^ ,  I x^ ,  ,  
y - -tlyL » lyL » » ^ » 
'm m. 
and 
where 
m. 
|x-ylM= ^l^iL ' ' w. s'm 
s 
w 
I'm. I^'m. * 
, for 1=1, 2, ..., s . 
m. 
As the theorem Indicates, doing the multiple modulus residue 
arithmetic is the same as doing the single modulus residue arithmetic 
componentwise with respect to each modulus in the base. 
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Example 2.1.8 Let the base be {3,5,7}, then M = 105 . 
24 - {0,4,3}, 
20 ~ {2,0,6},  
124+20]^= {I0+2I3, I4+0I5, |3+6|^} = {2,4,2} , 
|24-20l^ = {IO-2I3, 14-01g, |3-6|,} = {1,4,4} , 
124.20}% = {IO.2I3, I4.0I3, |3.6|,} = 10,0,4} , 
and 
44 - {2,4,2} , 
4 ~ {1,4,4} , 
480 ~ {0,0,4} . 
A slight generalization of the procedure used in single modulus 
residue arithmetic is needed to perform division in the multiple 
modulus residue number system. 
Definition 2.1.7 Let {m^, mg, ..., m^} be the base and 
s 
M = n m. . Let x G Z and x (m.) exists for i = 1, 2 s. 
i=l 
Then, 
X ^(M) {x ^(m^), X ^(mg), ..., x ^ (m^)} 
is called the multiple modulus residue representation of the multi­
plicative inverse of x with respect to the base {m^, ..., m^}. 
s 
Theorem 2.1.8 Let {m,, m^, ..., m_} be the base and M = II m^ . 
_1 ® i=l 
Let X, y e Z and x (M) exists. Then 
19 
Ijljt = |yx~^(M) 
'M 
= { 
y  •  •  •  9  'Y'm ' } . 
m 
The following example will give us some idea how division in 
multiple modulus residue number system works. 
Example 2.1.9 Let {3,5,7} be the base and M = 3*5*7 
X = 23 
y = 46 
x"^(M) = 23"^(M) = {2,2,4} 
= 105 , 
|||1M= 146.23"^(M) I^ 
= fll'Zlg, ll'Zlg, |4'4|y} 
= {2,2,2} 
2.1.3 Mapping multiple modulus residue representation onto Integers 
In Corollary 2.1.1 and Example 2.1.7, we have pointed out that 
s 
for a given {m., m_, ..., m } and M = II m. , the multiple modulus 
1 z s 1=1 
residue representation of each of the integers in the interval 
[0, ^ 1] is unique and distinct. The Chinese Remainder Theorem can 
be used to find the unique Integer in [0, M-1] from its multiple 
modulus residue representation. 
20 
Theorem 2.1.9 (Chinese Remainder Theorem) Let {m^, m^, m^} be 
s 
the base and M = H m . If x has the multiple modulus residue 
1=1 ^  
repre sentatIon 
where 
X ~ {r^, r^ y  ..., r^} , 
^1 = l^'m. for 1=1, 2, ..., s , 
then 
M 
where 
M 
°1 m^ * 
Example 2.1.10 Let {3,5,7} be the base, then M = 105. What Integer 
X in [0, 104] does {1,3,2} represent? 
m^ = 35 Im^lg = 2 m]^^(3) = 2"^ (3) = 2 
= 21 Imgig = 1 m2^ (5) = 1 ^ (3) = 1 
m3 = 15 kgly = 1 ^3^(7) = r^(7) = 1 
105 35'|l'2|3+21. |3'l|g+15. l2'll^ 105 
= 704-63+30 
105 
= 58 . 
The unique integer in [-52, 52] Is = 58-105 = -47 . 
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From a computational standpoint» one undesirable quality of the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem is that it requires doing arithmetic modulo M 
which in most practical cases is quite large. An alternative method, 
which works with symmetric multiple modulus residue representation and 
uses the symmetric mixed-radix number representation for integers in 
the interval [-(M-l)/2, (M-l)/2], requires no arithmetic modulo M and 
is given as follows. 
Definition 2.1.8 The symmetric mixed-radix representation of an 
integer q is 
q = d^ + dgR^ + + . •. + d^R^Rg ... R^ ^^ , 
where R^'s are radices and d^'s are symmetric mixed-radix digits 
satisfying |dj| < R^/2 for j =1, 2, ...» s . 
s 
Theorem 2.1.10 If R = II R., then any integer q in [-R/2, R/2] 
i=l 
has a unique representation in the form given by Definition 2.1.8 
(Lindamood (1964)). 
A procedure which converts ân integer's symmetric multiple 
modulus residue representation to its symmetric mixed-radix representa­
tion is described as follows. This procedure was given by Gregory 
(1980). 
s 
Given q e [-(R-l)/2, (R-1)/2] where R = H m and 
i=l 
q ~ {/q/„ » /q/„ » , /q/„ } = {r_, r_, ..., r } 
m IUa ± 6 8 
1 z s 
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define 
Ql = q 
•^1 = '•'I'mj ° 'l 
SO that 
Now form 
qi " ^Vm2 * 
q^- d^~ {0,/q^-d^/^^, ..., /qi-Vm3^ 
and compute 
/q./ = /(q.-d.) m-^(m.)/ for each i = 2, 3, ..., s 
6 1 X J. X 
These quantities define 
- {d2,/q2/m , •••» /^z^m 
3 s 
thus, in general 
Sj -
/q ,/ = /(q -d )«m,^(m.)/ for 1 = j+1, j+2, ..., s , 
3+1 m^ J J ] 1 m^ 
Vi ' ""j+i'ttj+i* ''j+iV 
or 
~ /94j.i /„ > • • • » /q^+i ^ > 
for j = 1, 2, ..., s-1 . 
'Ij+l - ^ "j+1" Vl'mj+2 
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The dj values are the coefficients In the symmetric mixed-radix 
representation of q, Qg* ...» ny are the radices and 
q = d^ + dgm^ + + ... + ... mg_^ . 
Example 2.1.11 Let {3,5,7} be the base and q~{l,-2,-2} with 
respect to the base {3,5,7}. Then, 
^1 = /q/3 = ?! = 1 
q^-d^ ~ {O./rg-d^/g, /rg-d^/y} = {0,2,1} 
^2/5 = /2-3"^(5)/3 = -1 
/qg/y = /l-3"^(7)/y = -2 
<l2 ~ {-1,-2} 
dg = -1 
^^2*^2 ~ {OU/qg-dg/y} = {0,-1} 
/qg/y = /(-l)-5"^(7)/y = -3 
q^ - {-3} 
dg = -3 
q = 1 + (-l)'3+(-3)'3'5 
= -47 . 
A modified procedure for finding the unique integer q in the 
Interval [-(R-l)/2, (R-l)/2] from its symmetric multiple modulus 
representation is stated in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1.11 Let q be any Integer in the interval 
[-(R-l)/2, (R-l)/2] and q ~ {/q/ , /q/ , ..., /q/ } = {r,, r, , 
... J r^} . Xjet 
"i • 
and 
s. -
where 
n 
n 
R = n m. 
" i=l ^ 
and 
i=l n 
Then, q exists for all n = 2, ..., s and q = q 
Proof: When n = 2, since q ~ {/q/ , /q/ , ...» /q/ } , using 
®1 °2 ®s 
q ~ {/q/ » /q/ } = {r,,r,} we have 
Bg J- z 
and 
° '2 ; 
when n = 3, using q ~ {/q/% , /q/^ } = {qg,,?^} 
qs = q2+/(r3-q2)"«^^(m3)/mg'^ 
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q ~ {/q/% , /q/^ } = ' then 
and 
/q/^ = q^, where 'lUg^(m^) 
and Rg = ; 
Thus, when n = k , q^ exists and /q/j> = q^ • 
K 
Now, let n = k+1, we have 
Vl = Sk + /(rk+i-4k)'*k^(°k+i)/.^+i'*k • 
since are relatively prime, R^^(m^^^) exists and 
q^+1 exists. 
Therefore, by mathematical induction, we have proved that q^ 
S 
exists for all n = 2, 3, ...» s . Since R = II m. = R , thus 
® i=l 1 
q = qs = /q/R . 
Example 2.1.12 Let {3,5,7} be the base and q ~ {1,-2,-2} with 
respect to the base. Then, 
qi = ri = 1 
42 = 4l + /(T2-qi)'m;^(m2)/^^'m^ 
= 1 + /(-2-l).3~l(5)/2'3 
= -2 
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= q2 + /(r2-q2)*m3^^ (1113) *102^ (nig) 
= -2 + /(2-(-2)).3"^(7)-5~^(7)/^-15 
= -2 + (-3).15 
= -47 . 
When we implement multiple modulus residue arithmetic on a 
computer, the procedure of Theorem 2.1.11 can be used to save storage, 
since using this procedure the r^^ values do not need to be stored 
in the memory. 
2.2 Residue Arithmetic for Matrices 
The material in this section will contain the necessary matrix 
algebra theory for residue arithmetic. Analogous to Section 2.1, 
first the single modulus residue arithmetic will be introduced and 
then the multiple modulus residue arithmetic will be stated. 
2.2.1 Single modulus residue arithmetic for matrices 
Congruence between two matrices with respect to a modulus, and 
residue of a matrix with respect to a modulus are defined as follows. 
Definition 2.2.1 Let A = (a^^), B = (b^^) be p x q integral 
matrices and m e Z with m > 1 . If 
a^j = b^j (mod m) for all i and j , 
then we write 
A = B(mod m) 
and say A is congruent to B modulo m. 
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Definition 2.2.2 Let X = (x^^) be a p % q integral matrix and 
m e Z with m > 1. If R = is the matrix with r^^ = for 
all i and j, then we write 
I' • 
and say R is the residue of X modulo m. 
Since Ijj unique for all i and j, the next theorem is 
obvious. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Given any p x q integral matrix and any integer 
m > 1, |xj^ is unique. 
Now, we are able to introduce properties of matrix algebra modulo m. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let X and Y be p % q integral matrices, and a, m e Z 
and m > 1. Then, 
i) |aX|^- IMJx|„ 
m 
a X 
'm 
m 
m 
il) |X±Y|^-
m 
'm 
X± Y 
'm 
m 
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iii) ix'Y|^ = 
m 
IXI^'Y 
X' IYI 
'm 
m 
m 
where X' and |x|^' are the transpose of X and |x|^, respectively. 
Theorem 2.2.3 If X is an n x n integral matrix and m > 1 is an 
integer, then 
i) |trace(X) l ^  = ltrace(1x1^)1^ 
ii) |det(X)|^ = |det(|x|j|^ . 
Since our main interest is matrix inversion, it is necessary to define 
the meaning of X (m). 
Definition 2.2.3 If X and Y are n x n integral matrices and m > 1 
is an integer, then 
i) |X-Y|^ - I - |Y-X|__ . 
il) |T|^ . T 
and we write Y = X (m), and call Y the multiplicative Inverse of X 
modulo m. 
It is very important to note that X ^(m) is not thought of as 
|x ^1^ since X ^ is most likely not integral, but X ^(m) is the 
multiplicative Inverse of |x|^ over the finite commutative ring or 
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finite field (Zm, +, •). It is also important to note that if 
X ^ = (p^j/q^j) and if lx'^|^ is formed by | (p^ (m) providing 
qj^^(m) exists for all i and j, then |x = X ^(m). 
Theorem 2.2.4 If X Is an n x n integral matrix and If X ^(m) 
exists, then It is unique. 
Two more definitions are needed in order to have the existence 
of X ^(m) . 
Definition 2.2.4 An n x n integral matrix X is said to be 
nonslngular modulo m if and only if 
1) |det(X) f 0 and 
11) (det(X),m) = 1 . 
Definition 2.2.5 If X is an n x n matrix, the adjoint matrix 
modulo m is defined as 
KV'm-
where X^^ are cofactors of X. 
Ncjw, we are able to state the existence of X ^(m). 
Theorem 2.2.5 X ^(m) exists if and only if X is nonslngular 
modulo m. In this case 
X"^(m) = jldet(X)r^(m)-lX^'^^l^ 
* m 
It is true that "X is nonslngular modulo m" is equivalent to "|x|^ is 
nonslngular over the system (Z^, +, •)" since 
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and 
|det(X) l ^  = det(|x|j 
m 
m 
radj, 
where X •'(m) Is the adjoint matrix of |X|^ over the system 
(Z , +, •). Therefore, 
m 
X ^(m) = 
and 
[det(|x|^] ^(m)'X^^^(m) 
X^'^^(m) = lx"^(m)-|det(lxlj 
m 
m 
-1 
when X (m) exists. 
det(lxl^) P-adj and X (m) always exists for any n x n integral matrix 
m 
X and any integer m > 1, but in the case that either det(lxl^) = 0 or 
m 
(m) is null or both, we say X is singular modulo m or |x|^ is 
singular over the system (Z , +, •). 
m 
2.2.2 Multiple modulus residue aritbmeitc for matrices 
Just like the case of scalar integers, there is also a multiple 
modulus residue representation for integral matrices. 
Definition 2.2.6 Let X be a p x q integral matrix, then for a 
given base {m^, m^, ..., m^} X has a multiple modulus residue 
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representation If and only If |x| exists for all 1 = 1, 2, ...,s. 
s 1 
In this case with M = II m 
1=1 
X- (Xy) - {(|Xy^), (|Xy^), .... 
or 
|X|„= {|X| |x| |x|^ ) . 
12 s 
Also, the symmetric modulus residue representation would be 
/X/ = {/X/ , /X/ , /X/ } . 
M m, m_ 1 z s 
Extreme care needs to be taken If X (M) Is to be expressed for 
the given base {m^, m^, m^} . That Is X ^(M) has a multiple 
modulus residue representation if and only if X is nonsingular modulo 
m ^  f o r  a l l  1 = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . »  s .  
2.3 Reflexive Generalized Matrix Inversion Using 
Multiple Modulus Residue Arithmetic 
In this section, an error-free reflexive generalized inverse A 
of any rectangular Integral matrix A will be considered. Before we do 
that, we will introduce the error-free nonsingular matrix inversion in 
Section 2.3.1. Then, we will consider A in Section 2.3.2. 
2.3.1 Error-free nonsingular matrix inversion 
Residue arithmetic, as we have seen, which works only with integers 
Is a computational method to perform exact computation on the computer. 
The restriction that A be an integral matrix is not considered as a 
serious problem since any rational matrix can be scaled to integers. 
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So, for the time being, we will assume A is integral. Frcm Section 
2.2.1, we know that |det(A)lj^ and A^^^ (M) always exist for any 
Integer M > 1, therefore, the problem of finding A ^ is the problem 
of finding |det(A)ljj and A®^^ (M) and using them to find det(A) 
and A^^i. 
Suppose A is an n X n nonsingular Integral matrix and a base 
s 
of prime moduli {p., p,, p } with M = II p. is chosen such 
i / s 1=1 1 
that |det(A)| < (M-l)/2 and |A^| < (M-l)/2 for all i,j are satisfied. 
According to Corollary 2.1.1 the symmetric multiple modulus residue 
representation of any integer in the interval [-(M-l)/2, (M-l)/2] is 
unique. If the symmetric multiple modulus residue representations for 
det(A) and all A^,^ are known, the symmetric mixed-radix representation 
can be used to generate /det(A)/^ and /A^^^. In fact, 
det(A) = /det(A)/„ and A^^^ = . Newman (1967) pointed out 
el M. 
this result. Hadamard's Inequality was used by Newman (1967), Howell 
and Gregory (1969a,b) and Cabay and Lam (1977a,b) to bound the 
determinant of A and its cofactors. So the base {pj^, Pg, , Pg) 
is chosen which satisfies 
n n 2 1/2 
M > 2 n ( E a^.) 
i=l j=l ^  
> 2 max(|det(A) |, max|A..]) . (2.3.1) 
Once the base has been chosen the symmetric multiple modulus 
residue representation of det(A) and A^*^^ need to be computed. 
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Howell and Gregory (1969a,b) used Gauss-Jordan elimination while Cabay 
and Lam (1977a,b) used extended Gauss-Jordan elimination defined by 
Shapiro (1963) on Â to find these quantities using multiple modulus 
residue arithmetic. 
Gauss-Jordan elimination is often used to invert an n x n non-
singular real matrix, say A. This process is described as follows. 
First, the n x n identity I is adjoined to A to form a matrix 
(A|I). Elementary row operations (multiply a row by a nonzero constant, 
add the multiple of one row to another), and row interchanges are 
performed on (A|l) to transform A to upper triangular form with ones 
on the diagonal. This is called forward course. Then, elementary row 
operation are used to complete the transformation of A to the identity. 
The process can be denoted as 
(All) —> dlA"^) . 
In the forward course, each row is multiplied by the reciprocal of its 
diagonal element in order to obtain the ones on the diagonal. These 
diagonal elements are called pivots. Then, we compute det(A) and 
A^*^^ as follows 
n 
det(A) = (-l)f n V , 
i=l 
where v^ is i^^ pivot and r is the number of row interchanges 
and 
A®^^ = det(A) A ^ . 
Applying residue arithemtic to the Gauss-Jordan process does not 
present a problem provided A is nonsingular modulo p where p is 
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prime. Thus, Howell and Gregory only allowed these prime moduli 
in their base such that A was nonsingular modulo p. If, for a 
given modulus p in the base a zero pivot is encountered then results 
were discarded and that modulus was replaced by a new prime. This 
procedure was continued until | A^*^^ | ^ and |det(A)jp had been 
computed for enough p^ such that the product, M, of moduli satisfied 
the Equation 2.3.1. 
Extended Gauss-Jordan elimination is Gauss-Jordan elimination with 
one additional elementary row operation. This additional row operation 
is performed when a row of zeros is encountered in the forward course 
of the Gauss-Jordan process. To perform this operation, the diagonal 
element of this row is changed to 1, and in the augmented portion of 
the matrix all other rows are zeroed, leaving this particular row 
unchanged. In this situation 
(A|I) —> (l|S) , 
det(A) = 0 
and 
= I(-l)^ nv,]'S , 
i=l 
where 
r i^^ pivot , if i^^ pivot is not zero 
v. = \ 
I 1 , otherwise . 
It is necessary to mention that if rank(A) = n-1, then det(A) = 0. 
However, A^^^ is not necessary null, if rank(A) < n—1 then A ^ 
always is null. 
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Cabay and Lam (1977a,b) applied residue arithmetic to extended 
Gauss-Jordan process in the way described as follows. For a given 
prime p, if rank(|Aj^) < n-1 then this modulus was removed from base. 
They too would continue to enter new moduli to the base until enough 
usable results were accumulated such that the product of modulo M 
satisfied Equation 2.3.1. 
McNulty (1983) pointed out an undesirable feature of Cabay and 
Lam's method, namely that usable results are being discarded and not 
until the problem is completed do we know the base. The reason is that 
in order to determine A and det(A) from their multiple modulus 
residue representation, [A] must be full rank for some p in the base. 
^ s 
In other words, given a base {p,, p„, ..., p } such that M = Il p. 
1 / s 1=1 1 
satisfies Equation 2.3.1, does there exist at least one 1 such that 
rank(|A|p ) = rank(A) for 1=1, 2, ..., s. Cabay and Lam were not 
able to determine whether the condition was satisfied beforehand and 
as such their method discards usable results. 
McNulty (1983) proposed an alternative solution to the error-free 
nonslngular matrix inversion based on the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let A be an n x n nonslngular matrix. If the 
s 
base {p., P-, ..., p }, p.-prime and M= H p. , is chosen such that 
1 / SX 1=1 ^  
M > 2|det(A)| 
then there exists at least one p^ such that 
rank(|A| ) = rank(A) = n . 
Pi 
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In this alternative method, McNulty used the same extended Gauss-
Jordan process as Cabay and Lam (1977a,b), but when rank(|A|^) < n-1 
is encountered, instead of removing p from the base, McNulty set 
,adj |det(A)|p to zero and A° 
that how this method works. 
to null. The following example will show 
Example 2.3.1 Let 
A = 
6 3 
3 9 
We see that 
M = 3"5'7 = 105 > 2 max{|det(A), maxjA^^I}, so we will use the base 
{3,5,7}. 
IAI3 = 
0 0 
0 0 
, rank(|A|g) = 0 . 
So, A®^^ (3) = (j> and jdetlAj^lg = 0 . 
, rank(|A|g) = 1 . 
Apply extended Gauss-Jordan elimination modulo 5: 
IAI5 = 
1 3 
3 4 
1 3 1 0 ' " 1 3 1 0 " 
—> 
3 4 0 1 . . 0 0 2 1 . 
• 1 3 0 0 • 
—> 
. 0 1 2 1 . 
—> 
" 1 0 4 2 • 
0 1 2 1 . 
1product of nonzero pivots|^ = jlj^ = 1 
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So, 
(5) = 
4 2 
2 1 
4 2 
2 1 
and jdet(lAL)L = 0 
lAl? = 
5' '5 
6 3 
3 2 
, rank(lAl^) = 2 . 
Apply Gauss-Jordan elimination modulo 7 : 
6 3 1 0 1 4 6 0 ' 
—> 
. 3 2 0 1 _ . 3 2 0 1 . 
' 1 4 6 0 " 
—> 
. 0 4 3 1 _ 
• 1 4 6 0 • 
—> 
. 0 1 5 2 . 
1 0 3 6 ' 
—> 
. 0 1 6 2 . 
A~^(7) = 
3 6 
6 2 
|det(|A|^)|^ = l6*4|^ = 3 
(7) = 
3 6 
6 2 
2 4 
4 6 
Thus, we have 
det(A) ~ {0,0,3} , 
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o
 
"4 2 ' ' 2 4 " 
{ 
» » 
o
 
o
 
.2 1 _ .4 6 . 
In this case, M = 105 is not a large number thus, the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem can be applied as follows. 
M = 105 
= 35 , m^^(3) = 2 , 
mg = 21 , m^ (5) = 1 , 
my = 15 , #2^(7) = 1 . 
|det(A)lj^Q3 = 1040+15-l3-l|7l3^o5 = 45 , 
lA^^I 105 
0 0 
0 0 
+ 21 • 
4 2 
2 1 
15 
2 4 
4 6 105 
84 42 
42 21 
30 60 
60 90 105 
and 
9 102 
102 6 
det(A) = /det(a)/^Qg = 45 
jadj , 
105 
9 -3 
—3 6 
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Therefore, 
9 -3 
A ^ = 1/45 • 
-3 6 
2.3»2 Error-free reflexive generalized Inverse of any matrix 
Given any rectangular matrix A there exists an associated matrix 
"4" 
A called the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse, where A is the 
unique matrix which satisfies the Moore-Penrose conditions (Moore 1920 
and Penrose 1955) 
AA^A = A , 
A+AA+ = A+ , 
(A^A)' = A^A , 
(AA^) ' = AA^ . 
Moreover, A also has reflexive generalized inverses (g^-inverse) A 
which satisfy the conditions (Rao and Mitra (1971)) 
AA A = A , 
A AA = A , 
and A~ is not unique. In this section, computation of an error-free 
reflexive generalized inverse of an integral matrix using multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic will be discussed. 
A process, which is based on the following theorem (Rao et al. 
(1976)), is used to compute the reflexive generalized inverse A. 
Before the theorem is stated, two definitions need to be introduced. 
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Definition 2.3.1 A matrix is said to be in row echelon form if it 
satisfies the following conditions 
1) the leading element in a row is 1 unless the row 
consists entirely of zeros. 
11) any column containing such a leading element has 
zeros elsewhere in the column, 
ill) each zero row follows all nonzero rows, 
iv) consider the row with nonzero elements, if 1 < j, the 
leading nonzero element of row 1 appears to the left 
of the leading nonzero element of row j. 
Definition 2.3.2 A matrix which possesses all the above properties 
except (ii) is said to be in simple row echelon form. 
Theorem 2.3.2 If E and F are nonslngular matrices such that EAF = P, 
where E and F are formed by elementary row operations and row inter-
the rank of A. Then A = F'P'E is a reflexive generalized of A. 
Rao et al. (1976), also pointed out that when A is integral 
the product of k nonzero pivotal elements obtained in the reduction 
of A to simple row echelon form is the determinant of a k % k 
submatrix of A and this determinant is a common denominator for all 
rational entries of A . The product must also Include a factor -1 
for each row interchange made during the reduction. Thus, A can be 
* 
expressed as (l/cd)*A , where cd is the integral common denominator 
* _ 
and A = cd«A is an Integral matrix. 
changes, P is of the form 
• 
(Hermite canonical form) and k is 
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Sao et al. (1976) used the Hadamard's Inequality to bound cd and 
* 
all the entries of A . So, for an m x n matrix A 
m n 
m > 2 n ( S a?.)^^^ 
i=l j=l 
(2.3.2) 
> 2 max{IcdI, max|a..|} . 
Then» the base {pu, p., .p }, where the product of moduli M = II p., 
L I S  i = i  
chosen to satisfy Equation 2.3.2. Once the base has been chosen, 
led I and IA I are computed and then combined to /cd/„ and 
' 'Pj ^i 
* 
/A /^. However, the following counterexample shows that this procedure 
does not always give the correct answer. 
Example 2.3.2 Let 
A = 
3 0 
0 5 
5 0 
0 3 
M = 3'5'7'11 = 1155 > 2'3'3'5'5 = 450. 
IAI3 = 
0 0 
0 2 
2 0 
0 0 
and A (3) = 
cd 
0 0 2 0 
0 2 0 0 
= 2 . 
IAI5 = 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 3 
and A (5) = 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
|cdl5 = 1 . 
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lAly = 
lAlii = 
3 
0 
5 
0 
3 
0 
5 
0 
0 
5 
0 
3 
0 
5 
0 
3 
and A (7) = 
icdly = 1 
and A (11) = 
|cd| 
5 
0 
4 
0 
0 
3 
0 
9 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
'11 
= 4 
Then, we have 
|A*1. 
|A*|, 
0  0  2  0  0  0  1 0  
0
 
0
 
CM 0
 3  
_  0  1  0  0  
2 0 0 0 '  " 2 0 0 0  
0  0  0  2  _  s  .  0  0  0  2  
lAly = 
|A*| 11 
5 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 9 0 0 11 
5 0 0 0 
L 0 3 0 0 J 
5 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
Since M is not large, the Chinese Remainder Theorem is applied. 
P]^ = 385 , Pi^(3) = 1 , 
$2 = 231 , Pg^CS) = 1 , 
Pg = 165 , Pg^C?) = 2 , 
P4 = 105 , P4^(ll) = 2 . 
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kd|ii55 = |385.|2.l|2+231.|l.l|s+165.|l.2ty+105.|4.2|iilii22 
= 1016 , 
cd = /cd/^^gg = -139 , 
A 
'1155 
385 
231 
165 
105 
0  0  1 0  
0  1 0  0  
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
5 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
852 0 385 0 
A* = /A*/ 
1155 
11 1155 
0 850 0 462 . 
-303 0 385 0 
0 -305 0 462 
but (l/cd)*A Is not equal to A . 
The reason for the failure is that the common denominators |cd| 
i= 1, 4 , are computed from different submatrices of A with 
respect to |A|^ . 
McNulty (1983) proposed a procedure for computing an error-free 
reflexive generalized inverse of an integral matrix, using multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic, which always produces the correct result. 
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This procedure used a basic idea which is described as follows. Given 
an m X n integral matrix A, there exist permutation matrices F and Q 
such that 
PAQ = 42 "11 
^21 ^22 
(2.3.3) 
with rank(A^^) = order(A^^) = rank(A) = r . 
Then, a reflexive generalized inverse for A is 
A = Q 
0 
0 0 
P = l/det(A)*Q 
0 
0 
(2.3.4) 
A series of theorems, proved by McNulty (1983), which give the 
theoretical background of this procedure will be described in the 
following part of this section. We will start by stating the definition 
and existence of the reflexive generalized inverse of an integral matrix 
over various field and rings. 
Definition 2.3.3 Let [ A|p, p-prime, be an m % n matrix with entries 
over G(p). Then, A (p) is a reflexive generalized inverse of |A| 
over G(P) if 
and 
lAlpA"(p)|A|plp = lAlp 
|A~(p)lAlpA~(p)Ip = A (p) 
The next theorem is a preliminary result needed to prove existence 
of A (p) over G(P). 
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Theorem 2.3.3 Let |A|p , p-prime, be an m % n matrix with entries 
over G(P). Assume 
W p -
Klip 
'^I'p '^22lpJ 
where rank(= order(|A^^|p) = rank(|A|^) = r. Then, there exists 
an r X (n-r) matrix T over G(p) such that 
ri\2 pi I4IIP 1 
T 
_ 1^22 p . . I^ZILP . 
Theorem 2.3.4 The matrix A (p), p-prime, over G(p), defined by 
Definition 2.3.3 exists. 
Proof ; Suppose rank(|A|p) = r , then there exist the permutation 
matrices P and Q such that 
lA^l 
P|A|p Q = p 1^12 Ip 
l^l'p '^2' P J 
where rank(~ orderClA^^j^) = r. From Theorem 2.3.3, there 
exists an r X (n-r) matrix T over G(p) such that 
1 
p. H 
1 
T 
I 
p. C
M 
1 
. '^21'p . 
P 
_ I42lp_ 
Then, 
and 
I '^1' 
= A 
A-];(p)lA^ilpT 
12'p 
= A^^(p)lA^2lp| 
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Therefore, 
T. |T|p . |Aii<P)|Ai2lj. 
P 
I I'^Zl'p AÎi(P)|Al2lp 
and 
A (p) = Q 
^ a~5;(P) 0 
0 0 
P , 
then 
Pi lA|p A"(p)lA|p|p Q = P|A|pQ 
A^l(p) 0 
0 0 
P|A|pQ 
P 
(2.3.5) 
l^l'p 1^2 Ip 
l^l'p 1^22'pj 
A^l(p) 0 
0 0 
'^ll'p 1^12lp 
l'^2l'p W2I Pj 
LIA21LA^i(p) q 
l^u'p '^2lp 
•'^2l'p l"^22'p J 
'^ll'p '^12'p 
.1^21! |A2itpA^i(p) 1^12! Pj 
'^ll'p 1^2 Ip 
-l^l'p 1^2'p 
= P|A!p Q . 
Since P and Q are permutation matrix, we have | jAj^A (p)|A|p|p = |A|^ 
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and 
I A" (p)|AlpA"(p)lp = ^ A"];(p) 0 
0 0 
p lAlpQ 
^ A^l(p) 0 
= Q 
^ A"^(p) 0 
0 0 
A^(p) 0 
'^11 Ip '^12' 
'^I'p '^2' 
A^J(p) 0 
P 
0 0 
0 0 
= A (p) . 
The next theorem shows that A (M) exists over the commutative 
s 
ring (Z , +, •) » where M = Hp.. 
® i=l ^ 
Theorem 2.3.5 Given reflexive generalized inverse A (p^), p^-prime, 
s 
i = 1, 2, s and M = Hp,. Then,a reflexive generalized inverse 
i=l 
of |a|JJ , A (M), over (Z^, +, •) is produced by applying the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem to the A (p^), i = 1, 2, ..., s . 
The next three theorems show that given any m x n integral matrix 
s 
A, there exists a base {p,, p-, . .., p } with M = II p. such that 
1 z s 1=1 1 
permutation matrices P and Q in Equation 2.3.3 can be found by using 
residue arithmetic. The first result shows that the linearly independent 
columns in A can be located according to the linearly independent 
columns in |A|^, p-prime. 
Theorem 2.3.6 Given an m x n integral matrix A and the residue of 
A modulo p, lA|p, p-prime, if a set of columns in |Aj^ are linearly 
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independent over G(p) then the corresponding set of columns in A 
are linearly independent over the field of rational numbers. 
The next two theorems illustrate how permutation matrices F and Q 
in Equation 2.3.3 are found using multiple modulus residue arithmetic 
without knowing the rank of A a priori. 
Theorem 2.3.7 Given an m x n integral matrix A and the residue of A 
modulo p, lAjp, p-prime, there exist permutation matrices and 
such that 
with rank(IA| ) = rank (A. _ ) = order(A__ ). If the following product is 
then rank (A ) = rank(A, ^ ) < rank(A) and A. 
All ^2 
Theorem 2.3.8 Given an mx n integral matrix A and a primal multiple 
modulus base {pi» p^, •••, P^}, such that the product modulus 
s 
M = n p. > 2|det(any minor of A)| , 
i=l 1 
(2.3.6) 
then there exists at least one p^ such that 
rank(|A| ) = rank (A) 
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Theorem 2.3.7 shows that for every prime modulus p, permutation 
matrices and can be found such that 
11 
^21 
4.2 
^22 
and rank(Aj^j^) = rankCjAj^) = order(A^^) < rank (A). If the primal 
multiple modulus base, {p^^ Pg, .., p^} , is chosen so the product 
modulus satisfies Equation 2.3.5 then at least one of the moduli in the 
* 
base, say p , will generate matrices P * and Q ^ yielding 
P P 
P *AQ * = 
P P 
4l ^12 
^21 ^22 
with rank (A) = rank(|A| *) = rank( | A^^^ | ) = rank(A^) = order (A^^) . 
^ P 
* 
Also, p is a prime in the base for which 
rank( |A| = max {rank( |A| )} , 
P l<i<s ^1 
* 
and this modulus, p , is not necessarily unique. It should be under­
stood that for any two moduli, p. and p., if rank(|A| ) = rank(|A| ), 
1 J Pi Pj 
the nonsingular minors of A, which produced by AQ^ and AQ^^ , 
respectively, are not necessarily the same. Example 2.3.2 is such a 
case. Therefore, for constructing a reflexive generalized Inverse in 
the form of Equation 2.3.4, any permutation matrices P^ and which 
generate an r x r, where r = rank (A), nonsingular minor, A^, of A will 
work. 
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In order to insure that detand in Equation 2.3.4 
can be extracted from their multiple modulus residue representations, 
s 
the base, {p,, p«, ...» p } with M = II p, , is chosen not only to 
J. / s i=i 1 
satisfy Theorem 2.3.8, but also to satisfy M > 2 max{|det(A^^)|, 
max|A^^^^|}, where are the cofactors of A__ . However, if 
Ij xX 
M > 21det(any minor of A)| 
then 
and 
M > 2|det(A^i)| 
(11), 
I I j-ui. a.2.j. J. cuiu J. 
(11) 
M > 2|(A2: ^ )| for ll i and j
This is true because is a r % r minor of A and A^ is the 
determinant of a (r-1) x (r-1) minor of A for all i and j. An 
extension of Hadamard's inequality is used to find this product modulus, 
M, as follows 
m n g 1/2 
M > 2 n (Sa,.) (m < n) 
i=l j=l 
> 21det(any minor or A)|. 
s 
Once the base {p., p„, ..., p } with N = 11 p. , is chosen, 
1 z s 1=1 1 
permutation matrices P * and Q which give largest rahk(|A| 
P P P 
among the other moduli in the base, is used as P and Q in Equation 
2.3.1 to obtain a r x r nonsingular minor A^^^ of A. Then, multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic matrix inversion as outlined in Section 
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2.3.1 can be used to invert . Finally, A is computed by forming 
the product given in Equation 2.3.4. 
2.3.3 An algorithm computing the reflexive generalized inverse using 
multiple modulus residue arithmetic 
The algorithm given in this section computes a reflexive 
generalized inverse A of an m % n Cm < n) integral matrix A. The 
method is based on the process described in Section 2.3.2. The re­
striction m < n is not serious because we can compute (A') by 
computing (A ) * when n > m. 
1. Compute the product modulus bound H such that 
H > 2|det(any minor of A)| 
using extended Hadamard's inequality. 
Set H = 1, i = 0 . 
i) i = i+1, j = 1, temp = 1 . 
ii) temp = temp + ay*a^j . 
iii) If j > n go to (iv); otherwise go to (i) . 
iv) H = H*SQRT(temp) . 
v) If i > m, exit H; otherwise go to (i) . 
2. Choose the primal base {p^, p^, ..., p^} such that 
s 
M = n p, > H . 
i=l 
This base is used to find permutation matrices P and Q and rank (A). 
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3. Find permutation matrices P and Q and the rank(Â) such that PAQ 
satisfies Equation 2.3.3. To accomplish this, perform Gaussian 
elimination on | A| invoking row and column interchanges to bring 
^1 
A to upper triangular form, that is 
r* * * n 
0 * |A|p^-> 0 0 
Create the permutation matrices TP and TQ which indicate the row 
and column interchanges. The Rank(|A|^ ) is equal to the number 
of pivots. At this step, assign rank(A) = rank(|Aj^), P = TP 
and Q = TQ. Next, repeat the same elimination process on 
i = 2, 3, ..., s. If rank(|A|^ ) > rank(A) then set 
rank(A) = rank(|A| ), P = TP and Q = TQ. Once a rank(|A| ) = 
Pi Pi 
is found, the process of finding P,Q and rank(A) is stopped. 
m 
However, the confuted rank(|A|^ ) is retained, because at Step 7 
.adj Pi |A--^1 is set to null if rank(|A| ) < rank(A) - 1 . 
J-J- Pi Pi 
Set k=0, P=I, Q=I, rank = 0 . 
i) i = 1, j = m, k = k+1, rank^ = m, TP = I, TQ = I. 
ii) (a^j) = lAlp^ . 
iii) If a^^ not equal to 0 go to (iv); otherwise go to (iiia). 
iiia) Set & = i, if & = n to to (iiid); otherwise go to (ilib). 
iiib) Set £ = 2+1. If a^^ not equal to 0 interchange column i 
and £ in Q and |A| , go to (iv); otherwise go to (iiic). 
Pk 
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llic) If î, < n go to (iiib) ; otherwise go to (iiid). 
iiid) If i = rank^ set rank^ = rank^-1, go to (vii); otherwise, 
interchange row i and row rank, in TP and | A| , set 
Pk 
rank^ = rank^-1, go to (iii). 
iv) If i = rank^, go to (vii); otherwise multiple row i of 
lAl^k by aïiCPij.)» set A = i+1 . 
v) If = 0, go to (vi); otherwise multiple row i by Pj^ - a^^ 
and add row i to row & of |Â| 
Pk 
vi) If x, = m, set i = i+1, go to (iii); otherwise set Jl = Jl+1, 
go to (v). 
vii) If rankj^ > rank, set rank = rank^ , P = TP and Q = TQ • 
viii) If rank = m or k = s exit with rank (A) = rank, P and Q stop; 
othewise go to (i). 
Compute 
PAQ = 
"A* *  
* * 
let r = rank = rank(A) = rank (A ) = order(A ) 
* 
Compute bound H such that 
H* > 2 max{|det(A )|, max j 13" 
using Hadamard's inequality. 
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6. Choose primes P^, i = 1, 2, h from the base {p^, Pg, p^} 
found in Step 2, such that 
n p .  >  H  
i=l ^ 
7. Compute | A *adj and Idet(A )| for all i = 1, 2, h , 
by applying residue arithmetic to extended Gauss-Jordan elimination 
as in Section 2.3.1. If for some p^ the rank(|A|^ ) < rank(A)-l, 
set IA I to null and | det (A )| = 0 . 
^i P. 
8. Let M = n p. and form /A I •J' and /det (A )/ * by using 
i=l 
symmetric mixed-radix representation procedure. Hence, 
and det (A ) = /det (A )/^* . 
'M 
9. Form the product 
A = l/det(A ) Q 
r/^iJ 0 
0 0 
p . 
We end this chapter with a simple example which illustrates the 
error-free computation of a reflexive generalized inverse. 
Example 2.3.3 Let 
r3 0 5 0 
0 5 0 3 
M= 3'5'7 > 2*/(9+25)«/(9+25) = 68 , 
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|AL = 
= 
Q, = 
P3IAI3Q3 = 
0 0 2 0  
0 2 0 0  
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 1 0  
0 1 0 0  
1 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1  
2 0 0 0  
0 2 0 0  
and I4.113 " 
2 0 
0 2 
Since rank(|= 2 = m , we have P = P^, Q = Q3 and rank(A) 
rank(lA^^I^) = 2 . 
PAQ = 
5 0 3 0 
0 5 0 3 
and A = 
5 0 
0 5 
M = 3'5'7 > 2'5'5 = 50 , 
2 0 
|A*U = 
0 2 
and rank(|A L) = 2 . 
Apply extended Gauss-Jordan elimination modulo 3, 
" 2 0 
1 0
 
1—i 
1 0 2 0" 
—> 
_ 0 2 0 1_ _.0 1 0 1 . 
"1 0 
0
 
CM 
—> 
.0 1 0 2 . 
det(|A L) = |2'2|_ = 1 , 
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so, 
(3) -
2 0 
0 2 
so. 
0 0 
0 0 
and rank(|A = 0 , 
= (p and det(|A L) = 0 . 
5 0 
0 5 
and rank([A |^) = 2 , 
apply extended Gauss-Jordan elimination modulo 7, we have 
*, 
det(|A 1^) = 4 , 
and 
A*^«(7) -
5 0 
0 5 
Chinese Remainder Theorem: 
?! = 35 , = 2 , 
P2 = 21 , P^^(5) = 1 , 
P3 = 15 , P%^X7) = 1 . 
1det(A )1 = 25 , 
,*adj 
'105 
5 0 
0 5 
det(A*) = /det(A*)/^Qg = 25 and 
m 
I 1 
o m 
m o 
L .  J 
II 
IT) 
S 
I 
II 
I 
(^ 1 
o m o o 
m o o o 
I  I  
: 
I 1 
o m o o 
o o m o 
I 
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3, FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC 
In Chapter 2 we have shown that for any given integral matrix A , 
residue arithmetic procedures do produce an error-free g^-inverse 
A . However, there are three major drawbacks to using these procedures. 
First, when several primal moduli are used, the multiplicative 
inverse with respect to each modulo must be computed to accomplish 
division. Secondly, the rank (A) and a nonsingular minor of A which 
has the rank(A) must be found before the inversion is performed. 
Third, either the Chinese Remainder Theorem or Symmetric mixed-radix 
representation procedure must be used to map the multiple modulus 
residue representation to a unique integer. This is a rather 
complicated task. These drawbacks motivate us to consider finite 
segment p-adic number arithmetic to perform error free computation. 
The reasons are: (1) the division operation is deterministic and only 
the multiplicative inverse modulo p has to be found, (2) it has the 
advantages of both p-ary (fixed-radix) number system (simplicity) 
and residue arithmetic (error-free), and (3) no rank determination 
has to be made. In the first three sections, the theory of p-adic 
numbers and finite segment p-acid numbers will be introduced. In 
Section 3.4, a procedure to compute an error-free g^-inverse A 
using finite segment p-adic number arithmetic is stated. Most the 
results can be found, in Bachman (1964), Gregory (1980), and 
Krishnamurthy et al. (1975a,b). 
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3.1 P-adic Numbers 
P-adic number system was first proposed by Hensel in 1900 
(Knuth, 1968), and a detailed introduction to it can be found in 
Bachman (1964). 
3.1.1 P-adic expansion of rational number 
In this section» the p-adic norm on Q (rational numbers) will 
be introduced, and a field consisting of p-adic numbers will be 
defined. Then, the p-adic expansion of rational number will be 
described. Before the p-adic norm is introduced, a useful lemma and 
a theorem are stated as follows. 
Lpirtma 3.1.1 If a = g is a nonzero element of Q, with (a, b) = 
1, then a can be expressed uniquely in the form a = | p^, where p 
is a given prime, c, d and n are integers with (c, d) = 1, and 
p divides neither c nor d. 
Proof ; Existence 
Case 1. If p 1 a and p / b, then c = a, d = b and 
n = 0. 
Case 2. If p [ a and p ^ b, then there exists a c 
such that p if c and a = c p^. Let d = b then 
T. c n 
we have a = 3 p . 
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Case 3. If p | a and p j b, then there exists a d 
such that p I d and h = c*p Let c = a then 
, c n 
we have a = -^ p , 
Uniqueness 
Ci n^ 
Suppose a = — p 
1 
*^2 ^1~^2 
which implies that 1 = — • — p 
1 ^2 
\ =2 
Case 1. If n. = n_ then we have 3— = -3—, 
1 2  "^ 1  " ^ 2  
since (c^, d^) = 1 and (c^, d^) = 1, thus 
c^ = Cg and d^ = d^. 
Case 2. n^ ^  ng, then 
*l-n2 
c^d^p = d^Cg this is contrary to 
P f p J Cg. 
Having a defined in Lemma 3.1.1, we have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.1.1 The mapping || ; Q ^  R defined by 
fp if a f 0 
11*11, = 
^ / 0 otherwise 
is a norm on Q. 
This theorem is proved by Koblitz (1977). 
Definition 3.1.1 The norm defined in Theorem 3.1.1 is called 
p-adic norm on Q. 
Before a special metric which associated with p-adic norm is 
introduced, it is necessary to give the definition of metric. 
This is as follows. 
Definition 3.1.2 A metric space is a pair (X, d) consisting 
of a nonempty set X and a metric d ; X x X ->• R such that for 
all X, y, z e X. 
(i) d(x, y) ^  0 and equality holds if and only if when x = 
(ii) d(x, y) = d(y, x), 
(iii) d(x, z) ^  d(x, y) + d(y, z). 
Let X = Q and define a mapping d ; Q x Q R as 
d(a, 3) = I|a - 3|for a, 3 e Q, then we have following result. 
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Theorem 3.1.2 The mapping : Q x Q R defined by 
d (a, 3) = [|a - 0[I for a, 3 e Q is a metric, and then 
P p 
(Q, dp) is a metric space. 
Proof: Let a, 3, Y E Q then 
(i) dp(a, 3) = I [a - 3| Ip ^ 0 and dp(ot, 3) = 0 
if and only if a - 3 = 0, since a - 3 £ Q and 
Equation 3.2.1, 
(ii) dp(a - 3) = I|a - 3|Ip = ||3 - a||p = dp(g, a), 
^1 ^1 ^2 ^2 (iii) Let a - 3 = p and 3 - T = p 
1 °2 
a - y = (a - 3) + C3 - Y) 
Since either n^ > n^ or n^ > n^, we have either 
~"l -a? 
1 la - Y1 Ip 1 P or 1 lot - Y1 Ip 5 P 
which is I jot - Y1 Ip £ max {||a - 3|lp, I 13 - Y! Ip^-
therefore 
I k - Y L L P L P  ^  +  P  ^  =  I  | A  -  B l i p  +  1  | 3  -  Y 1  I p  
and d (a, Y ) < d (a - 3) + d (3 - Y )  •  
p — p p 
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Since Q is not empty, (Q, d^) is a metric space. 
Definition 3.1.3 The metric defined in Theorem 3.2.2 induced 
by p-adic norm || ||^ is called the p-adic metric. 
Of particular interest in the metric space (Q, d^) is that the 
sequence of powers of the prime p, (p'^) = (p, p^, p^, ...) converges 
t o  0  b e c a u s e  d ^ C p ^ ,  0 )  =  |  | p " |  |  ^ =  p  0  a s  n ^ » .  
In order to obtain the field of p-adic numbers we need to find 
the completion of the rational numbers with respect to the p-adic 
metric. Let denote the set of equivalence Classes of Cauchy 
sequence in (Q, d^) where a = (a^, a^, .,.) and b = (b^, b^, ...) 
are equivalent if {|a^ - b^| ^ 0 as i ^ - <». Koblitz (1977) 
has defined addition, multiplication and inverses in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.3 Let a 
p-prime. Then, 
= {a^, b^, ...}, b = {b^, bg, ...} e Q , 
(i) a + b = {a^+b^, a^+b^, ...}, 
(ii) a • b = {a^b^, a^bg, ...}, 
(iii) additive inverse of a, a = {-a^, -a^, ...}, 
(iv) for a # 0 = {0,0, ...} the multiplicative inverse of a 
is defined as 
-1 ' ' 
a = {a^, ag, ...} where for all i. 
a^ = (1/a^ if a^ # 0 
'p^ otherwise. 
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Koblitz (1977) also has shown that with '+' and 
defined in Theorem 3.1.3, the system (Q^, +, •) constitutes a 
field, the field of p-adic numbers, and the metric space (Q^, d^) 
is the completion of the metric space (Q, d^). Then we have the 
definition of p-adic numbers. 
Definition 3.1.4 Each element of is called a p-adic number. 
The next theorem will characterize p-adic numbers more 
explicitly, although previous paragraph already described the set 
of p-adic numbers, Q^, in an abstract way. 
Theorem 3.1.4 Any p-adic number a e can be written in the 
form 
00 
a = I a pi, 
j=n J 
where each a^ £ Z and n is such that ||ot|(p = p Moreover, 
if we choose each a^ in the interval [0, p-1], then the 
expansion is unique. 
Since the field of rational numbers is imbedded in the field of 
p-adic numbers, therefore there exists a p-adic expansion for each 
rational number. 
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Corollary 3.1.1 Any rational number a £ Q has an unique 
p-adic expansion 
" j 
a = Z a.'p , 
j=n ^ 
where each coefficient a^ is an integer, a^ e [O, p-ll, and n is 
such that ||a|| = p 
P 
The infinite series S a.«p^ in corollary 3.2.1 converges to a 
j=l ] 
with respect to p-adic norm. 
Example 3.1.1 Consider the following power series expansion 
a = 2 + 3p 4 p^ + 3p^ + p* + 3p^ + .,. 
= 2 + 3pCl + p^ + p^ + ...) + p^Cl + p^ + p^ + 
= 2 + (ip + p^) Cl + p^ + p + ...). 
Since 1 + p^ + p^ + ... converges to ^ _ in the p-adic metric 
1-p 
we can write, for p = 5 
a = 2 + (3p + p^)/(l-p^) = 2 - ^  
This is usually written in the abbreviation form 
-J = .231313 ... (p = 5). 
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For convenience, the expansion is denoted by the sequence 
for n < 0 
for n = 0 
000a a 
n n+1 •• 
for n > 0, 
the point '•* is called the p-adic point. 
It is easy to see that integers as well as radix fractions 
have representations which are identical to the p-ary representation 
except that the sequence in the p-adic expansion is written from 
right in ascending powers of p, instead from right to left. 
One interesting and important property of the p-adic expansion 
of rational numbers is that the expansion of negative rational 
numbers occurs as the true-complement (left to right) of the positive 
numbers, for example 
3.1.2 Conversion of rational number to its p-adic expansion 
Given a rational number a, its p-adic expansion is found as 
follows. 
Y = .313131 (p = 5) 
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where (c^, d^) = 1, p divides neither nor d^ and 
a; - + *n+lP + + •••• 
then 
Id^lp = + Vi'' + Vi''^ + --'Ip 
= a 
n 
or 
where d^^(p) denotes the multiplicative inverse of d^ modulo p. 
Next, 
^1 2 
• 
where (Cg, d^) = 1, p divides neither nor d^, and 
/ •  W  • • • •  
then 
idji = Mn+1 + %+2  ^ + 
%+l 
or 
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In general, we continue this process and the procedure does 
not terminate unless a is a positive radix fraction. 
3.1.3 Arithmetic operations of p-adic number systems 
The four basic arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division) of p-adic numbers are similar to the 
corresponding operation on decimal numbers. The difference, however, 
is that we proceed from 'left to right' instead of from 'right to 
left* as we do with decimal numbers. 
Addition; 
Addition of p-adic numbers is similar to that of decimal 
numbers. In general, the algorithm for addition of any two p-adic 
numbers, a and 3, is as follows. 
n . n+1 , 
«= V + ^ n+lP + ••• 
= -^nVl ••• 
" -^n^n+l 
where a^, b^ are integers in the interval [0, p-1] for all i, 
and either a or b may be zero but not both. Then» 
n n 
y = a + g 
n ^  n+1 
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where 
c. = |a + b + d I , for i = n, n+1 
i ' i i I'p » • • • 
and 
1 if a. + b. + d. > p 
1 X 1 — 
0 otherwise. 
d i+1 
for i = n, n+1 
Example 3.1.2 
I = .4131313 ... (p = 5) 
•f = .0140404 ... (p = 5) 
o 
.4131313 ... 
+ .0141414 ... 
.4222222 ... 
Subtraction: 
Subtraction is realized as complemented addition. First, we 
complement the subtrahend, then add it to the minuend. 
and 
1 = 1 = .4222222 Cp = 5) 
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Example 3.1.3 
I = .4131313 ... Cp = 5) 
- I" = .0404040 . . .  Cp = 5) 
.4131313 ... 
+ .0404040 . . .  
,4040404 . . .  
and 
-§--%= - % = .4040404 . . .  (p = 5) 
3 D  D  
Before the multiplication is discussed, it is necessary to define 
the p-adic unit. 
Definition 3.1.5 Any p-adic number whose p-adic expansion contains 
no negative power of p is called p-adic integer. Any p-adic integer 
whose first digit is not zero is called a p-adic unit. 
Thus, any p-adic number can be written as a product of a p-adic 
unit and a power of p. For example, 
n ^ n+1 , 
^ - V + - --
" + 8,»!? + •••) 
= p^'a 
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and a is a p-adic unit. If we have y " P^*a and 5 = p™'g, both 
a and 3 are p-adic units, then 
y 5 = p^^(a'g). 
Hence, without loss of generality, we can discuss the p-adic 
multiplication by discussing the multiplication of p-adic units. 
Multiplication : 
then 
Let a and g be the p-adic units. 
2 
a = a^ + a^p + a^p + ..., 
3 = bp + b^p + bgP^ + ..., 
2 2 
a*3 = (a^ + a^p + a^p + ...)(bQ + b^p + b^p + ...) 
where 
^0 ° Vo 
= Vl + h'o 
• * + 
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Now-, let 
and 
then 
•=0 ° " 
''o " l^ olp 
=1 • 
dj - |Sj + Cjlp for 1 = 1, 2, 3, 
a*3 = dp + d^p + dgP + ..., 
Example 3.1.4 
and 
-=• = .413131313 ., 
^ = .140404040 ... 
6 
.413131313 .. 
X .140404040 .. 
413131313 
12313131 .. 
123131 .. 
1231 .. 
12 .. 
Cp = 5) 
(p = 5) 
.420124320 
I . 1 = 1= .4201243201243 (p = 5), 
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Division : 
Using the same argument that was used for multiplication, 
without loss of generality, we discuss the p-adic division by using 
the p-adic unit. If 
5 = dp + d^p + dgP^ + ... 
B = bo + biP + bgP^ + ..,, 
with bgd^ ^  0, the quotient 
where 
° " 3 " ^0 ^2^ + •.., 
^0= Ido-b-^Cp) 
^0 = * - • W2 
and 
© (g © a^_^) = .Ot^t^^^ ..., (3.1.1) 
"^i " *^i^i+l •*" 
^i tt2'bô^(p)|p, for i = 1, 2, 3, 
It should be understood that Ô and © in Equation 3.1.1 are 
p-adic multiplication and subtraction, respectively, and T^, for 
i = 0, 1, 2, ..., are partial remainders. 
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Example 3.1.5 
I = .4131313 ... (p - 5) 
^ = .3424242 ... 
31 
.3424242 ...j.4131313 ... 
1111111 ... 
342424 ... 
202020 ... 
00000 ... 
I V ^  = 8 = .31 (p = 5). 
3.2 Finite Segment P-Adic Numbers (Hensel Codes) 
Finite segment p-adic numbers, which are also called Hensel Codes 
in order to honor Hensel, can be obtained by truncating the infinite 
p-adic expansions to a fixed number of digits r for each rational 
number in a suitable subset S„ = {a = •§•, 0 < lb I < N and 
N b ' ' — 
0 ^  [bj ^ N} of Q, where N is a positive integer will defined 
in Theorem 3.2.1. Basic arithmetic operations on pairs of rational 
numbers in can be replaced by corresponding arithmetic operations 
on their Hensel codes. Furthermore, these operations on Hensel 
codes are particularly simple and error-free. We denote Hensel code 
as H(p, r, a), where a is the rational number to be represented, 
p is the chosen prime and r is the number of digits. For example. 
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I = .4131313 ... (p = 5), 
2 
then the Hensel code for — when p = 5 and r = 4 is 
H(5, 4, |) = .4131. 
Before the subset of Q is introduced, it is necessary to 
have the definition of Farey sequence of order N. 
Definition 3.2.1 A Farey sequence of order N is the ascending 
sequence of all reduced fractions in the interval [O, 1] whose 
denominator does not exceed N. 
Example 3.2.1 The Farey sequence of order 5 consists of the 
^  0 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 4 ,  
eleven fractions -j-» J» "J» "5» 2> J» "J» "4» s"» 
Definition 3.2.2 An order N Farey fraction is defined to be a 
rational number a = ^  such that 0 ^  |a| ^  N and 0 ^  |b| <. N, 
Obviously, is the set of all order N Farey fractions. 
The next theorem shows the existence and uniqueness of Hensel codes. 
This theorem is fundamental to development of the finite segment p-adic 
arithmetic and is proved by Rao (1975) and Lewis (1979). 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let p be a prime and r a positive integer. 
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If N is the largest positive integer satisfying N ^  then 
every order N Farey fraction is uniquely representable by its 
Hensel code. 
3.2.1 Finding the Hensel codes 
Although the Hensel codes can be obtained by truncating the 
infinite p-adic expansions to r digits for all order N Farey 
fractions, the next theorem shows that it is not necessary to find the 
infinite p-adic expansion first and then truncate to r digits. 
Instead, we can use single modulus residue to represent the rational 
number modulo p^, then write the result in radix-p notation and 
reverse the order of digits. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Suppose a = where A'= with 
—D D G 
(c, d) = (c, p) = (d, p) = 1. Let the Hensel code for ^ be 
Then ^r-l^r-2 * *'^0 radix-p representation for integer 
H(p, r, = 
|c*d ^(p^)I in other words 
P 
|c-d"^(p')l r = ag + a^p + r-1 
P 
This theorem, which was proved by Rao (1975) and Lewis (1979), also 
states the relationship between Hensel code and residue representation 
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of a rational number. 
In Theorem 3.2.2, if a = -g = C ^  )p^, for finding the Hensel 
code of a we have three different situations according to whether 
n is positive or negative or zero. First of all, we find HCp, r, ^ ). 
If n=0, H(p, r, a) = H(p, r, . If n<0, for finding HCp, r, a), 
we shift the p-adic point of H(p, r, •^) In] places to the right. 
If n>0, then we shift the p-adic point of H(p, r, n places 
to the left to find H(p, r, a). 
Example 3.2.2 
If 
H(5, 4, |) = .4131 
then 
H(5, 4, = 4,131 
H(5, 4, = .0413. 
Beiser (1979) suggested a better conversion method by noting that 
we can convert the numerator and denominator of the rational number 
to Hensel codes individually and then perform the division. 
Example 3.2.3 
H(5, 4, 2) = .20000, 
H(5, 4, 3) = .30000, 
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4131 
.3000 I .2000 
3244 
344 
244 
44 
13 
3 
3 
0 
then 
H(5, 4, |) = .4131. 
3.2.2 Floating-point Hensel code 
In Lemma 3.1.1, we have shown that every rational number a can 
be written as a = -g p^, where (c, p) = (b, p) = Ca, b) = 1. In 
Theorem 3.2.2 we outlined the alogrithm in which the Hensel code 
for ^ is H(p, r, -g) = .a^a^ ... a^_^, where a^^O. Therefore, 
we can define the normalized floating-point Hensel code for a as 
follows. 
Definition 3.2.3 Let a = ^  with (a, b) = fb, p) = (a, p) = 1. 
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•Then, 
H(p, r, a) = (m^, e^) with 
= B(P' #) 
2% = * 
is the normalized floating-point Hensel code for a. We call 
the mantissa and e^ the exponent. 
Example 3.2.4 
HC5, 4, |) = (.4131, 0) 
HC5, 4, = (.4131, -1) 
10 
H(5, 4, ij) = (.4131, 1). 
Obviously, the mantissa m^ of the normalized floating-point 
Hensel codes is a finite segment of the infinite p-adic expansion 
for the p-adic unit. Thus, the m^ of normalized floating-point 
Hensel codes plays the same role in this finite system as the p-adic 
unit plays in the infinite system. 
3.2.3 Algorithm for basic floating-point Hensel code arithmetic 
The basic arithmetic rules of floating-point Hensel code are 
the same as those of p-adic number system. Instead of repeating 
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what we have shown in Section 3.1.3, algorithms for performing basic 
arithmetic are given as follows. 
Suppose a, 6, Y E Q, the floating-point Hensel codes of these 
H(p, r, a) = (m^, e^) 
('^0^1 '*• S-1' 
H(p, r, 3) = (mg, eg) 
= (.bqb^ ... eg), 
H(p, r, Y) = (By, ey)• 
(.CqCI ... C^_^, Sy). 
Algorithm for addition (a + G = Y): 
(i) Set c^=0 for i = 0, 1, n-1 and =0 
(ii) If e^ > eg then e^=e^, go to (iii); otherwise, e^ = e^ 
go to (iiia). 
(iii) k = eg - e^, let b^^^ = b^ for i = 0, 1, 2, ,.r-l-k, 
then let b^=0 for i = 0, 1, 2, ... k, go to (,iv). 
(iiia) k = e - e-, let a , = a. for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., r-l-k. 
06 p l.T'iC X 
then let a^=0 for i = 0, 1, 2, ... k, go to (iv). 
(iv) Cj. = 1 (a^ + b^ + c^) Ip then c^ = (0^ + b^^ + c^ - c^)/p 
for i = 0, 1, 2, ...» r-2. 
(v) Vi= Kvi-" Vi"" Vp-
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Algorithm for subtraction (a - g = Y):  
1. Find true complement of B, let m^ = d^dg ... d^ ^  
be the complement of m„. 
p 
(i) Set i = 0 
(ii) If go to (iv); otherwise, set d^ =0, i = i+1 
(iii) If i > r-1, stop; otherwise go to (n) 
(iv) d^ = p - b^, if i = r-1 stop 
(v) d^ = (p-1) - b^ for k = i+1, i+2, r-1. 
2. Perform addition of a and complement of 3. 
Algorithm for multiplication (a»B = Y):  
(i) Set p_= 0 for i, j = 0, 1, 2, . , r-1, set i = 0, 
set 
(ii) k = r-1. 
(iii) p^, for j = 0, 1, 2, ... k, set i = i+1. 
(iv) If i ^  r-1 go to (ii); otherwise set s^m=0, j=0 
(v) Set i = 0. 
(vi) sum = sum + p^^, i = i+1. 
(vii) If i £ r-1 go to (vi); otherwise, c^=|sum[p, 
sum = (sum - c.)/p, j = j+1 
(viii) If j < r-1 go to (v); otherwise sfop. 
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Algorithm for division (^ = y): 
(i) Set e^ = e^ - e^, set d^=a^, e^-0, fj.=0^, g^=0 for 
i = 0, 1, ... r-1, 
(ii) Set rb = bg^Xp) and i = 1. 
(iii) = Idg'rblp and e^ = c^. 
(iv) Set .fgfi ... fp.i = (tbobi •** ®r-l^ 
using algorithm for multiplication. 
(v) Set .ggg^ ... gp.i = ... ^) - (.fgfi ... fr_i) 
using algorithm for subtraction, 
(vi) Set j = 0. 
(vii) dj = 0. 
(viii) If j > r-l-i, set j = j+1; otherwise = gj^^, j = j+1. 
(ix) If j ^  r-2 go to (vii); otherwise d^ ^ = 0, i = i+1 
(xi) If i £ r-1 go to (iii); otherwise stop. 
3.3 Conversion of Hensel Code to Its Rational Equivalent 
There are three common conversion techniques which convert 
Hensel code to its rational equivalent. These techniques are called 
method of successive addition, direct table look-up and common factor 
technique Lewis (1979), but only the first and the third methods will 
be described in this section. 
3.3.1 Method of successive addition 
Krishnamurthy et al. (1975a,b) have shown that if r is an even 
number and a is a positive integer then the last -j digits 
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ôf H(p, r, a) are zeros. Similarly, if a is a negative integer 
IT 
then last digits of H(p, r, a) are all p-1. If we have 
a = T and ae S„ where N is defined in Theorem 3.2.1, then a*b = a 
b N 
and ^'a = b are integers which have the nice recognizable Hensel 
code formation. The Hensel code H(p, r, a) can be added to itself 
b times to produce H(p, r, a) which is recognizable. Gregory (1978) 
suggested that the best procedure of successive addition is to operate 
simultaneously with H(p, r, and H(p, r, , and terminate 
after t = 2»min{a, b} additions. It is obvious that this procedure 
is very time consuming when a and b are large numbers. 
3.3.2 Common factor technique 
According to Theorem 3.2.2 the finite-segment p-adic number 
arithmetic with Y digits, can be considered equivalent to the 
residue arithmetic modulo p^. Therefore, as in residue arithmetic, 
a 
for H(p, r, a = ^ 0, if a multiple of b, kb, is known or can be 
computed during the numerical algorithm, then a = -^ can be recovered 
from H(p, r, a = -^) when kb, multiple of b, and ka belong to 
Sjj, where N is defined as in Theroem 3.2,1. Since 
i ' |kb.a.b-l(pr)| ^ 
P 
_ ^ 
" kb' 
a ^ a 
The procedure that recovers — from H(p, r, a = is as follows. 
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Let H(p, r, a = :g) = (m^, e^), and HCp, r, * = kb) = (jn^, e^). 
First, we compute H(p, r, y = a*#) = (m^, e^) by using the 
multiplication algorithm described in Section 3.2.3. Then, compute 
r-1 
E c -p^ ^ 
f = (-1)' p' 
I dj-p' 
where 
and 
i=0 
™Y ~ '^Cfl^2 ^r-l 
= •Vi^2 ••• Vl 
, = r " =r_l = dr_l 
( 1 otherwise. 
Example 3.3.1 
then 
a 2 
Let a = — = -^ and kb = 6 
H(5, 4, |) = (.4131, 0) 
H(5, 4, 6) = (.1100, 0) 
H(5, 4, Y) = H(5, 4, |) 0 H(5, 4, 6) 
= (.4000, 0) 
f " " I " f • 
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3.3.3 Normalization of floating-point Hensel codes 
There are occasions following the operations of addition and/or 
subtraction when a floating-point Hensel code has a zero leading 
digit in mantissa part and yet the floating Hensel code is supposed 
to be the divisor in a division operation. This causes a problem 
since the leading digit in the mantissa part of the divisor must 
have a multiplicative inverse modulo p In order to perform p-adic 
number division. Lewis (1979) proposed a normalization procedure 
which requires initial conversion to an N Farey fraction and then 
computing the floating Hensel code. However, when we apply floating­
point Hensel code arithmetic on digital computer, if p and r are 
large enough such that there is no exact computer representation 
(overflow) of either numerator or denominator or both of this order 
N Farey fraction, this creates a problem. In order to overcome this 
problem, the following technique is suggested. 
Suppose H(p, r ,  a =  ^ )  =  (.Oa^a^ . . .  e^^),  
H(p, r, $ = kb) = (.d^d2 ... d^_^^ e^) 
and 
then 
H(p, r, ka) = H(p. r, a) 0 H(p, r, (j)) 
= H(p, r, y) 
• '•"r V 
where m = .Oc.c. — c , 
Y 12 r-i 
|kal, |kb| < —, 
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Since ka is an integer, has a recognizable form, therefore, 
we can shift the digits of one place to the left and set the right 
most digit to c . and add 1 to e , thus 
r-1 y 
H(p, r, y) = (.c^cg ... c^ ^ c^ e^+1). 
At this step, we divide H(p, r, y) by H(p, r, ({)) to obtain 
the H(p, r, a = ^ ) whose leading digit of mantissa part is not zero. 
Hence, we avoid the overflow which might happen during the conversion 
of Hensel code to N order Farey fraction. 
Example 3.3.2 
Let 
and 
H(p, r. = C.4131, 0.) 
HCp, r. 1) = c.iooo, 0) 
HCp, r. 3) = C..3Q00., 0) 
HCp, r. a = = = HCp, r. |) + H(p, r, 1) 
= (.0231, 0) 
HCp, r. Y) = HCp, r, y) 
A 
• HCp, r. 3). 
= (.0100., Q) 
= C.IOOO, 1) 
HCp, r. a) = HCp, r, y) ^  H(p, r. 3) 
= (.2313, 1) 
HCp, r. a) = (.2313, 0). 
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3.4 Generalized Matrix Inverse Using Finite 
Segment P-Adic Arithmetic 
Computation of an error-free reflexive generalized inverse A 
of a integral matrix A using finite segment p-adic number arithmetic 
will be described in this section. The computational procedure is 
based on Theorem 2.3.2. This procedure, which applies Gaussian 
elimination, consists of two courses. The forward course brings A 
to a simple row echelon form, which is as follows. Let E^, E^, ..., E^ 
denote the matrices of elementary row operations and row interchanges, 
then 
I  M = I  » •  
where A is in the simple row echelon form. 
m 
If 
= E^A, 
^2 " GgE^A, 
\ - Vm-1 ' • • ^2^1 '^ 
indicate the pivotings then the numerator of each element of A^, 
for i = 1, 2, ... m, is the determinant of a minor of A, and the 
common denominator of all elements of A^, for i = 1, 2, ... m, is 
the product of pivots which also is the determinant of a minor of A. 
The backward course brings A to the canonical form of A which is 
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Then, we have A = F'PE and A can be expressed as ^«A where 
cd is the common denominator and A* = cd»A which is integral. 
The division operations are performed only in the forward course 
during the pivoting. 
When a finite segment p-adic number arithmetic is used, suppose 
a prime p and the number of digits r are chosen such that for 
an mXTi integral matrix A. 
r 
^ |det(any minor of A)]. 
According to Theorem 3.2.1, all the elements of A^, for i = 1, 2, 
i = 1, 2, ... m, are uniquely represented by their Hensel code. 
We can perform division operations of Hensel codes of A^, for 
all i = 1, 2, ... m, during the pivoting, because when a zero 
leading digit is found, a normalization always can be performed. 
The extended Hadamard's inequality can be used to bound the 
determinant of any minor of A, So if 
/S > iî ( ? 2 
y ^ -1=1 i=i 
the prime p and r are chosen as the base and the number of digits 
of the Hensel code, respectively. 
Once the p and r are chosen, the elements of A are converted 
I 
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to their float-point Hensel code, the procedure based on Theorem 2.3.2 
is used to compute the float-point Hensel codes of A and common 
denominator cd by using finite segment p-adic number arithmetic. 
After the floating Hensel codes of A and cd is computed, we 
can use the common factor technique to obtain the rational entries 
of A . 
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. 4. SOLVING LINEAR PROGRAMMING AND INTERVAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEMS BY USING ERROR-FREE COMPUTATION 
One of the main interests to a statistician is to compute 
estimates of parameters in linear models under different criteria of 
best fit, such as the L^ and L^ criteria. Both L^ and L^ 
estimates of parameters in linear model problems can be obtained by 
finding optimal solutions of the linear programming problems. 
Consider the linear model 
y = X$ + e 
where 
y is an nxl vector of observed values; 
X is an nxp matrix of fixed known numbers; 
3 is an pxl vector of unobservable parameters; 
defined in a parameter space Og (i.e., E^); 
e is an nxl unobservable random vector such that 
E(e) = 0 and E(ee') = ff^I. 
The Lg (least squares) estimator of g is given by minimizing the 
sum of squares (y - XB) ' (y - Xg) with respect to 3. If îî. = E^, 
this problem can be solved by the simplex algorithm, which is 
equivalent to the linear programming problem; 
Minimize 0'3 
Subject to 
X 'x3 =X 'y 
! e EP. 
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An alternative to least squares as a criterion of best fit is 
(least absolute deviation) estimation of g which is given by 
minimizing the sum of absolute deviations. This criterion is similar 
to least squares except that deviations from the fitted line are 
measured in term of absolute value rather than the square of deviation. 
Let 
e^ = ej2» •••> denote positive deviations 
and 
= (^21' ®22* " » ®2n^* denote negative deviations, 
then an Lj estimate of 6 can be obtained by solving the following 
linear programming problem. 
n n 
minimize Z e.. + Z e,. 
i=l i=l 
subject to 
Xg + lej^ - le^ = y 
ÎI- Î2 ' "• 
where I denotes the identity matrix. 
In this chapter, we will deal with the error-free computation of 
solution of linear programming problems, and interval linear programming 
programs which is a special case of linear programming problems. 
4.1 Linear Programming Problems 
In this section, the revised simplex, algorithm is used to solve 
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the linear programming problems, 
problem 
maximize c'x 
subject to 
Consider the linear programming 
(4.1.1) 
X > 0 
X e E*, 
after adding appropriate slack and surplus variables the problem is 
changed to 
maximize z 
subject to 
z - c'x = 0 (4.1.2) 
Ax = b 
X ^ 0, 
where A is an mxn matrix, x and b are nxl vectors, and b 
is nonnegative. 
There are now n+1 variables, m+1 restrictions, and the basis 
is of rank mfl. We can rewrite problem (2) equivalently as 
maximize z 
subject to 
1 -c' 
0 A 
X > 0 
4 °  
L s J  
(4.1.3) 
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Let P. denote the column of A, P. denote the column of 
-c 
A 
and B = IP , P , P ]. Form a basis of rank m, 
IR «W KJL «S, «N* Km 
where P, P, P, are the;sectors', associated with the. basic 
•vicX 
variables at step. Then, a basis of rank mfl is 
B = ^ -ti 
0 B 
m 
(4.1.4) 
.th 
where c^ is an mxi vector in which the j component is the 
original profit coefficient of the basic variable associated with the 
row. The inverse of B can be easily verified to be 
-1 
B 
,-l 
» J 
(4.1.5) 
Knowing B the next step's tableau can be easily determined as 
1 -c' 0 
B 
-1 
1 Zj-C^ ... 
0 
O X ,  X  . . .  X  X  
«s» J. «s» 2 
(4.1.6) 
where 
-1 -
B P .  =  X .  
m rvj 
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b'S. = B"^ 
"3 
-c. 
and 
-1 
m 
-c. + c' B"^ P.  j ~B m ~j 
B-I 7, 
m -,j 
^3 ~ 
X. 
0 
2B ~O 
'zO ' 
b 
0 
X 
0 
X 
. ~ . 
-
-
-1 
The z, is the cost of adding 1 unit of x. and c. is 
] 2 2 
the profit of adding 1 unit of x^, the most negative - c^ 
decides the new entering basic variable. If z^ - c^ ^ 0, for 
all j = 1, 2, n, z^ is an optimal solution of this maximization 
problem and x=x^. If z, -c. <0, for some j, and z - c 
~ ~ 3 3 r r 
is most negative, the leaving basic variable has to be decided. 
Consider positive components of x^ which are x^^, where 1 ^  k ^  n. 
If kg is such that 
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ko 
nko 
mm 
l<k<n rk 
X ,  
X  
-, then x^ is the leaving basic 
X , >0 
rk 
variable, and the entering basic variable is x^. If x^^ £ 0 for 
all 1 < k < n, then c'x^ will increase without limit, hence the 
problem is unbounded. 
When error-free computation of the reviséd simplex algorithm is 
used,a bound which determines either the moduli base {p^, pg, ...» p 
p^-prime, for multiple modulus residue arithmetic, or the p and r 
for finite segment p-adic number arithmetic must be computed. This 
is done as follows. 
Let 
1 -c' 0 
0 A b 
L = 
^•^ij^(m+l)x(n+2)' 
^ ~ '•-1' ?2' 
®im [Eil' 5i2' 
' !nl' 
' !im]' 
(4.1.7) 
(4.1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
and 
B = 
-c 
Bim 
^^ij ^(m+1)X(m+1) 
(4.1.10) 
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where 
c is an nxl integral vector, 
A is an mxn integral matrix, 
B. is an mxm integral matrix, and im 
^!il' Ei2' Eim^ ^  til' ?2' ' ' ' It?' 
c is an mxl integral vector, 
~in 
also let M(X) = max(|x^^|) for any matrix x = 
If d = det(B), then 
n+2 m+1 
d| < n ( Z (by extended Hadamard's inequality) 
j=l i=l 
m+1 
Id! < (m+1) ^  M(l)*+1, (4.1.11) 
this is an upper bound for d. 
let 
Y = L 
then 
- (By) 1 
- (yjj). 
M(Y) = max] y 
i.j 
= max 
i.j 
uri-l 
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£ max 
i 
m+1 
2 B M(L) 
k=l " 
£ (m+1) max [B , ] M(L) 
i 1 
(4.1.12) 
Since B is the determinant of an mxm submatrix of B formed 
ij 
by deleting i row and j column, similar to Equation 4.1.11, 
we have 
m 
iBi^l < m^ Ma)®. C4.1.13) 
Combining Equation 4.1.12 and Equation 4.1.13 we have 
m 
M(Y) < (m+l)m^ M(L)°^^ (4.1.14) 
According to Equation 4.1.11 and Equation 4.1.14, p and r can be 
chosen as 
fpf-1 
> max 
m+l m 
(mfl) ^  M(L)™^^, (mfl)m^ M(L)°^^ 
and M = Il p can be chosen as 
i=l ^ 
M 
> max 
m+1 m 
(m+l) ^  M(.L)®^^, (nri-Dm^ M(L)"'^^ 
An alternative way to choose p, r, and M is described as follows. 
m+1 m+1 
5 C 4, 
ifj Wr 
(by Hadamard's inequality) 
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and 
m+l 
M(Y) = max Z B £ 
s.t q-l 
mfl 
E |B I |1 I 
S , t  q=l ^ ^ 
m+l m+l m+l 
±^s k=q 
m+-l m+l ,_m+l 
= max n ( E K ± r  ^  U„tl 
s,t i=l k=l q=l 
ifs Wq 
n+2 nrt-l _ . ._m+l 
< max n C S Ilk ) ' Z U^J 
s,t 1=1 k=l q=l 
n+2 m+l „ . m+l 
= n ( z &2k ) ' **= t z l%,tl} 
1=1 fe=l t q=l 
Since are integers for q, t, therefore 
ti+2 m+l - , m+l 
A < J ,  > '  •  T  IVI '  
> T ( T  
i=l k=l 
Thus, we can choose p, r such that 
i r n+2 m+l _ ,, m+l > : ( Z )l/2. max { Z |& I }. ^ " 1=1 k=l t q=l 
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The moduli base {p , p , o }, p.-orime and M = ~ d., also 
i - SI 
can be chosen as 
„ n+2 m+l nH-l 
y > n ( Z £?, N1/2. max { y 
i=l k=l qt' t q=l 
At this point, we are in the position to compute error-free 
solutions of linear programming problems. Two algorithms which 
outline the error-free computation are given as follows. The first 
algorithm uses multiple modulus residue arithmetic, the second 
algorithm uses finite segment p-adic number arithmetic. 
Let 
A 
L 
A = iPj^, Pg, 
®im " ^ Eil' l±2' ' !im^ 
®i = 
^ ~~ÎB 
Bim 
where . » 
ZiB 
...th 
c is c ' at i step and 
^?il' ~±2' lim^ ^  I2 In^' 
Algorithm 4.1.1 
(±) Choose base {m., m_, ..., m } such that 
1 z s 
s n+2 m+2 ~ ^ m+l 
M =  n  m  > 2 n  (  Z • max { I U  J } .  
i=l ^ 1=1 k=l t q=l 
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(ii) Set X 1, [Ell' Ii2' •••' hJ - Sis " 2' 
:iii) Compute |det(B)|^^ 
(iv) Compute |Bu^ 1^% 
|det(B)|„. |Bf L|„ 
(v) Recover B. L = 
i det(B) 
M 
(vi) Obtain zy - c., for j = i, 2, .n, from first row of 
B^^ L and z®, from last column of B^^ L. 
(vii) If z. - c. > 0 for all j, exit z^ and x^ as the optimal 
J J 
solution and stop; otherwise go to (viii). 
(viii) Find r and x such that z - c = m±n{z. - c.}. 
~r f r j J J 
(ix) If X ^ < 0 for all k = 1, 2, n, then 'WRITE PROBLEM 
IS UNBOUNDED* and stop; otherwise go to (x). 
\  X ?  
(x) Find such that —— = min . 
° \ko KKn 
(xi) Set i = i+1, 
®im " [Ii-1,1' Yi-1,2' ?i-l,kg-l' ~i-l,kQ+l' •••' Si-l,m^ 
(xii) Go to (iii). 
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Algorithm 4.1.2 
(i) Choose p and r such that 
/r , n+2 m+2 mfl 
/^ > n ( Z )l/2. max { Z UJ}. 
J ^ i=i k=i t q=i 
(ii) Convert L to it's floating Hensel codes H(p, r, L). 
(iii) Set i = 1, H(p, r, = H(p, r, [P^^, 
= H(p, r, I ), 
m 
and H(p, r, c^g) = H(p, r, 0). 
(iv) Compute H(p, r, B and H(p, r, det(B)). 
^ 1 (v) Compute H(p, r, B L). 
—1 ^ ^ (vi) Recover B L from H(p, r, B L) using H(p, r, det(B)) 
as common denominator. 
(vii) Obtain - c^, for j = 1, n, from first row of B^^ L, 
and from last column of B.^ L. 
i 
(viii) If Zj - Cj > 0 for all j, then exit z^ and x^ as the 
optimal solution and stop; otherwise go to (ix). 
(ix) Find r and x such that z - c = min{z. - c }. 
~r r r 3 j 
(x) If x^^ < 0 for all k = 1, 2, ..., n, then WRITE PROBLEM 
IS UNBOUNDED' AND STOP; otherwise go to (xi) . 
(xi) Pint k_ such that —— = min {—-2—} . 
*rko l<k<n ^rko 
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(xii) Set i = i+1, H(p, r, 
= H(p, r, •••. !i-i,ko+i' •••' 
(xiii) Go to (iv)• 
4.2 Interval Linear Programming Problem 
Interval linear programming is a special case of linear programming. 
The problem is to maximize the objective function 
n 
Z c.x. 
i=l ^ ^  
subject to the interval constraints 
n 
&. < Z a..x. < u. for i = 1, 2, ..., m, 
1 - j=l 13 3 - 1 
where men. In matrix notation this problem is stated as 
subject to 
£ < Ax < u 
where 
I o
 II (=1- "=2' " c^) 
X = (%!, 
*2» • x^) 
u = (Ui. 
^2' • 
. . . .  U j  
II (&!, 
•^2 ' " 
. . . .  
and 
A = (a^) for i = 1, 2, .m. 
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Before the algorithm for the solution of this problem is given, 
it is necessary to introduce the following definition and theorems 
which give the theoretical basis for the algorithm. 
Definition 4.2.1 An interval linear programming problem (IP) 
is said to have a set S of feasible solution, if 
S = {x : X e and & < Ax < u} 
is not empty. S is called the feasible region. 
The next lemma gives the sufficient condition for a bounded 
feasible interval linear programming problem which was proved by 
Rao and Mitra (1971). 
Lemma 4.2.1 A feasible IP is bounded if 
C ' A A = c', 
where A is a generalized inverse of A. 
The next theorem gives the solutions of a feasible and bounded 
interval linear programming problem was also proved by Rao and Mitra 
(19,71). 
Theorem 4.2.1 If the IP is feasible and bounded, and A has 
full row rank, which is Rank(A) = m, then the class of optimal 
solutions of this IP is given by 
x = A  e + ( I - A  A ) z ,  
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Where z is an arbitrary nonzero vector in R" and the vector 
e E R^ is determined as follows 
E ^  = if (C ' A <  A  
= if (C'A )^ > 0 
= arbitrary value in u^J if (c'A = 0. 
Ben-Israel and Charnes (1968) also proved the case of rank(A) < m. 
The next corollary gives a solution to a feasible and bounded interval 
linear programming problem. The algorithm for optimal solution of 
IP is based on this corollary. 
Corollary 4.2.1 If the IP is feasible and bounded, and A 
0 
has full row rank, which is rank(A) = m, then x = A e is an 
optimal solution of IP, where e £ R™ is determined as follows 
e^ = if (c'A )^ < 0 
= u. if (c'A"). > 0 
= arbitrary value in u^] if (c'A )^ = 0, 
and A is the generalized inverse of A such that 
A = Q 
where Q is the permutation matrix such that 
AQ = [A^^, A^g] and rank(A^^) = rank(A) = order A^^ = m. 
4l 
0 
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Proof From Theorem 4.2.1 x = A e + ( I - A A ) z  for arbitrary 
z £ is an optimal solution of IP. Since 
-1 
I - A A = I - A  A Q Q  
= I - Q 
hi 
0 
42] Q"' 
= I - Q 
-1 
I A^, A 
=  Q  1 1  -
12 
I A^2 
0 
-1 
-1 
=  Q  
\l 0 A,: Ai, 
0 -I 
Let z is chosen such that 
Q~^z = (z z ..., z 0, ..., 0)' 
~ ± z, m 
where ^ 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Then 
(I - a"A) z = Q 
-I 
q"^Z 
= QO 
= 0 .  
Hence x = A e is an optimal solution of IP. 
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Analogous to the error-free computation for linear programming 
problems, a bound has to be decided in order to choose the moduli base 
s 
{p , p , p }, p.-prime and M ^  II p., for multiple modulus 
12 si ^=1 1 
residue arithmetic and p and r for finite segment p-adlc number 
arithmetic. The bound is obtained as follows. 
From Corollary 4.2.1, the optimal solution for IP is given by 
0  . —  X = A e 
=  Q  
4Ï  
0 
detCA^^) 0 
where Q is a permutation matrix. 
Let 
and 
y = 
4^ 5 
= (y^, yg, •••. y^)'-
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then 
M(y) = max |y | 
r 
m 
= max Z (A._) e. 
r j=l jr ^ 
< max 
r 
< max 
r 
m 
Z 
j=l 
m 
Z 
3=1 
3r 
3r 
I'j 
m m m 
< max Z n ( Z 
r 3=1 i=l k=l 
kfr 
m m n 
< max Z n ( Z 
r 3=1 i=l k=l 
ifj kfr 
U .  
m n 2 1/-2 ™ 
= max H C Z a , ) Z ju 
r i=l k=l ^ 3=1 ^ 
i?^ 3 ki^ r 
and 
= max n ( Z a^ ^ |u 
r i=l k=l ^ j=l ^ 
if j Wr 
m 
< n ( Z a^ 
i=l k=l 
m 
Z |u 
3=1 ^ 
det(A.^ ) < n ( Z j [* | if u 
i=l k=l 3=1 ^ 
is integer 
for j = 1, ...» m. 
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Now we have to decide whether the IP is bounded, i.e., whether 
C'A A = C*. Since the condition c'A A = c' needs to be satisfied 
for the bounded interval linear programming problems, an upper bound 
for M(A 'c) and M(c) must to be derived. These are derived as 
follows. 
Let 
w = [CA^^^)', 0] c 
then 
and 
= (w^ , Wg w^ )' 
m n 7  1 / 1 ,  a 
M(w) < n ( Z af Z |c. 
i=l k=l j=l ] 
^ 2 ,1/2 detCA.^) < n ( 2 a.,) . I |c.|, if c is integer 
i=l k=l 1=1 J ^ j= 
for j = 1, ..., n. 
Thus, p and r is chosen such that 
, r m n « - , m n 
n ( E a , ) ' • max { Z |u Z |c | .} 
^ i=l k=l j=l ^ j=l ^ 
and 
s 
{p , p , ..., p }, p -prime and M = H p., is chosen 
1 z si ^^=1 1 
such that 
„ m n , m n 
|> n C2 a?, max { Z |u |. Z |c | } 
^ i=l k=l j=l ^ 2=1 ^ 
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The following two algorithms, which are based on Lemma 4.2.1 
and Corollary 4.2.1, compute error-free solutions to the Interval 
linear programming problem. The first algorithm uses multiple modulus 
residue arithmetic, and the second algorithm uses finite segment 
p-adic arithmetic. 
Let the given matrix A = (a_j) be an integral matrix. Consider 
the problem where 
the given objective function is c'x, 
the lower bound of constraint is ^ , 
the upper bound of constraint is u, and 
c, and u are integral vectors. 
Algorithm 4.2.1 
(i) Choose base {p^, p^, ...» p^} such that 
S in n 2 1/2 ^ ^ 
M= n p. > 2{ n (E a ) • maxC I |u Z |c.|)}. 
i=l ^ i=l j=l ^ j=l ^ j=l J 
(ii) Compute |A | 
M-* 
(iii) Compute |c'A 
(iv) Compute |c'A A]^ 
(v) Recover c'A A from jc'A A|^. 
(vi) If c' = c'A~A, go to (vii); other, 'WRITE SOLUTION IS 
UNBOUNDED' and stop. 
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Cvii) Recover c'A from !C 'A 
(viii) Set i = 1. 
(ix) If (C ' A )^ > 0, go to (x); otherwise go to (xl). 
Cx) Set e^ = u^, go to (xii). 
(xi) Set e^ = go to (xii). 
(xii) Set i = i + 1. If i > m go to (xiii); otherwise, go 
to (ix). 
(xiii) Compute |A e] . 
~ M 
(ixv) Recover x = A e from |A e| . 
~  ~  ~  M  
(xv) Compute = c'x^ 
(xvi) Exit and as optimal solution and stop. 
Algorithm 4.2.2 
(i) Choose p and r such that 
r - m n , m n 
•2^ > n ( Z a ) ' • max { Z |u |, Z |c | } . 
1=1 j=l ^ j=l 3 j=l ^ 
/\ A 
(ii) Convert A to H(p, r. A) and c' to H(p, r, c'). 
(iii) Compute H(p, r, A ). 
(iv) Compute H(p, r, c'A ). 
(v) Compute H(p, r, c'A A). 
A A 
(vi) If H(p, r, c'A ) = H(p, r, c'A A), go to (vii); otherwise 
'WRITE SOLUTION IS UNBOUNDED' and stop. 
(vii) Set i = 1. 
Ill 
(viii). If H(p, r, (c'A > 0, go to (ix); otherwise, go to (x). 
(ix) Set e^ = u^, go to (xi). 
(x) Set e^ = , go to (xi). 
(xi) Set i = i + 1. If i > m go to (xii); otherwise go 
to (viii). 
(xii) Convert e to H(p, r, e). 
(xiii) Compute H(p, r, A e). 
0 _ ^ (ixv) Recover x = A e from H(p, r, A e). 
(xv) Compute = c'x^.. 
(.xvi) Exit x^ and z^ as optimal solution and stop. 
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5. EXTRACTING THE EXACT SOLUTION OF A LINEAR SYSTEM FROM 
AN APPROXIMATE COMPUTED SOLUTION 
In Chapters 2 and 3, two error-free methods for the computation 
of an inverse matrix were discussed. These two procedures work only 
with integers and can be applied to solve a system of linear equations 
Ax = b, where A is an nxn nonsingular integral matrix and b is an 
integral vector. These procedures produce an exact solution in most 
cases, however, a large amount of memory and considerable execution time 
are needed when a digital computer is used. Furthermore, with today's 
sophisticated computational software, a reasonably accurate solution of 
system Ax = b can often be obtained by using high precision floating­
point arithmetic which needs less memory space and execution time. 
Aberth (1978) has proposed an easily programmed method which can be used 
to extract the exact solution of Ax = b from the floating-point 
approximation if the error in the approximation is relatively small. 
In this chapter, an alternative procedure which generates error-free 
solutions for linear systems of equations will be introduced. This 
procedure, which differs from the previously described methods, first 
* 
computes the approximate solution, x , of the system Ax = b by using 
usual floating-point arithmetic, and then extracts the exact solution, 
* 
X ,  from X  if the error in the approximation is relatively small. 
This procedure allows the use of the usual linear equation solution 
algorithm. A complete program then would consist of two parts, a 
standard solution routine and an appendix for the extraction of the 
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exact solution. If the needed criterion for extracting the exact 
solution, which will be stated in Section 5.3, is satisfied, then this 
procedure yields a exact solution. 
Four subjects will be discussed in this chapter. First, rounding 
error analysis for floating-point computation will be presented. 
Second, a posteriori error bound for floating-point approximation of 
X will be derived. Third, a procedure which extracts the exact 
solution for x from its floating-point approximation is described. 
Finally, an overall error-free computational procedure will be outlined. 
5.1 Floating-Point Rounding Error Analysis 
The material described in this section will be used to study the 
rounding errors which occur in solving linear systems of equations by 
Gaussian Elimination. The results are described by Wilkinson (1963), 
Forsythe and Moler (1967), Kennedy and Gentle (1980) and Yamamoto 
(1982). 
Any nonzero floating-point number in the normalized floating-point 
computing system with base g has the form 
±.d^d^ ... d^ X B®, 
where the integers d^, d^, ..., d^ and e satisfy the following 
1 1 < 6, 
0 4 d^ < 3, for i = 2, 3, t, 
-m < e < M, m and M are integers. 
The IBM/370 System uses 3 = 16, m = 64, M = 63, and t = 6 in single 
precision. 
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The floating-point numbers form a finite subset F = F(3, t, m, M) 
on the real number line and the numbers are not equally spaced on this 
line. Any real number x that we wish to represent in the computer is 
approximated by a number in F, often by a closest number in F. To be 
specific, given a real value number x, we denoted by x^ a closest 
number in F, The following theorem is fundamental in floating-point 
rounding error theory. 
Theorem 5.1.1 If x is a real number within the range of floating­
point numbers, then 
x^ = x(l + 6), where |6| ^  l/Zg^. 
The next theorem gives the rounding error associated with an arithmetic 
operation. Given any two floating-point numbers x and y, let 
fl(x+y), fl(x-y), fl(x'y), and fl(x/y) denote the result of floating­
point addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, respectively. 
Theorem 5.1.2 Let * denote any of the operation +, -, •, /. Then 
fl(x*y) = (x*y) (1+6), 
where 
151 ^  1/2$^  ^  (r o u n d e d  o p e r a t i o n ) ,  
|ô| < 3^ ^ (chopped operation). 
When a sequence of floating-point arithmetic operations has been 
performed, error bound for the result will need to be computed. The 
following lemmas will help. Let us denote a unit round-off, measured in 
relative terms, as u = 1/23^ ^ for rounded operations and u = 3^ ^ 
for chopped operations. 
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Lemma 5.1.1 If 0 ^  u < 1, and if n = 1, 2, 3, then 
1-nu ^  (1-u)^. 
Lemma 5.1.2 If n = 1, 2, 3, ..., and if 0 ^  nu ^  0.01, then 
(l+u)° < (e")* < 1+l.Olnu. 
Lemma 5.1.3 If 16^1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n, and if nu ^  0.01 
then 
n 
1-nu < n (1+6.) < 1+l.Olnu. 
" i=l ^ 
Let us assume that 1.01(n+l)B^ ^ < 0.01 for n ^  2 and 0^ = ng^ 
Then next three theorems and three corollaries state the relative errors 
and error bounds for sums, products and the inner products. 
Theorem 5.1.3 If au,  i = 1, 2, n are floating-point numbers, 
then 
n 
fl(a^ + a^ + ... + a^) = I a^(l+Ç^), 
where 
f (1+^2) ... (1+n^) (i=l) 
l+^i = < 
(d+n . )  . . .  (i+n^) (2<i<n), (i<j<n). 
or 
n 
fl(a. + a_ + ... fa ) = I a.(l+e) 
12 n i=l 1 
where 
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(1-8^)*"1 < (1+e) < (l+G^)*"!. 
Corollary 5.1.1 If a^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are floating-point numbers, 
then 
n n 
If1(a^ + a„+...+a)- Za.|<l.010 Z |a |. 
1 ^ a i=l 1 n-l I 
If a^ > 0, for i = 1, 2, ..., n, then 
^ -1 
Z a. < (1-1.016 J fl(a, + a. + ... + a ). 
. , 1 n-i 1 Z n 1=1 
Theorem 5.1.4 If a^, i = 1, 2, n, are floating-point numbers, 
then 
n 
flCa^'ag* ... «a^) = H a^(l+Ç^), 
i=l 
where 
(l+Hg) ... (n4n^) (i=l) 
l+5i = 
(l+n^) ... (l+n^) (2^i^n), |nj|<B^ ^ (l^^n), 
or 
where 
n 
fl(a «a • ... «a ) = n a.(1+e) 
n i^l 1 
(1-8^)* ^  < (1+e) < (1+63^)^ 
Corollary 5.1.2 If a^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are floating-point numbers. 
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then 
n n 
|fl(a 'a.' ... «a ) - 11 a. | < 1.016 J II a.] 
X z * i=l 1 i=l ^ 
Theorem 5.1.5 If a^ and b^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are floating-point 
numbers, then 
n 
fl(a b + a b + ... + a b ) = Z a b (1+Ç ), 
XI z zz n n . . i i i 1=1 
where 
i+q = 
(i+n^)(l+Sg) ... (1+;^) (i=l) 
(l+n^)(l+ç^) ... (I+Ç^) (2<i<n) 
with In^j, i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 2, 3, , n. 
or 
n 
where 
flXa^b + ... + a b ) = Z a.b.(l+e), 
JL JL n n * ^ 1 Î 1=1 
(1-8^)* < (1+e) < (1+8^)^. 
Corollary 5.1.3 If and b^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are floating-point 
numbers, then 
n n 
|fl(a,b, + ... + a b ) - Z a b. < 1.019 Z j a b  | .  
11 ^ * i=l i 1 " 1=1 ^ ^  
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If > 0 for i = 1, 2, n, then 
n 1 
Z a.b. < (1-1.010 ) fl(a,b, + . . .  +  a  b ) ,  
. , 1 1  n  1 1  n n  1=1 
This section contained the rounding error analysis theory necessary 
to derive the error bound when the Gaussian Elimination process is used. 
In next section, we will derive an error bound for the solutions of linear 
systems of equations when Gaussian Elimination is used. 
5.2 A Posteriori Error Bound for Computed Solution 
of Linear System of Equations 
Let Ax = b be a system of linear equations where 
A is a nonsingular nxn matrix, 
b is a vector with n elements, 
X is the required solution vector. 
When floating-point arithmetic is used to solve this system, errors in 
the solution stem from two sources. First, there may be uncertainties 
in the given numerical values of A and b, these are the so-called 
inherent errors. Secondly, chopping or rounding errors may be introduced 
at each step of the calculation, these are the so-called abbreviation 
errors. In this section, we assume there are no inherent errors and 
will construct explicit bounds for the cumulative errors contributed 
* 
by the second source to the computed solution, x . The maximum norm 
will be used to measure the size of vectors and matrices, that is 
I|x|L = max |x I, 
l<=i<n 
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if X = (x^, x^ x^) ', and 
n 
1 1a1 L = max I |a 1 
l<i<n j=l 
if A= (a^j) for i, j, = 1, 2, n. 
5.2.1 A posteriori error bound for partial pivoting Gaussian Elimination 
When partial pivoting Gaussian Elimination is used to solve the 
linear system Ax = b, Wilkinson (1961, 1963, and 1965), Forsythe and 
Moler (1967), Forsythe et al. (1977) have shown that the computed 
* 
solution X exactly satisfies a perturbed equation 
(A+5A)x = b, (5.2.1) 
where ÔA is a matrix whose elements are about the size of round off 
errors in the elements of A. In this section, based on Equation 
* 
5.2.1, an a posteriori error bound for x , which is an explicit error 
* 
bound for x , will be derived by using the computed results. First, 
it is necessary to explain how the rounding errors are introduced in 
the Gaussian Elimination process and how the Equation 5.2.1 is obtained. 
As we know, the first and biggest step in Gaussian Elimination is 
the forward course which brings A to an upper triangular matrix U. 
This step is the decomposition of the matrix A into the product of 
two triangular matrix L and U. We assume that A is initially 
given with it rows scaled and ordered in such a way that no row 
interchanges are needed. In practice, this might not be true, however, 
row interchange operations are irrelevant to the error analysis. 
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The decomposition consists of computing a sequence of matrices 
as follows 
(1) = A = 
a (l) _(1) 
11 ••• *ln 
:(2) _ 
4^' 
:(2) 
11 
:(2) 
L nl 
nn 
:(2) 
In 
;(2) 
nn _ 
(5 .2 .2 )  
(5 .2 .3 )  
a(2) *(2) 
11 12 
nn nn J 
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:(3) 
11 
:(3) _ 
:(3) 
. nl 
;(3) 
nn J 
*(?) a(3) 
11 
0 
0 
12 
a(3)+E(l) 
22 22 
0 
0 
• •  
(2) 
33 
(3)^.(1)^.(2) 
^43 "*"^43 ^^43 
4? 
,(3)+s(l)+s(2) 
4n 4n 4n 
a<3)+c(l)+:(2) 
nn nn nn _ (5.2.4) 
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(n) _ 
:(n) :(n) 
11 12 
:(n) 
22 
11 
0 
0 
;(n) 
nn_l 
(n) _ (n) 
12 
0 
0 
4°' •• 4°' 
4>:) 
nn ._, nn J=1 
(5 .2 .5 )  
where 
IÇk) .  a»> + for k = 2, ..., n 
i = k+1, ..., n 
j = k+1, ..., n (5 .2 .6 )  
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and 
afk) = for k = 1, 2, n 
ij ij 
1 < i < k 
= 0 for 1 < i < S. ij = = 
& = 1, 2, .... k, (5.2.7) 
(a., are computed values and a., are exact values). 
/\ /1_\ /I \ 
More precisely, let A have elements a_ , and 
*ik = ^ kfl (5.2.8) 
and 
^ 0 for i ^  k+1, j = k 
^(k+1) ^  ^  fl(a(^^ - X a^j)) for i > k+1, j > k+1 
a^^^ otherwise. (5.2.9) 
iJ 
These steps are carried out for k = 1, 2, ..., n-1. 
The error in the calculation of the multiplier can be 
expressed by 
or 
That is. 
""ik " (*ik^/*kk^)(l+^ik)' where < u, (5.2.10) 
^ik^ = ^ik^ Gik' (5.2.12) 
(k+1) is the error introduced by setting a}^ equal to 0. 
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For the second case of (5.2.9), we have 
T' • - "4k • 
where 
l«y|. ISyl < " 
or 
« i j - :r' ^ i r  
That is, 
= -m 2(k) 6!. for i, j > k+1 (5.2.15) 
ij xk kj ij ij ij -
is the error in the calculation of the for the 'new' part of 
^(k+1) 
A . For the remaining cases in Equation 5.2.9, the elements of 
^(k+1) either set to zero (case 1) or taken directly from 
(case 3). There are no errors involved. In summary, 
a^^^ 6^^, for i > k+1, j = k 
4f - i -"ik (^ 13 - 4f" 'ij' J i "*'• 
I otherwise. (5.2.16) 
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If, we let 
0 
0 
(k) _ 
™k+l, k 
0 "Va, k 0 (5.2.17) 
m 
nk 
then 
-(k+l) , 2(k) - I,») %(k) + 
where 
E« -  <C«).  (5.2.18) 
Summing the right member of Equation 5.2.18 for k = 1, 2, ..., n-1, 
we obtain 
i/i) 2(1) + L(:) %(:) + ... + %(*-!) + %(*) 
= A + + E^^) + ... + , (5.2.19) 
(k) ^(k)^(k) th 
Since the matrix L A depends upon only the k row of A 
and this row is equal to the k^^ row of A^^^, Equation 5.2.19 becomes 
(l/l) + + ... + + I) A^^) 
= A + E^l) + E^^) + ... + (5.2.20) 
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Letting 
and 
L = + + + I 
nio 
"^31 "32 ^ 
L%1 %2 
E = + E2 + + E 
n-1 
• ("ij) 
We then have 
LU = A + E 
(5 .2 .21)  
(5 .2 .22)  
(5 .2 .23)  
From the above we get an idea of the sources of the rounding errors 
involved in Gaussian Elimination process. Forsythe and Moler (1967) were 
able to derive an upper bound for the size of E using the rationale 
presented in the above. Their result is summarized in the following 
theorems. 
Theorem 5.2.1 The matrices L and U computed by Gaussian 
Elimination with partial pivoting, using floating-point arithmetic 
with unit round-off u, satisfy 
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LU = A + E 
with 
||2|L < n^pllAil^u (5.2.24) 
where 
p = max |a(^^|/| |A| |^. 
i,j,k 
Once we have L and U, the solution of Ax = b can be obtained 
by successively solving the two triangular systems Ly = b and 
Ux = y. Forsythe and Mo1er (1967) also found the bounds for the 
rounding errors introduced in solving a general triangular system, 
and then derived the following theorem which gives a bound for the size 
of 5A in Equation 5.2.1. 
* 
Theorem 5.2.2 The solution x computed by Gaussian Elimination 
with partial pivoting satisfies the equation 
(A+ôA)x = b 
with 
where 
|6A| < 1.01(n^+3n^)p||A| |^u, (5.2.25) 
p = max |a(^^|/||A| |^. 
i,j,k 
-1 Suppose X is the exact solution of Ax = b, then x = A b 
* 
and the difference between x and x is expressed as 
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* -1 -1 * 
X  -  X  =  A  b - A  A x  
-1 * 
= A (b - Ax ) 
therefore 
= A~^5Ax*, (5.2.26) 
|x - x*|L = i |A ^ôAX*|1^ 
< l|A-"lL IISAl X 00 ' ' ' '00 ' ' ' '00 
3 , , 2,I, -1,I |"(k)111*1 
< l.OKn +3n)||A ||* max |a | ||x ||ju. 
i,j,k J 
(5.2.27) 
^ Ck) 
Since max |a..| can be computed easily during the forward 
i,j,k 
course of the Gaussian Elimination, all the values on the right hand 
side of Equation 5.2.27 are computable except ||A |^. If an 
estimate of ||A can be found, then using Equation 5.2.27 and 
this estimate we have a computable upper bound for ||x-x | |^. We 
will now derive an upper bound for ||A by using an approximation 
of A"^. 
Let X be an approximation for the inverse of A. In this case, 
X is chosen as the computed result of A by using floating-point 
arithmetic. If 
R = I - XA (5.2.28) 
n 
and R has a spectral radius which is smaller than one, then 
A~^ = (I^ - R)"^X (5.2.29) 
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and 
.-1) (I^ - R)"^X1 
< M (I^ - R) -li X 
|RIL) -1 X (5.2.30) 
providing 
.-1, 
< (1 -
IrIL < 1-
In order to bound IIa ^|| , our task now is to bound |IRIi with 
' ' ' ' 00 ' ' ' ' 00 
a value smaller than one. The following two lemmas proved by Yamamoto 
(1982) are the preliminaries that needed to derive the bound for 
I IR|1^. From now on, we shall denote the computed result of a value 
a by a, ij[ ] is the function such that y [A] = lJ[(a^j)] = (|a^j|) 
and 6 = ng 
n 
1-t 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let K = (k..) = y[I - XA] = y[R], and 
-1 F = 1.01y[X]y[A] + l.Oln 11 
22 
Then, 
nnj 
(5.2.31) 
K = K + ÔK with y[ôK] ^  9^F, (5.2.32) 
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Lemma 5.2.2 Let K=(k.^)=u[I - XAJ = y[RJ, 
n 
k.= Zk.., k. = fl(k .  + ... +  k .) (5.2.33) 
and 
where 
and 
3 1] j IJ nj' 
f (f^, ..., f^)'. 
n n ^  
f . = S f.. + 1.01 Z k.. (5.2.34) 
: i=l i=l 
F = (f^j) as defined in Equation 5.2.31. 
Then, we have 
where 
k = k + ôk with y[6kj <. 0 f, (5.2.35) 
k = (k^, k^, ...» k^)' and 
k (k^; k^9 ..., k^) . 
From these two lemmas, we have 
If| L = max|f I 
j ^ 
n n ^  
= max j Z f..I + 1.Olmax Z k.. 
j i=l j i=l 
= 11FI 1 +  1.Olmax k. 
" I loo j  J 
n 
^ l.Ol] |y[X]ia[Aj I 1^ + l.Oln ^max k^^ + l.Olmax Z k_ 
and 
Let 
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< 1.01(1 |X| I |A| |„ + n ^max k + max Z k ), (5.2.36) j ^ j 1=1 
IrIL = l|K|L 
n 
= max Z k.. 
j i=l 
= max k. 
j ^ 
= IIkll 
= I|k -  ôk)I 
< l|k|L+ I 161ç| I, 
i  M k l L  +  0 j | f l L  
< max k. + e I  If I I (5.2.37) 
= ^ j n' ~ 
= max fl(|x..| + |x..] + ... + |x .|) (5.2.38) 
J nj 
= max fl(la_| + | a^^ | + ... + |a^j|) (5.2.39) 
kj = flC^j + k^j + ... + k^j) (5.2.40) 
k^ = max kj (5.2.41) 
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then by Corollary 5.1.1 
f j |  <  l . O K d  -  l . O l e  X  A  +  n ' ^ m a x  k . .  
~ ' 00 n-1 00 00 ^ IJ 
and 
+ (1 - 1.018 max k. ) 
n-1 . ] 
= L (5.2.42) 
1*11. < 5» + (5.2.43) 
Hence, if k_ + 6 f <1, then 
n~oo 
< (1 - llRll.)"^ I|x||„ 
< O - (I + <1 - I 
= (5.2,44) 
According to Equation 5.2.27, we have 
I  Ix-x I I  < 1.01(n^ + 3n^) A ^ max |a| ||x || u (5.2.45) 
" i,j,k ~ 
Hence, 1.01(n + 3n ) A max |a.. | ||x || u is a computable upper 
~ i,j,k ~ ~ 
bound for ||x-x ||^, and this is an a-posteriori error bound because 
it involves knowing the actual computed results. This, then is one 
of the principle results of this section. 
* 
Theorem 5.2.3 Let x be the computed solution of the linear 
system Ax = b by using Gaussian Elimination with partial pivoting. 
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If 
S. + < 1 
then 
where 
|x-x 11^ < 1.01(n^ + 3n^) A ^  max |a^^^l ||x ||^u, (5.2.46) 
" i,i,k 
X is the exact solution of Ax = b. 
* 
This upper bound for ||x-x | ]^ is dependent on the computational 
algorithm of Gaussian Elimination with partial pivoting. Next, we 
II *1 , 
will derive an algorithm independent upper bound for ||x-x || . 
5.2.2 An algorithm independent error bound 
Let Ax = b be the system of linear equations where A is 
a nonsingular matrix and let X be a computed inverse of A by 
* 
using floating-point arithmetic, then an approximate solution of x, x , 
* * 
can be computed as x = fl(Xb). If we denote X, b, Xb, x , and h as 
X = for i, j, = 1, 2, ..., n, 
b = (b^, bg, ..., b^)' 
n n n 
Xb = ( I x..b., I X  b., ..., I X  b )' 
j=l ^ j=l ^  ^ 3=1 J J 
* * * * 
; = (=1' *2 
= (flCx^^b^ + ... + x^^b^), ..., fKx^j^b^ + ... + 
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and 
h = (h , h , h )' 
~ 1 z n 
* 
= X - Xb. 
and 
-1 If X is the exact solution of Ax = b, then x = A b 
x-x = A ^b - (Xb + h) 
= (A ^ - X)b - h 
= (I - XA)A~H - h 
n "w ~ 
Therefore, 
Since 
= RA~^b - h. (5.2.47) 
|x-x*||^ = 11BA~H - h||^ 
< llRA'^IL + MhlL 
<  I | R | L  I I M L +  l | h | L .  (5.2.48) 
* a 
|h I = Ix - l X b I 
j=l ^ ] 
using Corollary 5.1.3, we have 
(5.2.49) 
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n 
Ih.l < 1.010 Z  |x..b.| 
i' nj=i ij y 
< 1.016 (1 - 1.010 )"^ fl(|x.,b,I + ... + |x b i) 
n n ' il 1' in ^ 
= 1.010 (1 - 1.010 )~^!x*i 
n n 1 
= (5.2.50) 
Employing Equation 5.2.43 and 5.2.44, if + 0^f^ <1, the 
Equation 5.2.48 becomes 
I|x-x I I < (k + 0 f )A ^ • max|b.| + max h. (5.2.51) 
' ' ~ ~ ' -.oo n~°° 00 ^ ' 1 ' 
The right hand side of this equation is an upper bound for ||x-x ||^, 
* 
this is also an a-posteriori error bound for x because it involves 
knowing the actual computed results too. This is another important 
result. 
Theorem 5.2.4 Let Ax = b be a linear system of equations, A is 
* 
nxn nonsingular matrix, and x = fl(Xb) is a computed solution of 
-1 
Ax = b where X is a computed approximation of A . Then, if 
5. + 8%!. < 1' 
we have 
I|x-x I 1 < (k + 0 f ) A maxib.I + max h.. (5.2.52) I ' ^  ^  ' ' 00 ^^00 n~o° 00 ^ ' i' ^ 1 
Using the results obtained in Section 5.2.3, we will end this section 
by deriving an upper bound for ||A ^ - X|| , where X is a computed 
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result of A This is as follow. 
I|4"^ - x|L - IKlj. -
< ll(\ -  XAU. llA'^ll. 
-  l l R l l .  l l A - ' l L  
< (L + »J»> (5.2.53) 
providing k + 9 f <1. 
^ n~«' 
5.3 Extracting the Exact Solution of Linear System 
from the Computed Solution 
In this section, a procedure which extracts the exact solution 
* 
of linear system Ax = b from the computed solution x will be intro­
duced. The equation Ax = b must be such that A is an nJ<n non-
singular integral matrix and b is an integral vector. First, it is 
necessary to review the theoretical basis of this procedure. These 
results can be found in Hardy and Wright (1960) and Aberth (1978). 
5.3.1 Extracting rational number from its floating-point number 
approximation 
For any floating-point number x, it can be expanded as a finite 
continued fraction 
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X = ao + 
'1 + 
^2 + 
+ ^ =— (5.3.1) 
% 
since x is rational. This expression also can be written as 
X  =  a ^  +  — ^  ^  . . .  — T h e  r a t i o n a l  n u m b e r s  r , ,  r „ ,  . . . ,  r ,  ,  
0  a ^ +  a ^ +  a ^  1 2 k  
where r, = a_ + —^ ^ ... —are called convergents of x for 
k 0 a^+ a^ 
k = 1, 2, ..., N. Hardy and Wright (1960) showed that these convergents 
of X satisfy the following relations. 
(i) If r, is expressed as —, where p and q are 
k k k 
relatively prime, then the integers p^ and can be 
obtained by the recursion. 
"k • Vk-l + \-2 
"k " Vk-l + \-2 
for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N, starting with p_2 = 0, p_^ = 1, 
9-2 = 9_i = 0. 
(ii) j— ^^1 = —% , k = 0, 1, ..., N-1. Moreover, x is 
"^k "^k+1 ^k^k+1 
always contained in the closed interval with endpoints 
fk ^k+1 
^k' \+l 
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(iii) ^K+L - X 
^K+L 
< 
''K 
, k = 0, 1, ,.., N-1. 
(iv) If ^ is a rational number such that - x| <-^ , then ^  
must be equal to a convergent of x. 
For the purpose of extracting the rational number from its 
floating-point number approximation, in addition to above four relations 
the following result is needed. This lemma is proved by Aberth (1978). 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let x be a floating-point approximation to the 
rational number r = ^  for which it is known that |x - r| < e, 
2 
q ^ Q and e < 1/2Q . If x has the continued fraction expansion 
*0 + ^  '-'h ""k =  = 0, 1, .... K, are the 
12 N 
convergents which satisfy q^Q, then r must equal to the last of 
these r, . 
k 
According to this lemma, Aberth (1978) developed and verified the 
following procedure for extracting rational number r from its 
floating-point approximation x. 
(i) Record the sign of x. 
Set bg = |x|, p_2 = 0, p_^ = 1, q_2 = 1, and q_^ = 0 
(ii) Iterate 
a^ = [bj^] (i.e., the greatest integer ^ b^), 
•"k " Vk-1 * ''k-2 
"k " Vk-1 + 'k-l 
••fcfl ° 
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for k = 1, 2, K where K is the first instance of k 
that either > Q or is undefined (i.e;, = a^). 
(iii) Then r = (sign x) — and there are no common divisor of 
*^k 
Pk and q^. 
The following example illustrates how this procedure works. 
Example 5.3.1 Suppose Q = 1000 and if the exact answer for a 
23 
rational number is ^= 0.657142857, then if the computed value for 
1 -7 
this number is within e = —j =5.10 , the correct rational number 
2Q 
will be extracted. Below we give the extraction of two hypothetical 
computed results, one greater and one less than the exact value. 
1. Computed value is 0.657142448 
k \ Pk 
0 0.657142448 0 0 1 
1 1.521740078 1 1 1 
2 1.916663186 1 1 2 
3 1.090913233 1 2 3 
4 10.99949082 10 21 32 
5 1.000501429 1 23 35 
6 1995.2115 1995 > 1000 
K 
Pk 23 
• 35' 
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2. Computed value is 0.657143266 
^ \ \ Pk \ 
0 0-657143266 0 0 1 
1 1.521738183 111 
2 1.916670144 112 
3 1.090904951 12 3 
4 11.00050087 11 23 35 
5 1996.8051 1996 > 1000 
1 / J 23 k = 4 and r = — = —. 
\ 35 
5.3.2 Extracting the exact solution for the systems of linear equations 
Lemma 5.3.1 indicates that for extracting the rational number r 
from its floating-point approximation x correctly, the rounding error, 
£ = |x - r|, and the denominator of r, Q, must be available. Also, 
the relationship e < —^ needs to be satisfied. Similarly, for a 
2Q 
given linear system Ax = b, where A is an nxn nonsingulàr matrix 
and b is an integral vector, in order to extract the exact solution 
* 
X from its computed floating-point approximation x , the maximum 
rounding error, e = ||x-x ||^ and the common denominator, det(A), of 
components of x must be available. Furthermore, not only these 
* 1 
two values but also the relationship e < y needs to be 
2det(A) 
satisfied to guarantee the extraction is correct. 
Both e and det(A) can not be known a priori, however, 
* 
an a posteriori upper bound for e , e , and an upper bound for 
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I I |det(A)|, Q , can be found. Moreover, these two estimates can be used 
* 1 
to verify the relationship e < T because 
2det(A)^ 
1 * ^ 1 1 
e < implies that e < e < < = 
2Q 2Q 2det(A) 
^ * 1  *  1  
which is that if £ < then e < j. Hence, we can use 
2Q 2det(A) 
the criterion, e < to determine whether the extraction is 
2Q ^ 
correct. 
In Section 5.2, two upper bounds for e = | |x-x | were derived 
and stated in Theorems 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. Also, the Hadamard's 
inequality 
^  ^  ?  1 / 9  |det(A)| < n ( Z aT.r'^, where A= (a..) (5.3.2) 
i=l j=l 
was used to determine the upper bound of |det(A)|, however, in most 
cases the Hadamard inequality bound is quite conservative. An 
alternative upper bound for |det(A)| can be obtained as a byproduct 
when Gaussian Elimination with partial pivoting is used to solve the 
linear system. 
Employing Equations 5.2.6 and 5.2.22, we have 
^ ^ (n) g(l) ^  j,(2) + ^ 
= A^^) + E (5.3.3) 
where 
A(°) = (ajj)), = (a(j)) and E = (e^^). 
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Therefore, for 2 _< i < n 
' i f = -  n .  
and 
(n) 
1 l*ii 
(n) I 
i i  '  
(n) I 
kill 
< |af?^| + n^ max |af^^|u (by Theorem 5.2.1) 
i.j,k 
2 , " (k). 
n max |a.. |u 
< 1%); (1 + ) 
mm a. . 
2<i<n 
= |a(*)| (1 + *), (5.3.4) 
2 j"(k),  
n max |a ; / |u 
with 4) '^"'^'-(n) 
mxn a.. 
2<i<n 
Furthermore, 
fi{|2(*)| • n (|2(?)|(1 + *))) 
i=2 ^ 
> fl{ n |a(?)|} 
i=l 
> n |a(?)|(l - 0 )^"^ (by Theorem 5.1.4) 
i=l ^ 
> |det(A)|(1 - (5.3.5) 
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Since (1 - 6^^) > 0 
ldet(A)| < (1 - fl{(l + n 
i=l 
= (1 - l.Ol(n-l)u)"^ fl{(l + 
z<l<n 
4ri i=l 
n 
n l%)|) 
(5.3.6) 
The right hand side of Equation 5.3.6 is an upper bound for |det(A)|. 
In most cases, this bound yields a sharper bound for |det(A)| than 
Hadamard's inequality. For example. 
det (A) = 10856000, the Hadamard's bound is 64883932, while the 
Equation 5.3.6 gives a bound 10856000.0000007. (when IBM/370 System 
double precision is used). This bound is an a posteriori bound for 
det(A), because computed results are used. 
When partial pivoting Gaussian Elimination process is used to 
solve the linear system Ax = b (A is an nxn nonsingular integral 
matrix, b is an integral vector and x is the required solution). 
Using the results stated in Theorem 5.2.3 and Equation 5.3.6, if 
220 100 20 30 
140 70 100 0 
A = -10 130 -10 -110 
1 8  1 - 2  
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1.01(n^ + 3n^) ( max ||x*||^u < 
n max [a 
min |af/ 
2<i<n 
1=1 
(5.3.7) 
is satisfied, we can extract the exact solution x from its computed 
* 
approximation x componentwise by using the extraction process 
described in Section 5.3.1. Obviously, this is an alternative to 
residue arithmetic and finite segment p-adic number arithmetic which 
produces exact solution for the system Ax = b. 
Before we turn to next subject, we shall discuss the restrictions 
which have been imposed on A and b of the system Ax = b. The 
first restriction is that A and b have integral elements. This 
is not a serious problem, because any rational number can be scaled 
to integer. The second restriction is that A must be a nonsingular 
matrix. This can be eased by the following explanation. 
For any rectangular matrix A, A b (A is a g^-inverse of 
A) is a solution for the system Ax = b. Employing Equation 2.3.3 
and Equation 2.3.4, A b can be expressed as 
A b = Q Pb 
0 0 
where P and Q are permutation matrices such that 
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PAQ = 
11 
21 
12 
22 
and A^^ is a nonsingular minor of A with rank(A^^) = order(A^^) = 
rank(A) = r. Let b' be the vector consisting of the first r com­
ponents of Pb, then 
A b = Q 
Since A^^b' can be treated as the solution for the system A^^x = b' 
and P and Q are permutation matrices which are irrelevant to 
rounding errors, the problem of solving Ax = b is equivalent to 
the problem of solving A^^x' = b', and A^^ is nonsingular. 
5.4 Error-Free Computational Procedure for the Solution 
of Linear System 
Summarizing the results we obtained in Chapters 2 and 3 and 
Section 5.3, for a given linear system Ax = b (A is an integral 
matrix and b is an integral vector), an error-free computational 
procedure which solves Ax = b is outlined as follows. 
1. Solve the system Ax = b by using partial pivoting Gaussian 
Elimination process. Usual double precision floating-point 
arithmetic is used. 
:(n) (i) Obtain max |a^^^|, min |af"^ 
i,j,k 11 
for i = 1, 2, ..., n, 
2^i<n 
and X the computed inverse of A as the by-products of 
elimination process. 
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* 
(ii) Compute x by solving two triangular system Ly = b and 
Ux = y (this was described in Section 5.2.1). 
2. Compute e = 1.01(n + 3n )A max la.. I ||x I I u, where u is 
^-1 
unit round-off and is computed by using the Equations 5.2,41, 
5.2.42, and 5.2.44, 
2  ," (k ) ,  
n max |a^^'| ^ 
Compute Q* = (1 - l.Ol(n-l)u)"^ fl{(1 + n |a^?^|} 
min a).^ i=l 
2<i<n 
* 1 3 .  I f  e  <  — u s e  t h e  e x t r a c t i o n  p r o c e s s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  S e c t i o n  
2q 
* 
5.3.1 to extract the exact solution x from x componentwise; 
otherwise, either the multiple modulus residue arithmetic (step 4) 
or finite segment p-adic number arithmetic is used to solve the 
system Ax = b, where A = (a_j), i, j, = 1, ..., n, and 
b = (b^, b^, ..., b^)'. 
s 
4. Select the base {p , p«, ..., p }, M = Hp. such that 
1 z s 1=1 1 
n n 2 n 
M > 2 n ( Z a,.)l/2 Z |b, I, 
i=l k=l j=l J 
(This bound is derived by Howell and Gregory (l970)O 
(i) Compute |det(A)| and |A^^^(p.)'b| for i = 1, 2, ..., s. 
pi 1 ~ 
(ii) Combine |det(A)| and |A^^^(p.) b| , i = l, 2 
pi 1 ~ pi 
to |det(A)^| and |a^^^(M) bby using symmetric mixed-
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radix representation procedure. 
(iii) Obtain X as |det(A)lj^ b|^_ 
5. Choose a prime p and determine r the number of digits of finite 
segment p-adic number such that 
(i) Convert A and b to H(p, r. A) and H(p, r, b) 
respectively. 
(ii) Compute H(p, r, A ^b) and H(p, r, det(A)). 
(iii) Use H(p, r, det(A)) as common denominator to recover 
-1 
H(p, r, A b) to X .  
Clearly, when an usual floating-point arithmetic program produces 
a reasonably accurate solution for the system Ax = b, which is that 
1 
E  <  — h o l d s ,  a n  a p p e n d i x  e x t r a c t i o n  r o u t i n e  w i l l  g i v e  u s  a n  e x a c t  
2Q 
solution X .  In this case,a special error-free computational procedure 
(such as residue arithmetic or finite segment p-adic number arithmetic) 
is not needed to produce exact solution. 
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6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, some numerical results will be given from using 
implemented FORTRAN programs included in Appendix 1. The individual 
programs will be referred to as (1) generalized matrix inversion using 
multiple modulus residue arithmetic (algorithm stated in Section 2.3.3), 
(2) generalized matrix inversion using finite segment p-adic number 
arithmetic (procedure described in Section 3.4), (3) exact solution of 
linear programming problems (Algorithms 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.2.1, and 4.2.2), 
and (4) extraction of exact solution for the given linear system of 
equations. These programs were implemented on an IBM/370 System. 
Four examples of computer output will be given. The first Example 
uses a matrix of experimental data from Draper and Smith (1981). For 
the input matrix A, A is computed. The second example is based on 
data given in the Statistics 540 course at Iowa State University. 
The Lj^ estimate of parameters in the linear model problem is 
obtained by finding the optimal solution of the linear programming 
problem. The third example can be found in Adegbeyeni and Krishnamurthy 
(1977). An interval linear programming problem is solved. In the 
above three examples, problems are solved by using both the multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic method and the finite segment p-adic number 
arithmetic method in order to obrain the exact solutions. The fourth 
example is using the Examples E.3 and E.4 from Howell and Gregory 
(1970). In this example, the extraction of the exact solution of the 
linear system of equations is illustrated. In the computer run, data 
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are processed through two different multiple modulus residue arithmetic 
programs, one is using the modified synmetric mixed-radix representation 
procedure while the other one is using the original mixed-radix 
representation procedure. The required array bytes and execution time 
are compared for these two computations. 
6.1 Examples 
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Example 6.1.1a Generalized matrix inversion using finite segment 
p-adic number arithmetic. 
THE MATRIX A = 
70 10 110 110 70 110 30 10 20 210 10 110 100 
260 290 560 310 520 550 710 310 540 470 400 660 680 
60 150 80 80 60 90 170 220 180 40 230 90 80 
600 520 200 470 330 220 60 440 220 260 340 120 120 
785 743 1043 876 959 1092 1027 725 931 1159 838 1133 1094 
NUMBER OF DIGITS USED IN HENSEL CODES IS 
62 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = 
•6148340000. 
2574399000. 
21906000. 
2532761000. 
-2684792000. 
-2426456000. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
1524379000. 
-1890000. 
1524435000. 
-1543146000. 
-1494706000. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
1210349000. 
-51892000. 
1134463000. 
-1217810000. 
•1071962000. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
607790000. 
-80000. 
630564000. 
-631356000. 
-606534000. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
-1299350000. 
2700000. 
-1299430000. 
1326160000. 
1256960000. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0. 
0. 
0 .  
0 .  
0. 
G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = 
-0.418714D 00 
-0.356291D-02 
-0.411942D 00 
0.436669D 00 
0.394652D 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
-0.247933D 00 
0.307400D-03 
-0.247943D 00 
0.250986D 00 
0.243107D 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
-0.196858D 00 
0.844000D-02 
-0.184515D 00 
0.198071D 00 
0.174350D 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
-0.988543D-01 
0.130116D-04 
-0.102558D 00 
0.102687D 00 
0.986500D-01 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
0.211333D 00 
-0.439143D-03 
0.211346D 00 
-0.215694D 00 
-0.204439D 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
O.OOOOOOD 00 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 1228463 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 28024 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 24520 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.44 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 27.55 SEC 
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Example 6.1.1b Generalized matrix inversion using multiple modulus 
residue arithmetic. Modified symmetric mixed-radix representation 
procedure along with the multiple precision arithmetic is used to 
combine the results. 
THE MATRIX A = 
70 10 110 110 70 110 30 
260 290 560 310 520 550 710 
60 150 80 80 60 90 170 
600 520 200 470 330 220 60 
785 743 1043 876 959 1092 1027 
10 20 210 10 110 100 
310 540 470 400 660 680 
220 180 40 230 90 80 
440 220 260 340 120 120 
725 931 1159 838 1133 1094 
THE MATRIX P = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
THE MATRIX Q = 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
THE RANK OF MATRIX IS 5 
4 MODULUS ARE USED IN MULTIPLE RESIDUE ARITHMETIC 
5 DIGITS ARE USED IN MULTILENGTH ARITHMETIC 
1 
G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = * 
-6148340000. 
2574399000. 
21906000. 
2532761000. 
-2684792000. 
-2426456000. 
1524379000. 
-1890000. 
1524435000. 
-1543146000. 
-1494706000. 
1210349000. 
-51892000. 
1134463000. 
-1217810000. 
-1071962000. 
607790000. 
-80000. 
630564000. 
-631356000. 
-606534000. 
-1299350000. 
2700000. 
-1299430000. 
1326160000. 
1256960000. 
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0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = 
-0. 418714D 00 -0 .247933D 00 -0. 196858D 00 -0. 988543D-•01 0. 211333D 00 
-0. 35629ID-•02 0 .307400D-•03 0. 844000D-•02 0. 130116D-•04 -0. 439143D-•03 
-0. 411942D 00 -0 .247943D 00 -0. 184515D 00 -0. 102558D 00 0. 211346D 00 
0. 436669D 00 0 .250986D 00 0. 198071D 00 0. 102687D 00 -0. 215694D 00 
0. 394652D 00 0 .243107D 00 0. 174350D 00 0. 986500D-•01 -0. 204439D 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
0. OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 125261 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 38216 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 4764 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.62 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 2.71 SEC 
4764 bytes of array area and 2.71 seconds execution time were 
used. 
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Kvample 6.1.1c Generalized matrix inversion using multiple modulus 
residue arithmetic. The symmetric mixed-radix representation procedure 
is used to combine the results. 
THE MATRIX A = 
70 10 110 110 70 110 30 10 20 210 10 110 100 
260 290 560 310 520 550 710 310 540 470 400 660 680 
60 150 80 80 60 90 170 220 180 40 230 90 80 
600 520 200 470 330 220 60 440 220 260 340 120 120 
785 743 1043 876 959 1092 1027 725 931 1159 838 1133 1094 
THE MATRIX P = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
THE MATRIX Q = 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
THE RANK OF MATRIX IS 5 
4 MODULI NEEDED FOR CONVERTING A(ll) 
1 
G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = * 
-6148340000. 
2574399000. 
21906000. 
2532761000. 
-2684792000. 
-2426456000. 
0 .  
0 .  
1524379000. 
-1890000. 
1524435000. 
-1543146000. 
-1494706000. 
0 .  
0 .  
1210349000. 
-51892000. 
1134463000. 
-1217810000. 
-1071962000. 
0 .  
0 .  
607790000. 
-80000. 
630564000. 
-631356000. 
-606534000. 
0 .  
0 .  
-1299350000. 
2700000. 
-1299430000. 
1326160000. 
1256960000. 
0 .  
0 .  
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0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  
G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = 
-0. 418714D 00 -0 .247933D 00 -0^ 196858D 00 -o^ 988543D-•01 0 .211333D 00 
-0. , 35629ID-•02 0 .307400D-•03 0. 844000D-•02 0. 130116D-•04 -0 •439143D-•03 
-0, .411942D 00 -0 .247943D 00 -0. 184515D 00 -0. 102558D 00 0 .211346D 00 
0. ,436669D 00 0 .250986D 00 0. 198071D 00 0. 102687D 00 -0 .215694D 00 
0. 394652D 00 0 .243107D 00 0. 174350D 00 0. 986500D-•01 -0 •204439D 00 
0. ,0000000 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0, •OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0, .OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0^ OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0. •OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0. •OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0, •OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0, .OOOOOOD 00 0 .OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
0, .OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0. OOOOOOD 00 0 •OOOOOOD 00 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 87186 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 21984 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 8896 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.39 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 2.13 SEC 
8896 bytes of array and 2.13 seconds execution time were 
used. 
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Example 6.1.2a Solving programming problem by using finite 
segment p-adic number arithmetic. The problem is to find the 
estimate of g for the regression y = Bm + + e 
where y = (1, 2, 1, 2, 5)' and x = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)'. The corre­
sponding linear programming problem is, 
5 ^ _ 
max - I (e. + e.) 
i=l ^ 
subject to - Bg) + le^ + le = y 
where X = (1, x), = (3q^, 3^^)' and Big)' 
with 3q2> 6j^2 = ® ® i = 1, 2,..., 
5. 
THE MATRIX L IS 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 2 -1 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 2 
0 1 3 -1 -3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 
0 1 4 -1 -4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 2 
0 1 5 -1 -5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 5 
OPTIMAL VALUE IS-0.40000D 01 
SOLUTION IS 
X( 6)= 2./ 3. 
X( 9)= 8./ 3. 
X( 2)= 1./ 3. 
X(12)= 2./ 3. 
X( 1)= 2./ 3. 
WHICH IS 
X( 6)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
X( 9)= 0.2666666666666667D 01 
X( 2)= 0.3333333333333333D 00 
X(12)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
X( 1)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 594476 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 26728 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 24788 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.54 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 15.35 SEC 
Therefore, = X(l) = 2/3 and Bq2 = X(2) = 1/3 which imply 
that y = 2/3 + l/3x. 
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Example 6.1.2b Solving the problem stated in Example 6.1.2a by 
using multiple modulus residue arithmetic method. 
THE MATRIX L IS 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 2 -1 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 2 
0 1 3 -1 -3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 
0 1 4 -1 -4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 2 
0 1 5 -1 -5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 5 
OPTIMAL VALUE IS-0.40000D 01 
SOLUTION IS 
X( 6)= 2, • /  3 
X( 9)= 8. 
./ 3 
X( 2)= 1, 7 3 
X(12)= 2. 
./ 3 
X( 1)= 2, 
./ 3 
WHICH IS 
X( 6)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
X( 9)= 0.2666666666666667D 01 
X( 2)= 0.3333333333333333D 00 
X(12)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
X( 1)= 0.6666666666666667D 00 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 174667 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 18024 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 23788 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.37 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 5.95 SEC 
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Example 6.1.3a Solving the interval linear programming problem 
using finite segment p-adic number arithmetic. 
(-4 1 -3 2 -2 3 -1 4)' 
MATRIX A = 
2 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 2 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 2 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 2 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 2 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 
(-2 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2)' 
( 1 4 1 4 1 3 2 4)' 
PROBLEM IS BOUNDED 
THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS 
1 
(17. 52. 69. 104. 121. 129. 110. 73.)'= 
9. 
0.1888888888888889D 01 
0.577777777777777SD 01 
0.7666666666666666D 01 
0.1155555555555556D 02 
0.1344444444444444D 02 
0.1433333333333333D 02 
0.1222222222222222D 02 
0.8111111111111110D 01 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 126084 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 32424 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.49 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 3.49 SEC 
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Example 6.1.3b Solving the interval linear programming problem 
using multiple modulus residue arithmetic. 
C = (-4 1 
THE MATRIX A = 
-2  4)' 
2  - 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  
- 1  2  - 1  0  0  0  0  0  
0  - 1  2  - 1  0  0  0  0  
0  0  - 1  2  - 1  0  0  0  
0  0  0  - 1  2  - 1  0  0  
0  0  0  0  - 1  2  - 1  0  
0  0  0  0  0  - 1  2  - 1  
0  0  0  0  0  0  - 1  2  
L = (-2 
U = ( 1 
2 
4 
- 2  
1 
2 
4 
-2  
1 
• 2  
2 
2)' 
4)' 
PROBLEM IS BOUNDED 
THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS 
1 
9. 
(17. 52. 69. 104. 121. 129. 110. 
0.1888888888888889D 01 
0.5777777777777778D 01 
0.7666666666666666D 01 
0.1155555555555556D 02 
0.1344444444444444D 02 
0.1433333333333333D 02 
0.1222222222222222D 02 
0.8111111111111110D 01 
73)' = 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 20848 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 24336 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.41 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 0.68 SEC 
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Example 6»1.4a Extracting the exact solution for the system Ax 
from computed floating-point approximation. 
A = 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 9. 10. 
2. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
3. 3. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
4. 4. 4. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 9. 10. 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
THE HADAMARD'S BOUND IS 0.4418940023199253D 14 
THE DETERMINANT BOUND IS 0.1000000000002000D 02 
B = 
1 .  
-2 .  
3. 
-4. 
5. 
-6. 
7. 
-8. 
9. 
- 1 0 .  
THE FLOATING-POINT APPROXIMATED SOLUTION IS 
-0.2999999999999972D 01 
0.7999999999999971D 01 
-0.1200000000000000D 02 
0.1599999999999999D 02 
-0.1999999999999999D 02 
0.2400000000000000D 02 
-0.2800000000000000D 02 
0.3199999999999999D 02 
-0.3599999999999999D 02 
O.I800000000000000D 02 
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the exact solution is 
-3 / 
8 / 
-12 / 
16 / 
-20 / 
24 / 
-28 / 
32 / 
-36 / 
18 / 
statements executed= 9856 
core usage object code= 12776 bytes,array area= 10000 byte 
compile time= 0.22 sec,execution time= 0.24 sec 
In this problem, the execution time was 0.24 seconds while it took 
6.04 seconds for multiple modulus residue arithmetic and 31.85 seconds 
for finite segment p-adic number arithmetic to compute the inverse 
of A. Obviously this method can produce exact solution with less 
memory space and execution time in some cases. 
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Example 6.1.4b Extracting the exact solution of the linear system 
Ax = b from computed floating-point approximation. 
A = 
2. -1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
-1. 2. -1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. -1. 2. -1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. -1. 2. -1. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. -1. 2. -1. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. -1. 2. -1. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -1. 2. -1. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -1. 2. 
THE HADAMARD'S BOUND IS 0.1080000000000000D 04 
Th£ DETERMINANT BOUND IS 0.9000000000001574D 01 
THE FLOATING-POINT APPROXIMATED SOLUTION IS 
-0.4444444444444444D 00 
O.llllllllllllllllD 00 
-0.3333333333333333D 00 
0.2222222222222223D 00 
-0.2222222222222221D 00 
0.3333333333333335D 00 
-0.lllllllllllllllOD 00 
0.4444444444444445D 00 
THE EXACT SOLUTION IS 
- 4 / 9  
1 / 9 
-1  /  3  
2 / 9  
- 2 / 9  
1 / 3 
- 1 / 9  
4 / 9  
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 5557 
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE= 12776 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 10000 BYTES 
COMPILE TIME= 0.22 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 0.14 SEC 
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6.2 Conclusion 
In this research, multiple modulus residue arithmetic and finite 
segment p-adic number arithmetic are used to find the exact reflexive 
generalized inverses of matrices and for solving both linear programming 
problems and interval linear programming problems with integral input. 
Although in Chapter 3 we have pointed.out four advantages of finite 
segment p-adic number arithmetic over multiple modulus residue 
arithmetic, according to the Examples 6.1.1a, 6.1.1c, 6.1.2a, 6.1.2b, 
6.1.3a, and 6.1.3b and some testing runs we also found that the 
multiple modulus residue needs less memory and execution time for 
solving ehe same problem. The reason is that it is very time consuming 
to perform the basic p-adic number arithmetic. Therefore, from a com­
putation stand point, the multiple modulus residue arithmetic method 
is better than the finite segment p-adic number arithmetic method 
for finding exact solutions. We must also point out that the multiple 
modulus residue arithmetic only can be applied to solve problems for 
which the denominators of results are known or can be computed, because 
it is necessary to known the denominator to map the multiple modulus 
residue representation to its rational equivalent. On the other hand, 
we can map the floating-point Hensel code to its rational equivalent by 
using the successive addition method without knowing the denominator. 
These two error-free computational methods also can be applied 
to solve systems of linear equations Ax = b for the exact solution, 
however, a large amount of memory and considerable execution time 
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are needed when a digital computer is used. In Chapter 5, a procedure 
which extracts the exact solution of the system Ax = b from a 
resonably accurate floating-point approximation was developed. In this 
procedure, the error bound, e, and the upper bound of determinant, Q, 
2 
need to be known, and the relationship e < 1/2Q must be satisfied to 
guarantee the extraction is correct. According to Examples 6.1.4a, 
6.1.4b, this new procedure can produce exact solutions in some cases 
with significantly less cost (in term of computer memory space and 
execution time). 
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9. APPENDIX 
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1. The finite segment p-adic arithmetic is used in the following 
programs and subroutines. 
c''< 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
MAIN PROGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE GINVER, WHICH READS IN ANY M*N 
MATRIX AND THEN COMPUTES ITS REFLEXIVE GENERALIZED INVERSE. 
(G-2 INVERSE) FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC IS USED. 
INPUT IS THE ARRAY WHERE INPUT DATA ARE STORED. 
A IS THE ARRAY PROVIDES WORKING SPACE FOR PERFORM P-ADIC 
NUMBER ARITHMETIC, WHERE THE MENTISSA PART OF FLOATING­
POINT HENSEL CODES ARE STORED. 
NA IS THE ARRAY WHERE EXPONENT PART OF FLOATING-POINT HENSEL 
CODES ARE STORED. 
CODE IS THE ARRAY WHERE MENTISSA PART OF FLOATING-POINT HENSEL 
CODES OF COMMON DENOMINATOR IS STORED. 
NCODE IS THE EXPONENT OF FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODE OF COMMON 
DENOMINATOR. 
NUN IS THE ARRAY WHERE NUMERATORS OF THE COMPUTED G-2 INVERSE 
ARE STORED. 
DEN IS THE COMMON DENOMINATOR OF G-2 INVERSE. 
OUTPUT IS THE COMPUTED G-2 INVERSE. 
P IS THE PRIME OF P-ADIC NUMBER WHICH IS 45233. 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(4264),NA(533),INPUT(IOO), 
' NUM(100),CODE(20),OUTPUT(100) 
REAL*8 NUM,DEN,OUTPUT 
DATA P/45233/,A/4264*0/,NA/533*0/,CODE/20*0/ 
CDEN=1 
READ(5,5)M,N 
F0RMAT(I2,1X,I2) 
WRITE(6,6) 
FORMATCI',' 
READ IN THE DIMENSION OF INPUT 
MATRIX. 
READ IN THE INPUT MATRIX WHICH HAS 
INTEGRAL ENTRIES. 
THE MATRIX A = ',/) 
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DO 20 1=1,M 
READ(5,10)(INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
10 FORMAT(1515) 
WRITE(6,15)(INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
15 F0RMAT(15(1X,I7)) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE HADAMARD'S BOUND AND THE 
C NUMBER OF DIGITS NEEDED FOR PERFORMING 
C FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC, 
C WHICH IS R. 
C 
CALL BOUND(INPUT(L),M,N,P,R,END,NEND) 
PRINT,' ' 
PRINT,' NUMBER OF DIGITS USED IN HENSEL CODES IS',R 
PRINT,' 
C 
C CONVERT INPUT MATRIX TO IT'S FLOATING-
C POINT HENSEL CODE. 
C 
DO 40 1=1,M 
DO 40 J=1,N 
CALL EXPAN(A(POINT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)),INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),CDEN, 
NA(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),P,R) 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE G-2 INVERSE OF INPUT MATRIX 
C BY USING P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC, THE 
C HENSEL CODES OF THE RESULT ARE STORED 
C IN THE SECTION SATRT AT POINT AI+1 OF 
C A ARRAY. 
C 
CALL GINVER(A(1),END,NA(1),NEND,C0DE,NC0DE,P,R,AI,NAI,M,N) 
C 
C CONVERTS THE COMPUTED G-2 INVERSE TO 
C RATIONAL NUMBER. 
C 
DO 50 1=1,N 
DO 50 J=1,M 
CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(I,J,1,M,R,AI)),C0DE,NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NAI)), 
* NCODE,NUM(POINT2(I,J,M,0)),DEN,NA(POINT2(I,J,M,NAI)), 
*  P,R)  
0UTPUT(P0INT2 ( I, J, M, 0 ) )=NUM (P0INT2 ( I, J, M, 0 ) )* CP''"^ 
* NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NAI))) 
50 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,60) DEN 
60 FORMAT(15X,'G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A = ',' * ', 
*/,40X,F15.0) 
DO 70 1=1,N 
WRITE(6,80) (OUTPUT(POINT2(I,J,M,0)),J=1,M) 
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70 CONTINUE 
80 FQRMAT(13X,5(F15.0,2X)) 
DO 90 1=1,N 
DO 90 J=1,M 
OUTPUT(POINT2(I,J,M,0))=OUTPUT(P0INT2(I,J,M,0))/DEN 
90 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,120) 
DO 100 1=1,N 
WRITE(6,110) (0UTPUT(P0INT2(I,J,M,0)),J=1,M) 
100 CONTINUE 
110 F0RMAT(13X,5(D13,6,1X)) 
120 FORMAT('1',///,20X,'G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A =') 
STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
c THIS PROGRM SOLVES LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH INTEGRAL 
C ENTRIES, BY USING FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC. 
C REVISED SIMPLEX ALGORITHM IS USED. 
C 
C THE PROBLEM IS 
C MAXIMIZE C'X 
C - -
C SUBJECT TO 
C AX <= B 
C -
C X >= 0 
c -
C AND THE MATRIX L IS FORM AS FOLLOWING 
C 
C I 1 -C' 0 I 
C I - I 
C L = I I 
C I 0 A B I 
c L  -  -  _ l  
C 
C PROB IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MATRIX L IS STORED. 
C A IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MENTISSA PART OF THE HENSEL CODES 
C OF THE FOLLOWING MATRICES ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX 
C O L  
C LIN2 LIN2=BINV*L 
C T T IS THE MATRIX HOLDS INTERMEDIATE 
C RESULT 
C BINV BINV IS THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX 
C OF THE BASIC VARIABLES 
C E E IS THE MATRIX SUCH THAT E*BINV 
C IS THE BINV OF THE NEW STEP 
C 
C NA IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE EXPONENT PART OF THE HENSEL CODES 
C THE FOLLOWING MATRICES ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX 
C O L  
C NLIN2 LIN2 
C NT T 
C NBINV BINV 
C NE E 
C 
C ZMC IS THE ARRAY OF VALUES OF Z-C, AND RTH COMPONENT HAS THE 
C THE SMALLEST VALUE 
C XR IS THE ARRAY WHERE RTH COLUMN, OR THE LEAVING VARIABLE OF 
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C LIN2 ARE STORED. 
C XO IS THE ARRAY WHER MOST RIGHT HAND SIDE COLUMN OF LIN2 
C ARE STORED 
C XODXR IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE RATIOS OF XR AND XO ARE STORED 
C LEAVE IS THE INDEX VECTOR INDICATES THE LEAVING VARIABLES 
G ENTER IS THE INDEX VECTOR INDICATES THE ENTERING VARIABLES 
C SOL IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS STORED 
C TEMP IS THE ARRAY HOLDS THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
C TEMPI IS THE ARRAY HOLDS THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
C CODE IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODE OF COMMON DENOMINATOR 
C IS STORED 
C OUT IS THE VECTOR INDICATES THE COMPONENTS OF THE OPTIMAL 
C SOLUTION 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(5000),NA(500),CODE(10),OUT(20),PROB(100), 
" ZMC(20),TEMP(10),XR(20),X0(20),SOL(20), 
LEAVE(20),ENTER(20),X0DXR(20),TEMP1(20) 
REAL--8 NUM, DEN, SOL, XR, XO, TEMP 1, ZMC, MOST, XODXR 
DATA OUT/20*0/,P/45233/,TEMP,CODE/20*0/,A/5000*0/,NA/500*0/ 
CDEN=1 
NTEMP=0 
C 
C READ THE NUMBERS OF ROWS AND COLUMNS 
C OF MATRIX L. 
C 
READ(5,10) M,N 
10 F0RMAT(2I2) 
C 
C READ THE ENTRIES OF L ROW BY ROW 
C 
PRINT,' THE MATRIX L IS' 
DO 40 1=1,M 
READ(5,20)(PROB(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
20 F0RMAT(20I5) 
WRITE(6,30)CPR0B(P0INT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
30 F0RMAT(5X,20(12,IX)) 
40 CONTINUE 
ID=M-1 
C 
C READ THE LOCATION OF INITIAL BASIC 
C VARIABLES 
C 
DO 50 1=1,ID 
50 READ(5,60) LEAVE(I),ENTER(I) 
60 F0RMAT(2I2) 
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C 
C SET THE COMMON DENOMINATOR TO 1 
C 
C0DE(1)=1 
NC0DE=0 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R, 
C NEEDED FOR P-ADIC EXPANSION, AND THE 
C STARTING POINTS OF THE WORKING 
C MATRICES IN ARRAY A AND NA 
C 
CALL B0UND1(PR0B(1),M,N,P,R,T,BINV,LIN2,E,NT,NBINV,NLIN2,NE) 
C 
C CONVERT MATRIX L TO FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODES. 
C 
DO 70 1=1,M 
DO 70 J=1,N 
CALL EXPAN(A(POINT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)),PROB(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),CDEN, 
* NA(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),P,R) 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE INITIAL BINV 
C 
DO 80 1=1,M 
NA(POINT2(I,1,M,NBINV))=NA(POINT2(I,1,N,0)) 
DO 80 K=1,R 
A(POINT1(I,1,K,M,R,BINV))=A(POINT1(I,1,K,N,R,0)) 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 100 J=2,M 
JM1=J-1 
CALL SUBT(TEMP,A(P0INT1(1,ENTER(JM1),1,N,R,0)),A(P0INT1(1,J,1, 
* M,R,BINV)),NTEMP,NA(P0INT2(1,ENTER(JM1),N,0)), 
* NA(P0INT2(1,J,M,NBINV)),P,R) 
DO 90 1=2,M 
NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NBINV))=NA(P0INT2(I,ENTER(JML),N,0)) 
DO 90 K=1,R 
A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,R,BINV))=A(P0INT1(I,ENTERCJM1),K,N,R,0)) 
90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
110 ID=ID+1 
C 
C COMPUTE LIN2=BINV"L 
C 
DO 120 1=1,M 
DO 120 J=1,N 
DO 120 L=1,M 
CALL MULTI(A(P0INT1(I,L,1,M,R,BINV)),A(P0INT1(L,J,1,N,R,0)),TEMP, 
* NA(P0INT2(I,L,M,NBINV)),NA(P0INT2(L,J,N,0)),NTEMP,P,R) 
120 CALL ADD(TEMP,A(P0INT1(I,J,1,N,R,LIN2)),A(P0INT1(I,J,1,N,R,LIN2)), 
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NTEMP,NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2)),NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2)),P,R) 
N1=N-1 
C 
C CONVERT THE FIRST ROW OF LIN2 TO 
C RATIONAL NUMBERS, WHICH ARE ZMC'S 
C 
DO 130 J=1,N1 
130 CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(1,J,1,N,R,LIN2)),C0DE,NA(P0INT2(1,J,N,NLIN2)), 
NC0DE,TEMP1(J),DEN,NA(P0INT2(1,J,N,NLIN2)),P,R) 
DO 140 J=1,N1 
140 ZMC ( J)=TEMP1 ( J):''P**NA (P0INT2 ( 1, J ,N, NLIN2) ) /DEN 
WRITE(6,150)(ZMC(J),J=1,N1) 
150 FORMAT(IX,'TEST',/,IX,10(E12.5,IX),/,IX,10(E12.5,IX)) 
C 
C SEARCH FOR MOST NEGATIVE VALUE OF 
C ZMC'S IN ORDER TO INDICATE THE ENTERING 
C VARIABLE, IF ALL THE VALUES OF ZMC ARE 
C POSTIVE THEN THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS 
C FOUND 
C 
DO 160 J=1,N1 
IF (ZMC(J) .LT. 
160 CONTINUE 
GO TO 380 
170 MOST=O.DO 
DO 180 J=1,N1 
IF (ZMC(J) .GE. 
IF (ZMC(J) .GE. 
MOST=ZMC(J) 
ENTER(ID)=J 
180 CONTINUE 
C 
C SEARCH FOR MOST POSITIVE VALUE OF 
C XODXR'S IN ORDER TO INDICATE THE 
C LEAVING VARIABLE, IF ALL THE VALUES OF 
C XODXR ARE NEGATIVE THE THE PROBLEM IS 
C UNBOUNDED 
C 
J=ENTER(ID) 
DO 190 1=2,M 
CALL CONV(A(POINTL(I,J,1,N,R,LIN2)),CODE,NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2)), 
NC0DE,TEMP1(I),DEN,NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2)),P,R) 
XO(I)=TEMP1(1)*P'^^NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2))/DEN 
CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(I,N,1,N,R,LIN2)),C0DE,NA(P0INT2(I,N,N,NLIN2)), 
NC0DE,TEMP1(I),DEN,NA(P0INT2(I,N,N,NLIN2)),P,R) 
190 XR ( I ) =TEMP 1(1) *P-'-^NA ( POINT2 ( I, N, N, NLIN2 ) ) / DEN 
WRITE(6,200)(XR(I),I=2,M) 
WRITE(6,210)(X0(I),I=2,M) 
200 FORMAT(1X,'XR',/,1X,10(E12.5,1X),/,1X,10(E12.5,1X)) 
210 FORMAT(IX,'XO',/,IX,10(E12.5,IX),/,IX,10(E12.5,IX)) 
0) GO TO 170 
0) GO TO 180 
MOST) GO TO 180 
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DO 230 1=2,M 
IF (XO(I) .LE. 0) GO TO 220 
XODXR(I)=XR(I)/XO(I) 
GO TO 230 
220 X0DXR(I)=O 
230 CONTINUE 
DO 240 1=2,M 
IF(XODXRCI) .GT. 0) GO TO 250 
240 CONTINUE 
GO TO 430 
250 MOST=XODXR(I) 
DO 260 1=2,M 
IF (XODXR(I) .LE. 0) GO TO 260 
IF (XODXR(I) .GT. MOST) GO TO 260 
MOST=XODXR(I) 
LEAVECID)=I 
260 CONTINUE 
C 
C THE LEAVING AND ENTERING VARIABLE ARE 
C FOUND, NOW COMPUTE THE MATRIX E SUCH 
C THAT THE BINV FOR NEXT STEP IS THE 
C PRODUCT OF E AND BINV 
C 
PRINT,LEAVE(ID),ENTER(ID) 
DO 270 1=1,M 
DO 270 J=1,M 
NA(POINT2(I,J,M,NE))=0 
DO 270 K=1,R 
270 A(POINT1(I,J,K,M,R,E))=0 
DO 280 1=1,M 
280 A(P0INT1(I,I,1,M,R,E))=1 
DO 320 1=1,M 
IF (I .EQ. LEAVE(ID)) GO TO 320 
K=1 
290 IF (A(P0INT1(I,ENTER(ID),K,N,R,LIN2)) .NE. 0) GO TO 300 
A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),K,M,R,E))=0 
K=K+1 
IF (K .GT. R) GO TO 320 
GO TO 290 
300 A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),K,M,R,E))=P-A(P0INT1(I,ENTER(ID),K,N,R,LIN2)) 
IF (K .EQ. R) GO TO 320 
KK=K+1 
DO 310 K=KK,R 
310 A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),K,M,R,E))=P-A(P0INT1(I,ENTER(ID),K,N,R,LIN2)) 
" -1 
320 CONTINUE 
DO 330 1=1,M 
330 CALL DIV1(A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),1,M,R,E)),A(P0INT1(LEAVE(ID), 
* ENTER(ID),1,N,R,LIN2)),A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),1,M,R,E)), 
NA(P0INT2(I,LEAVE(ID),M,NE)),NA(P0INT2(LEAVE(ID), 
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ENTER(ID),N,NLIN2)),NA(P0INT2(I,LEAVE(ID),M,NE)), 
" P,R,CODE,NCODE) 
CALL MULTI(A(P0INT1(LEAVE(ID),ENTER(ID),1,N,R,LIN2)),CODE,CODE, 
* NA(P0INT2(LEAVE(ID),ENTER(ID),N,NLIN2)),NCODE,NCODE,P,R) 
DO 340 1=1,M 
DO 340 J=1,M 
DO 340 L=1,M 
CALL MULTI(A(P0INT1(I,L,1,M,R,E)),A(P0INT1(L,J,1,M,R,BINV)),TEMP, 
NA(P0INT2(I,L,M,NE)),NA(P0INT2(L,J,M,NBINV)),NTEMP,P,R) 
340 CALL ADD(TEMP,A(P0INT1(I,J,1,M,R,T)),A(P0INT1(I,J,1,M,R,T)), 
" NTEMP,NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NT)),NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NT)),P,R) 
DO 350 1=1,M 
DO 350 J=1,M 
NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NBINV))=NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NT)) 
NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NT))=0 
DO 350 K=1,R 
A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,R,BINV))=A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,R,T)) 
350 A(POINT1(I,J,K,M,R,T))=0 
C 
C THE NEW BINV IS FORMED, NOW SET LIN2 
C TO 0 
C 
DO 360 1=1,M 
DO 360 J=1,N 
NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NLIN2))=0 
DO 360 K=1,R 
360 A(P0INT1(I,J,K,N,R,LIN2))=0 
C 
C LOCATE THE COMPONENTS OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
C 
0UT(ID)=0 
IF (ID .LE. 1) GO TO 110 
IID=ID-1 
DO 370 1=1,IID 
IF ((LEAVE(ID) .NE. LEAVE(I)) .OR. (OUT(I) .EQ. 1)) 
*G0 TO 370 
0UT(I)=1 
GO TO 110 
370 CONTINUE 
GO TO 110 
C 
C CONVERT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO RATIONAL 
C NUMBERS 
G 
380 DO 390 1=1,M 
CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(I,N,1,N,R,LIN2)),G0DE,NA(P0INT2(I,N,N,NLIN2)), 
* NCODE,TEMPL(I),DEN,NA(P0INT2(I,N,N,NLIN2)),P,R) 
390 S0L(I)=TEMP1(I)*P**NA(P0INT2(I,N,N,NLIN2)) 
S0L(1)=S0L(1)/DEN 
WRITE(6,400) SOL(L) 
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400 FORMAT(LOX,'OPTIMAL VALUE IS',E12.5,/,LOX,'SOLUTION IS') 
ID=ID-1 
DO 410 1=1,ID 
IF (OUT(I) .EQ. 1) GO TO 410 
J=ENTER(I)-1 
WRITE(6,420) J,SOL(LEAVE(I)),DEN 
SOL(LEAVE(I))=SOL(LEAVE(I))/DEN 
410 CONTINUE 
420 FORMAT(' X(',12,')=',F5.0,'/',F5.0) 
PRINT,' WHICH IS' 
DO 425 1=1,ID 
IF (OUT(I) .EQ. 1) GOTO 425 
J=ENTER(I)-1 
WRITE(6,426) J,SOL(LEAVE(I)) 
425 CONTINUE 
426 F0RMAT(10X,'X(',12,')=',D23.16) 
GO TO 450 
430 WRITE(6,440) 
440 FORMATCI PROBLEM IS UNBOUNDED') 
450 STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
c THIS PROGRAM SOLVES INTERVAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH 
C INTEGRAL INPUT, BY USING FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC. 
C 
C THE PROBLEM IS 
C MAXMIZE C'X 
C - -
C SUBJECT TO 
C L <= AX <= U 
C - -
c 
c INPUT IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MATRIX A IS STORED. 
C C IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR C IS STORED. 
C L IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR L IS STORED. 
G U IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR U IS STORED. 
C S IS THE ARRAY OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION. 
C A IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MENTISSA PART OF THE HENSEL CODES 
C OF THE FOLLOWING MATRICES AND VECTORS ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX OR VECTOR 
C 
O A 
C AI G2 INVERSE OF A 
C CSTART C 
C 
C CASTAR C'A 
C 
C ESTART E 
C 
C 
C NA IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE EXPONENT PART OF THE HENSEL CODES 
C OF THE FOLLOWING MATRICES AND VECTORS ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX OR VECTOR 
C 
O A 
C NAI G2 INVERSE OF A 
C NC C 
C 
C NCA C'A 
C 
C NE E 
C 
C CODE IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODE OF THE COMMON 
C DENOMINATOR IS STORED. 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
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DIMENSION A(7000),NA(700),INPUT(100), 
* CODE(IO),S(10),C(10),L(10),U(10) 
REAL^-8 NUM,DEN,S,TEST1 
DATA F/45233/,A/7000-0/,NA/700*0/,CODE/10-'-0/ 
CDEN=1 
C 
C READ THE NUMBERS OF ROWS AND COLUMNS 
C OF THE MATRIX A. 
READ(5,1)M,N 
1 F0RMAT(I2,1X,I2) 
C 
C READ AND WRITE THE VECTORS C, L AND U. 
C - -
READ(5,5) (C(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE(6,10) (C(I),I=1,N) 
READ(5,5) (L(I),I=1,M) 
READ(5,5) (U(I),I=1,M) 
5 FORMAT(10I4) 
10 FORMAT(' C = ',10(14,IX)) 
WRITE(6,15) 
15 FORMAT(' THE MATRIX A = ') 
C 
C READ AND WRITE THE MATRIX A ROW BY ROW. 
C 
DO 30 1=1,M 
READ(5,20)(INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
20 FORMAT(10(I6,1X)) 
WRITE(6,25)(INPUT(P0INT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
25 FORMAT(10X,10(I6,1X)) 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,35) (L(I),I=1,M) 
35 FORMAT(' L = ',10(14,IX)) 
WRITE(6,40) (U(I),I=1,M) 
40 FORMAT(' U = ',10(14,IX)) 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R, 
C NEEDED FOR P-ADIC EXPANSION, AND THE 
C NEEDED SIZE OF ARRAY A AND NA. 
C 
CALL B0UND2(INPUT(1),C,U,M,N,P,R,END,NEND) 
C 
C CONVERT THE MATRIX A TO FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODES. 
DO 45 1=1,M 
DO 45 J=1,N 
CALL EXPAN(A(POINT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)),INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),CDEN, 
* NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,0)),P,R) 
45 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE G2 INVERSE OF A IN FLOATING-
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C POINT HENSEL CODES. 
C 
CALL GINVER(A(1),END,NA(1),NEND,CODE,NCODE,P,R,AI,NAI,M,N) 
C 
C FIGURE OUT THE STARTING POINTS 
C 
CSTART=MAXO(M,N)**2*R*2+1 
ESTART=CSTART+N"R 
CASTAR=ESTART+M"R 
NC=MAXO(M,N)**2*2+1 
NE=NC+N 
NCA=NE+M 
C 
C CONVERT THE VECTOR C TO FLOATING-POINT 
C -
C HENSEL CODES. 
C 
DO 50 1=1,N 
IM1=1-1 
CALL EXPAN(A(CSTART+IM1'>R),C(I),CDEN,NACNC+IM1),P,R) 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODES 
C 
C OF C'A . 
C 
DO 70 1=1,M 
IM1=I-1 
DO 55 J=1,R 
JM1=J-1 
A(CASTAR+IM1*R+JM1)=0 
55 CONTINUE 
NA(NCA+IM1)=0 
DO 60 J=1,N 
JM1=J-1 
CALL MULTI(A(CSTART+JM1*R),A(P0INT1(J,I,1,M,R,AI)),A(ESTART), 
* NA(NC+JM1),NA(P0INT2(J,I,M,NAI)),NA(NE),P,R) 
CALL ADD(A(CASTAR+IM1"R),A(ESTART),A(CASTAR+IM1*R), 
NA(NCA+IM1),NA(NE),NA(NCA+IM1),P,R) 
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C CONVERT THE MATRIX A TO FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODES. 
DO 74 1=1,M 
DO 74 J=1,N 
CALL EXPAN(A(POINT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)),INPUT(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),CDEN, 
* NA(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),P,R) 
74 CONTINUE 
DO 90 1=1,N 
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C 
C 
C COMPUTE THE FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODES 
C 
C OF C'A A. 
C 
C 
DO 75 J=1,R 
JM1=J-1 
A(ESTART+R+JM1)=0 
75 CONTINUE 
NA(NE+1)=0 
DO 80 J=1,M 
JM1=J-1 
CALL MULTI(A(CASTAR+JM1*R),A(P0INT1(J,I,1,N,R,0)),A(ESTART), 
NA(NCA+JML),NA(P0INT2(J,I,N,0)),NA(NE),P,R) 
CALL ADD(A(ESTART+R),A(ESTART),A(ESTART+R),NA(NE+1), 
NA(NE),NA(NE+1),P,R) 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C MAPPING C'A A TO ITS RATIONAL EQUIVALENT 
C 
C 
CALL CONV(A(ESTART+R),CODE,NA(NE+1),NCODE,TEST1,DEN,NA(NE+1),P,R) 
TEST1=TEST1''-P''"'-NA (NE+1 ) /DEN 
C 
C 
C IF C'A A IS NOT EQUAL TO C' THEN THE 
C -
C PROBLEM IS UNBOUNDED. 
C 
IF (INT(SNGL(TEST1)) .NE. C(I)) GOTO 300 
90 CONTINUE 
PRINT,* PROBLEM IS BOUNDED' 
DO 100 1=1,M 
C 
C 
C MAPPING THE ITH COMPONENT OF C'A TO 
C 
C ITS RATIONAL EQUIVALENT, IF IT IS LESS 
C THEN 0 THEN ITH COMPONENT OF E EQUAL 
C 
C TO ITH COMPONENT OF L; OTHERWISE ITH 
C 
C COMPONENT EQUAL TO ITH COMPONENT OF U. 
C 
C 
IM1=I-1 
CALL CONV(A(CASTAR+IM1*R),C0DE,NA(NCA+IM1),NCODE,NUM,DEN, 
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* NA(NCA+IM1),P,R) 
IF (NUM/DEN .LE. 0) GOTO 95 
CALL EXPAN(A(ESTART+IM1*R),U(I),CDEN,NA(NE+IM1),P,R) 
GOTO 100 
95 CALL EXPAN(A(ESTART+IM1*R),L(I),CDEN,NA(NE+IM1),P,R) 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 130 1=1,N 
C 
c 
C COMPUTE THE ITH COMPONENT OF A E. 
C 
c 
IM1=I-1 
NA(NC)=0 
DO 110 J=1,R 
JM1=J-1 
A(CSTART+JM1)=0 
110 CONTINUE 
DO 120 J=1,M 
JM1=J-1 
CALL MULTI(A(POINTL(I,J,1,M,R,AI)),A(ESTART+JM1*R), 
* A(CASTAR),NA(P0INT2(I,J,M,NAI)),NA(NE+IM1),NA(NCA), 
" P,R)  
CALL ADD(A(CSTART),A(CASTAR),A(CSTART),NA(NC),NA(NCA),NA(NC),P,R) 
120 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C MAPPING THE ITH COMPONENT OF A E TO 
C 
C ITS RATIONAL EQUIVALENT WHICH IS THE 
C ITH COMPONENT OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION. 
C 
CALL CONV(A(CSTART),CODE,NA(NC),NCODE,S(I),DEN,NA(NC),P,R) 
S(I)=S(I)*P*:':NA(NC) 
130 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,135) 
135 FORMAT(' THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS') 
WRITE(6,140) (S(I),I=1,N),DEN 
140 FORMAT(' 1 * ',8(F5.0,1%), 
* ' ',F5.0) 
DO 150 1=1,M 
S(I)=S(I)/DEN 
150 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,155) (S(I),I=1,N) 
155 FORMAT(10(' *,023.16,/)) 
GOTO 400 
300 PRINT,'PROBLEM IS UNBOUNDED' 
400 STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ADD(E,F,C,NE,NF,NC,P,R) 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE ADDITION OF TWO FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODES. WHERE C = E + F. 
C 
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION E(R),F(R),C(R),A(10),B(10) 
DO 10 1=1,R 
A(I)=E(I) 
B(I)=F(I) 
10 C(I)=0 
NA=NE 
NB=NF 
IF (NA-NB) 20,40,30 
C 
C 
C 
20 NC=NA 
NK=NB-NA 
NK1=R-NK 
DO 25 1=1,NKl 
25 B(R+1-I)=B(R+1-I-NK) 
DO 26 1=1,NK 
26 B(I)=0 
GO TO 45 
30 NC=NB 
NK=NA-NB 
NK1=R-NK 
DO 35 1=1,NKl 
35 A(R+1-I)=A(R+1-I-NK) 
DO 36 1=1,NK 
36 A(I)=0 
GO TO 45 
40 NC=NA 
45 KC=0 
C 
C THE ADDITION IS PERFORMED. 
C 
IR=R-1 
DO 50 1=1,IR 
C(I)=MOD(A(I)+B(I)+KC,P) 
KC=(A(I)+B(I)+KC-C(I))/P 
50 CONTINUE 
C(R)=MOD(A(R)+B(R)+KC,P) 
RETURN 
END 
WHEN THE EXPONENT OF THE TWO OPERANDS 
ARE NOT SAME, THE ALIGNMENT IS PERFORMED 
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SUBROUTINE BOUND(A,M,N,P,R,END,NEND) 
C 
C 
c  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE USING THE EXTENDED HADAMARD'S BOUND OF 
C DETERMINANT OF A MATRIX TO DECIDE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS 
C R, AND THE WORKING SPACE NEEDED TO PERFORM FINITE SEGMENT 
C P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC. 
C 
C 
c  
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(1),AI(20) 
READ'S AI,TEST1,TEST2,TESTS,TEST4,DEXPON 
DO 20 1=1,M 
AI(I)=O.DO 
AI(I+M)=O.DO 
DO 10 J=1,N 
AI(I)=AI(I)+DFL0AT(A(P0INT2(I,J,N,0)))**2 
IF (AI(I) .LT. 16.D0**40) GOTO 10 
AI(I)=AI(I)/16.D0''"'-40 
AI(I+M)=AI(I+M)+40 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
TEST1=1.D0 
TEST3=0.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
IF (Aid) -EQ. 0) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1--AI (I) 
TEST3=TEST3+AI(I+M) 
AI(I)=0 
IF (TESTl -LT. 16.DO**40) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1/16. D0-'-*40 
TEST3=TEST3+40 
50 CONTINUE 
TEST1=2*TEST1 
TEST3=TEST3+DEXP0N(TESTl)+l 
TEST2=1.D0 
TEST4=0.D0 
R=1 
60 TEST2=TEST2*P 
IF (TEST2 .LT. 16.D0**40) GOTO 65 
TEST2=TEST2/16.D0**40 
TEST4=TEST4+40 
65 TEST1=TEST4+DEXP0N(TEST2) 
IF (TESTS .LE. TESTl) GOTO 70 
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R=R+1 
GOTO 60 
IF ((R+l)/2 .NE. R/2) R=R+1 
END= (MAXO (M, N )'•-• 2--R)'-2+ (M-M+N'-N ) *R+R 
NEND=MAXO CM,N)**2*2+M*M+N*N+l 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE B0UND1(Z,M,N,P,R,B,BINV,LIN2,E,NB,NBINV,NLIN2,NE) 
C 
C 
C 
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R, NEEDED FOR 
C PERFORMING FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC, EXTENDED 
C HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY WITH MODIFICATIONS IS USED. 
C THE STARTING POINTS OF WORKING SEGMENTS ARE ALSO DETERMINED. 
C 
C B+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE HENSEL CODES OF THE MATRIX B. 
C BINV+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE HENSEL CODES OF MATRIX BINV. 
C LIN2+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE HENSEL CODES OF MATRIX LIN2. 
C E+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE HENSEL CODES OF MATRIX E. 
C NB+1 THE STARTING POINT OF EXPONENT OF THE MATRIX B. 
C NBINV+1 THE STARTING POINT OF EXPONENT OF THE MATRIX BINV. 
C NLIN2+1 THE STARTING POINT OF EXPONENT OF THE MATRIX LIN2. 
C NE+1 THE STARTING POINT OF EXPONENT OF THE MATRIX E. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION Z(l) 
REAL"8 T1,T2,MAX 
C 
C COMPUTE THE HADAMARD'S BOUND OF THE 
C MATRIX 
C 
T1=1.D0 
DO 30 1=1,M 
T2=0.D0 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T2=T2+Z(P0INT2(I,J,N,0))**2 
20 CONTINUE 
T1=T1--DSQRT(T2) 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE COLUMN SUM 
C OF THE MATRIX 
C 
MAX=O.DO 
DO 50 J=1,N 
T2=0 
DO 40 1=1,M 
T2=T2+IABS(Z(P0INT2(I,J,N,0))) 
40 CONTINUE 
IF (MAX .LE. T2) MAX=T2 
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50 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R. 
C 
Tl=2* (T1*MAX)--'-2+1 
T2=DFL0AT(P) 
R=1 
60 IF (T2**R .GT. Tl) GOTO 70 
R=R+1 
GOTO 60 
70 IF ((R+l)/2 .NE. R/2) R=R+1 
NBINV=M--N 
BINV=NBINV"R 
NB=NBINV+M"M 
B=BINV+M'-M"R 
NLIN2=NB+M''-M 
LIN2=B+M*M*R 
NE=NLIN2+M"N 
E=LIN2+M*N*R 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE B0UND2(Z,C,U,M,N,P,R,END,NEND) 
C 
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R, NEEDED FOR 
C PERFORMING FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC, EXTENDED 
C HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY WITH MODIFICATIONS IS USED. 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION Z(1),C(1),UC1) 
REAL*8 T1,T2,T3,T4 
C 
C COMPUTE THE HADAMARD'S BOUND OF THE 
C MATRIX 
T1=1.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
T2=0.D0 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T2=T2+Z(POINT2(I,J,N,0))**2 
20 CONTINUE 
T1=T1"T2 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE SUM OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES 
C OF THE COMPONENTS OF VECTORS C AND U. 
C 
T3=0.D0 
DO 55 1=1,N 
T3=T3+IABS(C(I)) 
55 CONTINUE 
T4=0.D0 
DO 56 1=1,M 
T4=T4+IABS(U(I)) 
56 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS, R. 
C 
T1=2.D0*DMAX1(T1*T3,T1*T4)+1.D0 
T2=DFL0AT(P) 
R=1 
60 IF (T2—R -GT. Tl) GOTO 70 
R=R+1 
GOTO 60 
70 IF ((R+l)/2 .NE. R/2) R=R+1 
END= (MAXO (M ,N)*^-2*R)*2+ (M*M+N*N)--R+R 
NEND=MAX0 ( M, N ) 2 - 2+M*M+N"N+1 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CONV(A,CODE,NA,NCODE,NUM,DEN,N,P,R) 
C 
c  
c  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODE TO ITS 
C CORRESPONDING RATIONAL NUMBER'S NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),CODE(R),C(10) 
REAL--8 NUM,DEN 
C 
C IF THE FIRST DIGIT OF MENTISSA IS 0 
C A NORMALIZATION IS PERFORMED 
C 
IF (A(l) .EQ. 0) CALL STAND(A,CODE,NA,NCODE,P,R) 
C 
C MULTIPLE THE HENSEL CODE BY THE COMMON 
C DENOMINATOR. 
C 
CALL MULTI(A,CODE,C,NA,NCODE,NC,P,R) 
C 
C CONVERTS THE NUMERATOR TO INTEGER 
C 
CALL C0NV1(C,NUM,P,R) 
C 
C CONVERTS THE DENOMINATOR TO INTEGER 
C 
CALL CONVl(CODE,DEN,P,R) 
N=NC-NCODE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE C0NV1(A1,AVAL,P,R) 
C 
C 
C-' 
c  
c  
c  
c  
C-' 
c  
c  
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE MENTISSA PART OF FLOATING-POINT 
HENSEL CODE TO AN INTEGER. THIS IS A HENSEL CODE OF AN INTEGER. 
10 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
20 
30 
40 
50 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R) 
REAL--8 AVAL 
DO 10 1=1,R 
A(I)=A1CI) 
CONTINUE 
AVAL=0 
Rl=R/2 
IF THE LAST R/2 DIGITS ARE ZEROS 
THEN THE INTEGER IS POSITIVE, 
OTHERWISE IT IS NEGATIVE 
IF (A(R) .EQ. 0) GOTO 30 
A(1)=P-A(1) 
IF (R1 .EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
DO 20 1=2,R1 
A(I)=P-1-A(I) 
IF (R1 .EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
IR=R1-1 
DO 40 J=1,IR 
I=R1+1-J 
AVAL=(AVAL+A(I))*P 
AVAL=AVAL+A(1) 
THE TRUE COMPLEMENT OF THE NEGATIVE 
HENSEL CODE IS FOUND 
CONVERT THE FIRST R/2 DIGITS TO 
AN INTEGER. 
IF THE HENSEL CODE IS NEGATIVE, 
THE CONVERTED INTEGER IS SET TO THE 
NEGATIVE VALUE. 
IF CA(R) .NE. 0) AVAL=0-AVAL 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DIA(U,US,W,WS,CODE,NU,NUS,NW,NWS,NCODE,M,N,P,R) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORM THE MATRIX A TO IT UPPER TRIANGULAR 
C FORM. THE MATRIX E IS THE MATRIX INDICATES THE ELEMENTARY 
C ROW OPERATIONS AND ROW INTERCHANGES SUCH THAT THE PRODUCT 
C OF E AND A IS THE UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM OF A. FINITE SEGMENT 
C P-ADIC NUMBER ARITHMETIC IS USED. 
C 
C U(0) 
C 
C WCO) 
C 
C NU(0) 
C NW(0) 
C CODE 
C 
C R 
C P 
C M,N 
C 
C 
c  
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION U(US),W(WS),CODE(R), 
NU(NUS),NW(NWS),TEMP(10), 
" PCODE(IO) 
C 
C SET COMMON DENOMINATOR TO 1 
C 
DO 10 1=1,R 
PCODE(I)=CODE(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
NPCODE=NCODE 
K=0 
J=0 
20 K=K+1 
J=J+1 
30 IF ((K .GT. M) .OR. (J .GT. N)) GO TO 230 
I=K 
C 
C SEARCH THE NON ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT, 
C IF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENT IS ZERO, A ROW 
C INTERCHANGE IS PERFORMED 
C 
IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODES OF ELEMENTS OF A ARE 
STORED. 
IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODES OF ELEMENTS OF E ARE 
STORED. 
IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE EXPONENT PART OF A ARE STORED. 
IS THA ARRAY WHERE THE EXPONENT PART OF E ARE STORED. 
IS THA ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODE OF COMMON DENOMINATOR 
IS STORED. 
THE NUMBER OF THE DIGITS OF THE HENSEL CODE. 
THE PRIME P OF P-ADIC NUMBER. 
THE DIMENSION OF MATRIX A. 
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40 IF(U(POINT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)) .EQ. 0) GO TO 120 
IF (U(P0INT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)) .NE. 1) GO TO 60 
DO 50 11=2,R 
IF (U(P0INT1(I,J,II,N,R,0)) .NE. 0) GO TO 60 
50 CONTINUE 
GOTO 100 
C 
C A NON ZERO DIAGINAL ELEMENT IS FOUND AT 
C (I,J) POSITION. 
C 
C COMMOM DENOMINATOR IS MULTIPLIED BY THIS 
C PIVOT ELEMENT. 
C 
60 CALL MULTI(CODE,U(P0INT1(I,J,1,N,R,0)),CODE,NCODE, 
NU(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),NCODE,P,R) 
NTEMP=NU(POINT2(I,J,N,0)) 
DO 70 KK=1,R 
70 TEMP(KK)=U(POINT1(I,J,KK,N,R,0)) 
C 
C DIVIDE THE ITH ROW OF W AND ITH ROW OF U 
C BY THE PIVOT ELEMENT. 
C 
DO 80 11=1,M 
80 CALL DIV1(W(P0INT1(I,II,1,M,R,0)),TEMP,W(P0INT1(I,II,1,M,R,0)), 
* NW(P0INT2(I,II,M,0)),NTEMP,NWCP0INT2(I,II,M,0)), 
P,R,PC0DE,NPC0DE) 
DO 90 11=1,N 
90 CALL DIVl(U(POINTl(I,II,l,N,R,0)),TEMP,U(POINTl(I,II,l,N,R,O)), 
NU(POINT2(I,II,N,0)),NTEMP,NU(POINT2(I,II,N,0)), 
* P,R,PCODE,NPCODE) 
100 DO 110 11=1,R 
110 PCODE(II)=CODE(II) 
NPCODE=NCODE 
GO TO 130 
120 1=1+1 
IF (I .LE. M) GO TO 40 
J=J+1 
GO TO 30 
C 
C WHEN I .NE. K, ROW INTERCHANGE NEEDS TO 
C BE PERFORMED. AND CODE IS MULTIPLIED 
C BY -1. 
C 
130 IF (I .EQ. K) GO TO 190 
C 
C ITH ROW AND KTH ROW OF U AND ARE 
C INTERCHANGED. 
C 
DO 160 KK=1,R 
DO 140 JJ=1,N 
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TEMP(KK)=U(POINT1(I,JJ,KK,N,R,0)) 
U(POINT1(I,JJ,KK,N,R,0))=U(POINT1(K,JJ,KK,N,R,0)) 
140 UCPOINT1(K,JJ,KK,N,R,0))=TEMP(KK) 
DO 150 JJ=1,M 
TEMP(KK)=W(P0INT1(I,JJ,KK,M,R,0)) 
W(POINT1(I,JJ,KK,M,R,0))=W(POINT1(K,JJ,KK,M,R,0)) 
150 W(POINT1(K,JJ,KK,M,R,0))=TEMP(KK) 
160 CONTINUE 
DO 170 JJ=1,N 
NTEMP=NU(P0INT2(I,JJ,N,0)) 
NU(POINT2(I,JJ,N,0))=NU(POINT2(K,JJ,N,0)) 
NU(P0INT2(K,JJ,N,0))=NTEMP 
170 CONTINUE 
DO 180 JJ=1,M 
NTEMP=NW(POINT2(I,JJ,M,0)) 
NW(POINT2(I,JJ,M,0))=NW(P0INT2(K,JJ,M,0)) 
NW(P0INT2(K,JJ,M,0))=NTEMP 
180 CONTINUE 
C 
C CODE IS MULTIPLIED BY -1. 
C 
CALL NGCODE(CODE,P,R) 
C 
C THE ELEMENTS BELOW THE PIVOT ARE 
C ANNIHILATED. 
C 
190 L=K+1 
IF (L .GT. M) GO TO 230 
DO 220 Q=L,M 
IF (U(P0INT1(Q,J,1,N,R,0)) .EQ. 0) GO TO 220 
DO 200 JJ=1,M 
CALL MULTI(U(POINT1(Q,J,1,N,R,0)),W(POINT1(K,JJ,1,M,R,0)),TEMP, 
" NU(POINT2(Q,J,N,0)),NW(P0INT2(K,JJ,M,0)),NTEMP,P,R) 
CALL SUBT(W(POINTl(Q,JJ,l,M,R,0)),TEMP,W(POINTl(Q,JJ,l,M,R,O)), 
* NW(P0INT2(Q,JJ,M,0)),NTEMP,NW(P0INT2(Q,JJ,M,0)),P,R) 
200 CONTINUE 
DO 210 JJJ=K,N 
JJ=N+K-JJJ 
CALL MULTI(U(POINT1(Q,J,1,N,R,0)),U(POINT1(K,JJ,1,N,R,0)),TEMP, 
* NU(POINT2(Q,J,N,0)),NU(POINT2(K,JJ,N,O)),NTEMP, 
* P,R) 
CALL SUBT(U(POINT1(Q,JJ,1,N,R,0)),TEMP,U(POINT1(Q,JJ,1,N,R,0)), 
NU(POINT2(Q,JJ,N,0)),NTEMP,NU(POINT2(Q,JJ,N,0)), 
* P,R) 
210 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
230 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DIV(A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,P,R) 
C 
c 
c  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE DIVISION OF TWO NORMALIZED 
C FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODES, C = A/B. 
C 
C 
c  
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),B(R),C(R),D(10),E(10),F(10),G(10) 
IF (B(l) .EQ. 0) CALL STAND(B,CODE,NB,NCODE,P,R) 
DO 10 1=1,R 
D(I)=A(I) 
E(I)=0 
F(I)=0 
10 G(I)=0 
RB=INVER(B(1),P) 
DO 30 1=1,R 
C(I)=M0D(D(1)'>RB,P) 
E(1)=C(I) 
CALL MULTI(B,E,F,0,0,ND,P,R) 
CALL SUBT(D,F,G,0,0,ND,P,R) 
IR=R-1 
DO 20 J=1,IR 
D(J)=0 
IF (J .LE. R-I) D(J)=G(J+1) 
20 CONTINUE 
D(R)=0 
30 CONTINUE 
NC=NA-NB 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DIV1(A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,P,R,CODE,NCODE) 
C 
C 
c  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE DIVISION OF TWO FLOATING-POINT 
0 HENSEL CODES WHICH IS C=A/B. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),B(R),C(R),CODE(R),D(10),E(10),F(10),G(10) 
C 
C NORMALIZE THE B IF THE LEADING DIGIT 
C OF B IS ZERO 
C 
IF (B(l) .EQ. 0) CALL STAND(B,CODE,NB,NCODE,P,R) 
C 
C PERFORM THE DIVISION OF C=A/B 
C 
CALL DIV(A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,P,R) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EXPAN(DIGIT,Al,B1,N,P,R) 
C 
C 
C-' 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
D: 
C 
C 
THIS SUBROUTINE EXPANDS THE RATIONAL NUMBER A/B TO ITS FLOATING­
POINT HENSEL CODE. R IS THE NUMBER OF DIGITS , N IS THE EXPONENT 
C 
C 
c  
c  
10 
c  
c  
c  
c  
20 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION DIGIT(R),D1(10),D2(10) 
A=A1 
B=B1 
N1=0 
N2=0 
TEST=1 
IF ((A .LT. 0) .OR. (B 
IF (A .NE. 0) GO TO 20 
DO 10 1=1,R 
DIGIT(I)=0 
N=0 
GO TO 90 
FIND THE SIGN OF A/B, IF A/B IS POSITIVE 
THE TEST=1 OTHERWISE TEST=0 
.LT. 0)) TEST=0 
LET A AND B EQUAL TO THEIR ABSOLUTE 
VALUES. 
A=IABS(A) 
B=IABS(B) 
IF (B -EQ. 1.) GO TO 40 
IF (A .EQ. 1) GO TO 30 
FIND THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF 
A AND B, AND ALSO FIND SIMPLEST FORM 
OF A/B. 
X=GCD(A,B) 
A=A/X 
B=B/X 
CONVERTS A AND B TO THE FORM AS 
N 
A = ALPHA*P . THE N IS THE EXPONENT 
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C 
C 
30 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
40 
50 
C 
C 
C 
C 
60 
PART OF THE FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODE 
70 
80 
90 
CALL EXPAN1(B,N1,P,R) 
CALL EXPAN1(A,N2,P,R) 
CALL EXPAN2(D1,B,P,R) 
CALL EXPAN2(D2,A,P,R) 
FIND THE MENTISSA PART OF THE FLOATING­
POINT HENSEL CODES OF A AND B. 
DIVIDS THE FLOATING-POINT HENSEL CODES 
OF A BY B TO OBTAIN THE FLOATING-POINT 
HENSEL CODE OF A/B. 
CALL DIV(D2,D1,DIGIT,N2,N1,N,P,R) 
GO TO 50 
WHEN B EQ 1, FIND THE FLOATING-POINT 
HENSEL CODE OF A. 
CALL EXPAN1(A,N,P,R) 
CALL EXPAN2(DIGIT,A,P,R) 
IF (TEST .GT. 0) GO TO 90 
1=1 
IF TEST=0 FIND THE TRUE COMPLEMENT OF 
A/B. 
IF (DIGIT(I) .NE. 0) GO TO 70 
DIGIT(I)=0 
1=1+1 
IF (I .GT. R) GO TO 90 
GO TO 60 
DIGIT(I)=P-DIGIT(I) 
IF(I .EQ. R) GO TO 90 
11=1+1 
DO 80 I=II,R 
DIGIT(I)=P-1-DIGIT(I) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EXPANL(ALPHA,N,P,R) 
C 
C 
c  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS A INTEGER A TO THE FORM AS 
C N 
C A = ALPHA-P . 
C 
C 
c  
c  
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
N=0 
IF (ALPHA .EQ. 0) GO TO 20 
10 IF (MOD(ALPHA,P) .NE. 0) GO TO 20 
ALPHA=ALPHA/P 
N=N+1 
GO TO 10 
20 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EXPAN2(DIGIT,ALPHA,P,R) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE FININTE SEGMENT P-ADIC NUMBER EXPANSION 
C OF A P-ADIC UNIT. R IS THE NUMBER OF DIGITS. 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION DIGIT(R) 
DO 10 1=1,R 
10 DIGIT(I)=0 
k=1 
15 IF (K .GT. R) GO TO 20 
DIGIT(K)=MOD(ALPHA,P) 
ALPHA=(ALPHA-DIGIT(K))/P 
k=k+1 
GO TO 15 
20 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GINVER(A,AS,NA,NAS,CODE,NCODE,P,R,AI,NAI,M,N) 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES A G-2 INVERSE OF A M*N INTEGRAL MATRIX 
C A AS A- = F'PE, WHERE P=EAF IS THE HERMITE CANONICAL FORM OF A. 
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION PROCESS AND FINITE SEGMENT P-ADIC 
C ARITHMETIC ARE USED. 
C A(0) CONTAINS THE HENSEL CODES OF THE INPUT MATRIX A. 
C A(AI) CONTAINS HENSEL CODES OF THE G-2 INVERSE OF A. 
C A(E) CONTAINS HENSEL CODES OF THE MATRIX E. 
C NA(0) CONTAINS THE EXPONENT OF A. 
C NA(AI) CONTAINS THE EXPONENT OF A-. 
C NA(E) CONTAINS THE EXPONENT OF E. 
C NA(F) CONTAINS THE EXPONENT OF F. 
C CODE IS THE COMMON DENOMINATOR. 
C R IS THE NUMBER OF THE DIGITS OF THE HENSEL CODE. 
C P IS THE PRIME P OF P-ADIC NUMBER. 
C 
C 
c 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(1),NA(1),C0DE(R) 
C 
C COMPUTES THE START POINTS OF SEGMENTS 
C IN ARRAY A AND ARRAY NA FOR A, AI, E, 
C AND F. 
C 
NAS=MAX0(M,N)**2 
AS=NAS*R 
NAI=NAS 
AI=AS 
NE=NAI+NAS 
E=AI+AS 
NES=M*M 
ES=NES*R 
NF=NE+NES 
F=E+ES 
NFS=N*N 
FS=NFS*R 
NEND=NF+NFS 
END=F+FS 
C 
C SET E AND F TO I. 
C 
DO 10 1=1,M 
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A(P0INT1(I,I,1,M,R,E))=1 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=1,N 
A(P0INT1(I,I,1,N,R,F))=1 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET COMMON DENOMINATOR TO 1. 
C 
NCODE=0 
C0DE(1)=1 
C 
C FIND E AND SIMPLE ROW ECHELON FORM OF A 
C 
CALL DIA(A(1),AS,A(E+1),ES,C0DE,NA(1),NAS,NA(NE+1),NES,NC0DE, 
M,N,P,R) 
C 
C TRANSPORTS THE SIMPLE ROW ECHELON FORM 
C OF A. 
C 
DO 40 1=1,M 
DO 40 J=1,N 
NA(POINT2(J,I,M,NAI))=NA(POINT2(I,J,N,0)) 
DO 30 K=1,R 
30 A(P0INT1(J,I,K,M,R,AI))=A(P0INT1(I,J,K,N,R,0)) 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE HERMITE CANONICAL FORM OF A 
C AND F. 
C 
CALL DIA(A(AI+1),AS,A(F+1),FS,C0DE,NA(NAI+1),NAS,NA(NF+1),NFS, 
NCODE,N,M,P,R) 
C 
C FIND THE TRANSPORTS OF F. 
C 
DO 50 1=1,N 
DO 50 J=1,N 
NA(P0INT2(J,I,N,0))=NA(P0INT2(I,J,N,NF)) 
DO 50 K=1,R 
50 A(POINT1(J,I,K,N,R,0))=A(POINT1(I,J,K,N,R,F)) 
C 
C FIND THE RANK OF A. 
C 
IC=0 
IK=M 
IF (M .GT. N) IK=N 
DO 60 1=1,IK 
60 IF(A(P0INT1(I,I,1,M,R,AI)) .NE. 0) IC=IC+1 
C 
C FORM THE G-2 INVERSE OF A AS F'PE. 
C 
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DO 70 J=1,N 
DO 70 K=1,M 
NA(POINT2(J,K,M,NAI))=0 
DO 70 KK=1,R 
A(POINT1(J,K,KK,M,R,AI))=0 
CONTINUE 
DO 90 J=1,N 
DO 90 K=1,M 
DO 80 L=1,IC 
CALL MULTI(A(P0INT1(J,L,1,N,R,0)),A(P0INT1(L,K,1,M,R,E)),A(END+1), 
* NA(POINT2(J,L,N,0)),NA(POINT2(L,K,M,NE)),NA(NEND+1),P,R) 
CALL ADD(A(END+1),A(P0INT1(J,K,1,M,R,AI)),A(P0INT1(J,K,1,M,R,AI)), 
* NA(NEND+1),NA(P0INT2(J,K,M,NAI)),NA(P0INT2(J,K,M,NAI)),P,R) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MULTI(A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,P,R) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE MULTIPLICATION OF TWO FLOATING-
C POINT HENSEL CODES, C = A * B. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),B(R),C(R),IP(10,10) 
NC=NA+NB 
DO 10 1=1,R 
DO 10 J=1,R 
10 IP(I,J)=0 
DO 20 1=1,R 
K=R-I+1 
DO 20 J=1,K 
20 IP(I,I+J-1)=B(I)*A(J) 
RK=0 
DO 40 1=1,R 
RK1=0 
DO 30 J=1,R 
RK=RK+MOD(IP(J,I),P) 
RK1=RK1+IP(J,I)/P 
30 CONTINUE 
C(I)=MOD(RK,P) 
RK=RK1+(RK-C(I))/P 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE NGCODE(CODE,P,R) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS CODE TO ITS TRUE COMPLEMENT 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-Z) 
DIMENSION CODE(R) 
C0DE(1)=P-C0DE(1) 
DO 10 1=2,R 
10 C0DE(I)=P-1-C0DE(I) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE STAND(A,CODE,NA,NCODE,P,R) 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE NORMALIZATION OF A FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODE. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),CODE(R),TEMP(10) 
CALL MULTI(A,CODE,TEMP,NA,NCODE,NA,P,R) 
C0UNT=0 
DO 10 1=1,R 
IF (TEMP(I) .NE. 0) GO TO 20 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1 
10 CONTINUE 
20 DO 30 I=COUNT,R 
TEMP(I-COUNT+1)=TEMP(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
ISTART=R-C0UNT+2 
DO 40 I=ISTART,R 
40 TEMP(I)=0 
CALL DIV(TEMP,CODE,A,NA,NCODE,NA,P,R) 
NA=NA+C0UNT-1 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SUBT(A,B,C,NA,NB,NC,P,R) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE SUBTRACTION OF TWO FLOATING-POINT 
C HENSEL CODE. C = A - B. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(R),B(R),C(R),D(10) 
C 
C TRUE COMPLEMENT OF B, D, IS FOUND. 
C 
ND=NB 
DO 5 1=1,R 
5 D(I)=B(I) 
1=1 
6 IF (D(I) .NE. 0) GO TO 7 
D(I)=0 
1=1+1 
IF (I .GT. R) GO TO 20 
GO TO 6 
7 D(I)=P-D(I) 
IF (I .EQ. R) GO TO 20 
k=i+1 
DO 10 I=K,R 
10 D(I)=P-1-DCI) 
C 
C ADDTION OF A AND D. 
C 
20 CALL ADD(A,D,C,NA,ND,NC,P,R) 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION DEXPON(X) 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE EXPONENT OF A DOUBLE PRECISION 
C FLOATING-POINT VARIABLE X. 
C 
c 
DIMENSION IEXP(2) 
REAL:':8 X,X1,DEXP0N 
EQUIVALENCE (X1,IEXP(1)) 
C 
C FIND THE EXPONENT IN 64 EXCESS 
C NOTATION. FOR OTHER MACHINE THE 
C CONSTANT 16777216 SHOULD BE REPLACED 
C WITH THE INTEGER SUCH THAT INTEGER 
C DIVISION BY NUMBER CAUSES A RIGHT 
C SHIFT LEAVING ONLY THE EXPONENT BITS 
C IN DEXPON. 
C 
X1=X 
IF (X .LT. 0) XL=-X 
DEXP0N=IEXP(1)/16777216 
DEXP0N=DEXP0N-64 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION GCD(N,M) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF M AND N. 
C 
C 
c 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
TEMPN=N 
R=M 
5 IF (R .LE. 0) GO TO 10 
TEMPR=R 
R=MOD(TEMPN,R) 
TEMPN=TEMPR 
GO TO 5 
10 GCD=TEMPR 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION INVER(K,M) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSE OF K MODULO M, 
C ECULIDEAN'S ALGORITHM IS USED. 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
I=K 
L=M 
J=1 
INVER=0 
10 KK=I/L 
NN=MOD(I,L) 
IF (NN .EQ. 0) GO TO 20 
I=L 
L=NN 
NN=-KK"INVER+J 
J=INVER 
INVER=NN 
GO TO 10 
20 IF (L .GE. 0) GO TO 30 
INVER=-INVER 
30 IF (INVER .GE. 0) GO TO 40 
INVER=INVER+M 
40 RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION POINTL(I,J,K,COL,LENGTH,START) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS FUNCTION IS A POINTER FUNCTION WHICH LOCATES THE LOCATION 
C (I,J,K) OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IN A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
C COL IS THE LENGTH OF THE SECOND DIMENSION. 
C LENGTH IS THE LENGTH OF THE THIRD DIMENSION. 
C START+1 IS THE STARTING POINT OF THE SEGMENT. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
P1=(I-1):':C0L*LENGTH 
P2=(J-1):':LENGTH 
P0INT1=P1+P2+K+START 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION P0INT2(I,J,C0L,START) 
THIS FUNCTION LOCATES THE LOCATION OF (I,J)TH ELEMENT OF MATRIX 
WHICH HAS COL COLUMNS IN THE ARRAY WITH STARTING POINT START+1. 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
K=(I-1):':C0L 
P0INT2=K+J+START 
RETURN 
END 
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2. The multiple modulus residue arithmetic is used in the following 
programs and subroutines. 
c 
c 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR SUBROUTINES GINVER, WHICH READS IN 
C ANY M"N MATRIX AND THEN COMPUTES ITS REFLEXIVE GENERALIZED 
C INVERSE. MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC AND MULTIPLE 
C PRECISION NUMBER ARITHMETIC ARE USED. 
C 
C 
C A IS A ARRAY WHICH DIVIDED INTO SIX SEGMENTS. ITS FIRST 
C SEGMENT CONTAINS INPUT M--N MATRIX ROW BY ROW, THE FIFTH 
C AND SIXTH SEGMENT CONTAIN THE PERMUTATION MATRICES, THE 
C OTHERS ARE WORKING SPACE SUPPLY THE SUBROUTINES FOR DOING 
C RESIDUE ARITHMETIC. 
C AI IS A ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE DIGITS OF EACH ENTRY OF G2 
C GENERALIZED INVERSE OF INPUT M*N MATRIX NEEDED IN SUBROUTINE 
C THE LENGTH AND SEGMENTS OF AI ARE VARY FROM PROBLEMS. 
C WK IS A ARRAY CONTAINS FOUR SEGMENTS OF WORKING SPACE NEEDED IN 
C MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER ARITHMETIC. 
C M IS THEN NUMBER OF ROWS OF INPUT M*N MATRIX. 
C N IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF INPUT M-N MATRIX. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(400),AI(120),WK(44) 
REALMS OUT(200),OUTAI(60),CODE 
EQUIVALENCE (OUT,A),(OUTAI,AI) 
C 
C READ M AND N 
C 
READ(5,10) M,N 
10 F0RMAT(I2,1X,I2) 
WRITE (6,15) 
15 FORMATCI',///,20X,'MATRIX A =*) 
C 
C READ INPUT M*N MATRIX ROW BY ROW 
C 
DO 30 1=1,M 
READ(5,20) (A(P0INT(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
WRITE(6,25) (A(POINT(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
20 FORMAT(10(I6,1X)) 
25 F0RMAT(//,11X,10(111,IX)) 
30 CONTINUE 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF MODULI NEEDED 
IN RESIDUE ARITHMETIC WHICH FIND 
THE PERMUTATION MATRICES P AND Q 
CALL CHECKKA, 258, ASPACE ,AI,20,M,N,IC) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
FIND THE PERMUTATION MATRICE P AND 
Q BY USING RESIDUE ARITHMETIC AND THE 
NONSIGUALR SUBMATRIX A(ll) OF A 
WHICH HAS THE RANK SAME AS THE RANK OF 
A, IN THIS CASE P'W'Q=| A(ll) ,A(12) 
A(21) ,A(22) 
C 
CALL PERMUT(A,AS PACE,M,N,IC,ARANK,P1,Q1,P2,Q2,WA) 
PRINT,' P=' 
DO 31 1=1,M 
31 PRINT,(A(POINT(I,J,M,P2)),J=1,M) 
PRINT,' 
PRINT,' Q=' 
DO 32 1=1,N 
32 PRINT,(A(POINT(I,J,N,Q2)),J=1,N) 
PRINT,' 
PRINT,' RANK(A)=',ARANK 
CALL CHECK(A(P1+1),ARANK:W'2,DUMMY,OUTAI,20,AISPAC,DL,44,WKSPAC, 
CALL GINVER(A,ASPACE,AI,AISPAC,DL,WK,WKSPAC,IC,P,WA,PI,Ql, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF MODULUS NEEDED 
IN MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC 
NUMBER OF DIGITS NEEDED IN MULTIPLE 
PRECISION NUMBER ARITHMETIC, 
WORKING SPACE IN ARRAY WK, 
WORKING SPACE IN ARRY A AND 
SEGMENTS AND WORKING SPACE IN AI. 
ARANK,ARANK,IC,P) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FIND THE INVERSE OF A(ll), RTURN THE 
ADJOINT OF A(ll) IN AI AND THE DETER­
MINANT CODE 
ARANK,CODE) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
50 
60 
65 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
145 
150 
C 
C 
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FORM G2 INVERSE OF A AS 
1 A(11)ADJ , 0 
A -- Q- •P 
CODE 0 0 
DO 60 1=1,N 
DO 50 J=1,M 
OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0))=0.D0 
IF (I .GT. ARANK .OR. J .GT. ARANK) GOTO 50 
OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0))=DFLOAT(AI(POINT(I,J,ARANK,0))) 
IF (DL .LE. 1) GOTO 60 
DO 40 II=2,DL 
OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0))=OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0))+ 
* AI (POINT(I, J, ARANK, (11- 1)*arank**2))•• 10000.DO**(2*( 11-1 ) ) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 90 J=1,M 
P0S=1 
DO 65 1=1,M 
IF (A(P0INT(I,J,M,P2)) .EQ. 1) GO TO 70 
P0S=P0S+1 
CONTINUE 
DO 80 1=1,N 
OUTAI(POINT(I,J,M,0))=OUT(POINT(I,POS,M,0)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 130 1=1,N 
P0S=1 
DO 100 J=1,N 
IF (A(P0INT(I,J,N,Q2)) .EQ. 1) GOTO 110 
P0S=P0S+1 
CONTINUE 
DO 120 J=1,M 
0UT(POINT(I,J,M,0))=0UTAI(P0INT(P0S,J,M,0)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,140) CODE 
FORMAT(15X,'G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A - * ' 
*/,40x,d20.13) 
DO 145 1=1,N 
WRITE(6,150) (OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0)),J=1,M) 
CONTINUE 
F0RMAT(/,2X,'(',5(D23.16,1X),/,3X,5(D23.16,1X),')') 
DIVID AI BY CODE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN 
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C THE INVERSE. 
C 
DO 160 1=1,N 
DO 160 J=1,M 
OUT(PDINT(I,J,M,0))=OUT(POINT(I,J,M,0))/CODE 
160 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,190) 
DO 170 1=1,N 
WRITE(6,180) (0UT(P0INT(I,J,M,0)),J=1,M) 
170 CONTINUE 
180 FORMAT(/,5X,5(D23.16,IX),/,5X,5(D23.16,IX)) 
190 FORMATCl',///,20X,'G2 INVERSE OF MATRIX A =') 
STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
c THIS PROGRM SOLVES LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH INTEGRAL 
C ENTRIES, BY USING MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC. 
C REVISED SIMPLEX ALGORITHM IS USED. 
C 
C THE PROBLEM IS 
C MAXIMIZE C'X 
C - -
C SUBJECT TO 
C AX <= B 
C - -
C X >= 0 
c -
C AND THE MATRIX L IS FORM AS FOLLOWING 
C 
C I 1 -C' 0 I 
C I - I 
C L = I I 
C 1 0 A B I 
c L - - _l 
C 
C PROB IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MATRIX L IS STORED. 
C A IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING MATRICES ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX 
C — — — — 
c o l  
C LIN2 LIN2=BINV*L 
C T T IS THE MATRIX HOLDS INTERMEDIATE 
C RESULT 
C B B IS THE MATRIX CONSISTIS OF THE 
C BASIC VARIABLES 
C BINV BINV IS THE INVERSE OF B 
C 
C ZMC IS THE ARRAY OF VALUES OF Z-C, AND RTH COMPONENT HAS THE 
C THE SMALLEST VALUE 
C XR IS THE ARRAY WHERE RTH COLUMN, OR THE LEAVING VARIABLE OF 
C LIN2 ARE STORED. 
C XO IS THE ARRAY WHER MOST RIGHT HAND SIDE COLUMN OF LIN2 
C ARE STORED 
C XODXR IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE RATIOS OF XR AND XO ARE STORED 
C LEAVE IS THE INDEX VECTOR INDICATES THE LEAVING VARIABLES 
C ENTER IS THE INDEX VECTOR INDICATES THE ENTERING VARIABLES 
C SOL IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS STORED 
C TEMP IS THE ARRAY HOLDS THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
C TEMPI IS THE ARRAY HOLDS THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
C CODE IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE HENSEL CODE OF COMMON DENOMINATOR 
C IS STORED 
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OUT IS THE VECTOR INDICATES THE COMPONENTS OF THE OPTIMAL 
SOLUTION 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(5000),NA(500),CODE(2D),OUT(20),PROB(100), 
* ZMC(2O),XR(2O),XO(20),SOL(2O), 
LEAVE(20) ,ENTER(20),TEMPI(20),P(20) 
REAL*8 SOL,XR,XO,ZMC,MOST,XODXR,TEMP1,CD 
DATA OUT/20"0/,CODE/20''-1/,A/5000*0/,NA/500--0/ 
DATA P/45233,45247,45259,45263,45281,45289, 
* 45293,45307,45317,45319,45329,45337,45341, 
* 45343,45361,45377,45389,45403,45413,45427/ 
READ THE NUMBERS OF ROWS AND COLUMNS 
OF MATRIX L 
READ(5,10) M,N 
F0RMAT(2I2) 
READ THE ENTRIES OF L ROW BY ROW 
PRINT,' THE MATRIX L IS ' 
DO 40 1=1,M 
READ(5,20)(PR0B(P0INT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
F0RMAT(20I5) 
WRITE(6,30)(PROB(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
FORMAT(SX,20(I2,IX)) 
CONTINUE 
READ THE LOCATION OF INITIAL BASIC 
VARIABLES 
ID=M-1 
DO 50 1=1,ID 
READ(5,60) LEAVE(I),ENTER(I) 
F0RMAT(2I2) 
DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF MODULI NEEDED 
IN THE BASE, AND THE STARTING POINT OF 
THE WORKING MATRICES IN ARRAY A 
CALL B0UND1(PR0B(1),M,N,P,IC,BINV,B,LIN2,T) 
FIND THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF EACH ENTRY OF THE 
MATRIX L 
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C 
DO 80 IL=1,IC 
C0DE(IL)=1 
DO 70 1=1,M 
DO 70 J=1,N 
A(POINTl(I,J,IL,N,IC,0))=RES(PROB(POINT2(I,J,N,O)),P(IL)) 
70 A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,N,IC,LIN2))=0 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATIONS OF EACH ENTRY OF THE 
C MATRICES B AND BINV 
C 
DO 90 1=1,M 
DO 90 K=1,IC 
A(P0INT1(I,1,K,M,IC,B))=A(P0INT1(I,1,K,N,IC,0)) 
A(P0INT1(I,1,K,M,IC,BINV))=A(P0INT1(I,1,K,M,IC,B)) 
90 CONTINUE 
DO 120 J=2,M 
JM1=J-1 
DO 100 K=1,IC 
A(P0INT1(1,J,K,M,IC,B))=RES(A(P0INT1(1,ENTER(JM1),K,N,IC,0)), 
* P(K))  
A(P0INT1(1,J,K,M,IC,BINV))=-A(P0INT1(1,J,K,M,IC,B)) 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 110 1=2,M 
DO 110 K=1,IC 
A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,IC,B))=A(P0INT1(I,ENTER(JM1),K,N,IC,0)) 
A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,IC,BINV))=A(P0INT1(I,J,K,M,IC,B)) 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
125 ID=ID+1 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATIONS ON THE ENTRIES OF 
C LIN2=BINV*L 
C 
DO 135 IL=1,IC 
DO 135 1=1,M 
DO 135 J=1,N 
A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,N,IC,LIN2))=0 
DO 130 L=1,M 
ITEMP=RES(A(P0INT1(I,L,IL,M,IC,BINV))*A(P0INT1(L,J,IL,N,IC,0)), 
* P(IL)) 
130 A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,N,IC,LIN2))=RES(A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,N,IC,LIN2))+ITEMP, 
* P(IL)) 
135 CONTINUE 
N1=N-1 
C 
C CONVERT THE FIRST ROW OF LIN2 TO 
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C RATIONAL NUMBERS, WHICH ARE ZMC'S 
C 
DO 140 J=2,N1 
CALL CONV(A(POINTl(1,J,1,N,IC,LIN2)),CODE,ZMC(J),CD,F,IC) 
140 ZMC(J)=ZMC(J)/CD 
WRITE(6,145)(ZMC(J),J=2,N1) 
145 FORMAT(IX,'TEST',/,IX,10(E12.5,IX),/,IX,10(E12.5,IX)) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 150 J=2,N1 
IF (ZMC(J) .LT. 
150 CONTINUE 
GO TO 300 
160 MOST=O.DO 
DO 170 J=2,N1 
IF (ZMC(J) .GE. 
IF (ZMC(J) .GE. 
MOST=ZMC(J) 
ENTER(ID)=J 
170 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
J=ENTER(ID) 
DO 180 1=2,M 
CALL CONV(A(POINT1(I,J,1,N,IC,LIN2)),CODE,XO(I),CD,P,IC) 
CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(I,N,1,N,IC,LIN2)),C0DE,XR(I),CD,P,IC) 
X0(I)=X0(I)/CD 
180 XR(I)=XR(I)/CD 
WRITE(6,185)(XR(I),I=2,M) 
WRITE(6,190)(XO(I),1=2,M) 
185 FORMAT(IX,'XR',/,lX,10(E12.5,lX),/,lX,10(E12.5,lX)) 
190 FORMATdX, 'DOWN',/, IX, 10(E12.5,IX),/, IX, 10(E12.5, IX)) 
DO 210 1=2,M 
IF (XO(I) .LE. 0) GO TO 200 
TEMP1(I)=XR(I)/X0(I) 
GO TO 210 
200 TEMF1(I)=0 
210 CONTINUE 
DO 220 1=2,M 
IF(TEMPI(I) .GT. 0) GO TO 230 
SEARCH FOR THE MOST NEGATIVE VALUE OF 
ZMC'S IN ORDER TO INDICATE THE ENTERING 
VARIABLE, IF ALL THE VALUES OF ZMC ARE 
POSITIVE THEN THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS 
OBTAINED 
0) GO TO 160 
0) GO TO 170 
MOST) GO TO 170 
SEARCH FOR MOST POSITIVE VALUE OF 
XODXR'S IN ORDER TO INDICATE THE 
LEAVING VARIABLE, IF ALL THE VALUES OF 
XODXR ARE NEGATIVE THE THE PROBLEM IS 
UNBOUNDED 
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220 
230 
240 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
250 
260 
270 
280 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
290 
C 
C 
C 
•LE. 0) GO TO 240 
.GT. MOST) GO TO 240 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 350 
M0ST=TEMP1(I) 
DO 240 1=2,M 
IF (TEMPI(I) 
IF (TEMPI(I) 
M0ST=TEMP1(I) 
LEAVE(ID)=I 
CONTINUE 
THE LEAVING AND ENTERING VARIABLE ARE 
FOUND, NOW THE B MATRIX FOR THE NEXT 
STEP IS FORMED BY DELETING THE LEAVING 
VARIABLE FORM B AND ADDING THE ENTERING 
VARIABLE TO B THEN COMPUTE BINV. THESE 
ARE DONE FOR EACH MODULUS IN THE BASE 
PRINT,LEAVE(ID),ENTER(ID) 
DO 280 IL=1,IC 
DO 250 1=1,M 
A(P0INT1(I,LEAVE(ID),IL,M,IC,B))=A(P0INT1(I,ENTER(ID),IL,N,IC,0)) 
CONTINUE 
DO 260 1=1,M 
DO 260 J=1,M 
A(P0INT2(I,J,M,LIN2))=A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,M,IC,B)) 
CONTINUE 
CALL GAUSS(A(LIN2+1),A(T+1),M*M,M,P(IL),CODE(IL)) 
DO 270 1=1,M 
DO 270 J=1,M 
A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,M,IC,BINV))=A(P0INT2(I,J,M,T)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
LOCATE THE COMPONENTS OF THE OPTIMAL 
SOLUTION ACCORDING TO THE ENTERING 
AND LEAVING VARIABLE 
0UT(ID)=0 
IF (ID .LE. 1) GO TO 125 
IID=ID-1 
DO 290 1=1,IID 
IF ((LEAVE(ID) .NE. LEAVE(I)) .OR. (OUT(I) .EQ. 1)) 
'• GO TO 290 
0UT(I)=1 
GO TO 125 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 125 
CONVERT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO RATIONAL 
NUMBERS 
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300 DO 310 1=1,M 
310 CALL C0NV(A(P0INT1(I,N,1,N,IC,LIN2)),C0DE,S0L(I),CD,P,IC) 
SOL(1)=SOL(1)/CD 
WRITE(6,320) SOL(l) 
320 FORMATCIOX,'OPTIMAL VALUE IS',E12.5,/,lOX,'SOLUTION IS*) 
ID=ID-1 
DO 330 1=1,ID 
IF (OUT(I) .EQ. 1) GO TO 330 
J=ENTER(I)-1 
WRITE(6,340) J,SOL(LEAVE(I)),CD 
SOL(LEAVE(I))=SOL(LEAVE(I))/CD 
330 CONTINUE 
340 FORMAT(' X(',12,')=',F5.0,'/',F5.0) 
PRINT,' WHICH IS' 
DO 345 1=1,ID 
IF (OUT(I) .EQ. 1) GOTO 345 
J=ENTER(I)-1 
WRITE(6,346) J,SOL(LEAVE(I)) 
345 CONTINUE 
346 FORMAT(' X(',12,')=',D23.16) 
GO TO 370 
350 WRITE(6,360) 
360 FORMATCI PROBLEM IS UNBOUNDED') 
370 STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
c THIS PROGRAM SOLVES INTERVAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH 
C INTEGRAL INPUT, BY USING MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC. 
C 
C THE PROBLEM IS 
C MAXMIZE C'X 
c — -
c SUBJECT TO 
c 
c 
L <= AX <= U 
c 
c c IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR C IS STORED. 
c L IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR L IS STORED. 
c u IS THE ARRAY WHERE VECTOR U IS STORED. 
c s IS THE ARRAY OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION. 
c A IS THE ARRAY WHERE MATRIX A (STARTING POINT 0) AND THE 
C MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE REPRESENTATION OF THE FOLLOWING 
C MATRIX AND VECTORS ARE STORED. 
C STARTING POINT MATRIX OR VECTOR 
C 
C AI G2 INVERSE OF A 
C 
C CAI C'A 
C 
C 
C CAIA C'A A 
C 
c e e  
C 
C 
C AIE A E 
C 
C CODE IS THE ARRAY WHERE THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE COMMON DENOMINATOR IS STORED. 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3000), 
* C0DE(20),S(10),C(10),L(10),U(10) 
COMMON PRIME(20) 
REAL-8 S,TEST1,CD 
DATA A/3000*0/,CODE/20*1/ 
DATA PRIME/45233,45247,45259,45263,45281,45289, 
* 45293,45307,45317,45319,45329,45337,45341, 
* 45343,45361,45377,45389,45403,45413,45427/ 
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C 
C READ THE NUMBERS OF ROWS AND COLUMNS 
C OF THE MATRIX A. 
READ(5,1)M,N 
1 F0RMAT(I2,1X,I2) 
C 
C READ AND WRITE THE VECTORS C, L AND U. 
c - - — 
C 
READ(5,4) (C(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE(6,2) (CCD,1=1,N) 
READ(5,4) (L(I),I=1,M) 
READ(5,4) (U(I),I=1,M) 
2 FORMAT(' C =',10(14,IX)) 
WRITE(6,3) 
3 FORMAT(' THE MATRIX A = ') 
4 FORMAT(10I4) 
C 
C READ AND WRITE THE MATRIX A ROW BY ROW. 
C 
DO 15 1=1,M 
READ(5,5)CA(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
5 FORMAT(10(I6,1X)) 
WRITE(6,10)(A(POINT2(I,J,N,0)),J=1,N) 
10 FOR>IAT(10X,10(I6,1X)) 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,20) (LCD,1=1,M) 
20 FORMAT(' L =',10(14,IX)) 
WRITE(6,25) (U(I),I=1,M) 
25 FORMAT(' U =',10(14,IX)) 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF THE MODULI 
C NEEDED FOR PERFORMING RESIDUE ARITHMETIC 
C 
CALL BOUND2(A(1),3000,C,U,M,N,IC) 
C 
C FIND THE PERMUTATION MATRIX P AND Q, 
C |A(11) A(12)| 
C SUCH THAT PAQ=| \ 
C 1A(21) A(22)l 
C WHERE RANK(A(11))=0RDER(A(11))=RANK(A) 
C AND THE RANK OF A 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALL PERMUT(A,M,N,IC,ARANK,WA) 
DO 60 IL=1,IC 
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C 
C FIND THE A (PRIME(IL)) BY FORMING THE 
C -1 
C |A (PRIME(IL)) 0| 
C A (PRIME(IL))=| 11 I 
C I 0 01 
C 
CALL GINVE1(A(1),M,N,IC,ARANK,PRIME(IL),C0DE(IL),IL,AI,WA) 
C 
C 
C 
C COPMPUTE THE STARTING POINT OF C'A 
C 
C 
C AND C'A A 
C 
C 
CAI=AI+M:''N*IC 
CAIA=CAI+M-'-IC 
C 
C 
C COMPUTE C'A 
C 
C 
DO 40 1=1,M 
IM1=I-1 
A(CAI+IL4-IM1*IC)=0 
DO 30 J=1,N 
ITEMP=RES(C(J)*A(P0INT1(J,I,IL,M,IC,AI)),PRIME(IL)) 
A(CAI+IL+IM1''-IC)=RES(A(CAI+IL+IM1*IC)+ITEMP,PRIME(IL)) 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE C'A A 
C 
C 
DO 55 1=1,N 
IM1=I-1 
A(CAIA+IL+IM1*IC)=0 
DO 50 J=1,M 
JM1=J-1 
ITEMP=RES(A(CAI+IL+JM1*IC)*RES(A(P0INT2(J,I,N,0)),PRIME (IL)), 
" PRIME(IL)) 
A(CAIA+IL+IM1*IC)=RES(A(CAIA+IL+IM1*IC)+ITEMP,PRIME(IL)) 
50 CONTINUE 
55 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
DO 70 1=1,N 
C 
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C 
c mapping ith component of c'a a to 
c 
c its rational equivalent 
c 
im1=i-1 
call c0nv(a(caia+1+im1"ic),c0de,test1,cd,ic) 
test1=test1/cd 
c 
c 
c if ith component of c'a a is not 
c 
c equal to ith component of c, the 
c 
c problem is unbounded. 
c 
if (int(sngl(test1)) .ne. c(i)) go to 300 
70 continue 
print,'problem is bounded' 
e=cai 
do 100 1=1,m 
c 
c 
c mapping ith component of c'a to 
c 
c its rational equivalent, if it is 
c graeter than 0 then ith component 
c of e equal to ith component of u; 
c -
c otherwise the ith component of e 
c 
c equal to l. 
c 
c 
im1=i-1 
call c0nv(a(cai+1+im1*ic),c0de,test1,cd,ic) 
test1=test1/cd 
if (testl .le. 0) go to 90 
do 75 il=1,ic 
a(e+il+im1''-ic)=res(u(i) ,prime(il)) 
75 continue 
goto 100 
90 do 95 il=1,ic 
a(e+il+im1*ic)=res(l(i),prime(il)) 
95 continue 
100 continue 
c 
c 
c compute a e 
c 
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C 
aie=wa 
do 130 il=1,ic 
do 120 1=1,n 
im1=i-1 
a(aie+il+im1''-ic)=0 
do 110 j=1,m 
jm1=j-1 
itemp=res(a(pointl(i,j,il,m,ic,ai))*a(e+il+jm1*ic), 
" prime(il)) 
a(aie+il+im1''-ic)=res(a(wa+il+im1->ic)+itemp,prime(il)) 
110 continue 
120 continue 
130 continue 
c 
c 
c mapping a e to its rational equivalent 
c 
c which is the optimal solution. 
c 
do 132 1=1,n 
im1=i-1 
call conv(a(aie+1+im1*ic),code,s(i),cd,ic) 
132 continue 
write(6,135) 
135 format(' the optimal solution is') 
write(6,140) (s(i),i=1,n),cd 
140 format(' 1 * ',8(f5.0,ix), 
* ' ',f5.0) 
do 150 1=1,m 
s(i)=s(i)/cd 
150 continue 
write(6,155) (s(i),i=1,n) 
155 formatdoc ' ,d23.16,/)) 
goto 400 
300 print,'problem is unbounded' 
400 stop 
end 
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subroutine add(x,y,w,p) 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c-~' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
c 
c 
c 
c 
20 
c 
c 
c 
30 
the subroutine add(x,y,w,p) adds the multiple precision numbers 
x and y. the sum is returned in multiple precision number w. 
all the x,y and w are the multiple precision numbers of integer 
numbers. 
x is input multiple precision number 
y is input multiple precision number 
w is sum of x and y 
p is the length of multiple precision number 
z is the intermediate result of sum of x and y 
implicit 
dimension 
integer (a-z) 
x(p),y(p),z(100),w(p) 
if either x or y is zero, set 
w to the appropriate value and 
return. 
if (x(l) .ne. 0) goto 10 
call assign(w,y,p) 
return 
if (y(l) .ne. 0) goto 20 
call assign(w,x,p) 
return 
n0rm=x(2)-y(2) 
do 30 1=1,p 
z(i)=0 
continue 
if (norm) 40,110,80 
find the difference of the 
exponent. 
zero out the elements of z 
c 
c 
c 
y has the greater exponent, set the 
exponent of x and z to y's exponent. 
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c then norm digits of mantissa part of 
c x are shifted to the right. 
c 
40 end=p+norm 
z(2)=y(2) 
x(2)=y(2) 
do 50 1=3,end 
z(i-norm)=x(i) 
50 continue 
do 60 1=3,p 
x(i)=z(i) 
60 continue 
goto 120 
c 
c x has the greater exponent, set the 
c exponent of y and z to x's exponent. 
c then norm digits of mantissa part of 
c y to are shifted the right. 
c 
80 end=p-norm 
z(2)=x(2) 
do 90 1=3,end 
z(i+norm)=y(i) 
90 continue 
do 100 1=3,p 
y(i)=z(i) 
100 continue 
y(2)=x(2) 
c 
c x and y have same exponent, set the 
c exponent of z to x's exponent. 
c 
110 z(2)=x(2) 
c 
c addition is performed by looping until 
c all digits and carries have been 
c computed. if the last addition 
c generates a carry the exponent of z is 
c adjusted. also the digits are shifted 
c and the leading digit is assigned the 
c value 1. 
c 
120 do 130 1=3,p 
z(i)=x(1)*x(i)+y(1)*y(i) 
130 continue 
carry=0 
do 150 1=3,p 
p3=p+3-i 
z(p3)=z(p3)+carry 
carry=0 
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IF (Z(P3) .LT. 10000) GOTO 140 
Z(P3)=Z(P3)-10000 
CARRY=1 
140 IF (Z(P3) .GT. -10000) GOTO 150 
Z(P3)=Z(P3)+10000 
CARRY=-1 
150 CONTINUE 
IF (CARRY .EQ. 0) GOTO 170 
END=P-1 
DO 160 1=3,END 
P3=P+3-I 
Z(P3)=Z(P3-1) 
160 CONTINUE 
Z(3)=CARRY 
Z(2)=Z(2)+1 
170 DO 200 1=4,P 
P4=P+4-I 
P3=P+3-I 
IF (Z(P4) .GT. 0 .AND. Z(P3) .LT. 0) GOTO 180 
IF (Z(P4) .LT. 0 .AND. Z(P3) .GT. 0) GOTO 190 
GOTO 200 
180 Z(P4)=Z(P4)-10000 
Z(P3)=Z(P3)+1 
GOTO 170 
190 Z(P4)=Z(P4)+10000 
Z(P3)=Z(P3)-1 
GOTO 170 
200 CONTINUE 
IF (Z(3) .EQ. 0) CALL VN0RM(Z,P) 
Z(1)=ISIGN(1,Z(3)) 
IF (Z(L) .GE. 0) GOTO 220 
DO 210 1=3,P 
Z(I)=Z(I)*Z(1) 
210 CONTINUE 
C 
C PUT THE RESULT IN Z TO W 
C 
220 CALL ASSIGN(W,Z,P) 
C 
C RENORMALIZE X AND Y BEFORE RETURN 
C 
IF (X(3) .EQ. 0) CALL VNORM(X,P) 
IF (Y(3) .EQ. 0) CALL VNORM(Y,P) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ASSIGN(X,Y,P) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THE SUBROUTINE ASSIGN(X,Y,P) ASSIGNS THE MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER X THE VALUE OF THE MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER Y. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
INTEGER X,Y,P 
DIMENSION X(P),Y(P) 
DO 10 J=1,P 
X(J)=Y(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE BACK(T,TEMP,P) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THE SUBROUTINE BACK CONVERTS THE VALUE OF MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER TEMP TO SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT INTEGER T. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION TEMP(P) 
C 
T—0 
END=TEMP(2)+2 
DO 10 K=3,END 
P3=END+3-K 
T=T+TEMP(P3)-AOOOO""(K-3) 
10 CONTINUE 
T=T''-TEMP(1) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE B0UND1(Z,M,N,P,IC,BINV,B,LIN2,T) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF MODULI NEEDED FOR THE 
C BASE OF MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC, EXTENDED HADAMARD'S 
C INEQUALITY WITH MODIFICATIONS IS USED. 
C THE STARTING POINT OF WORKING SEGMENTS ARE ALSO DETERMINED. 
C 
C B+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE MATRIX B 
C BINV+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE MATRIX BINV 
C LIN2+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE MATRIX LIN2 
C T+1 THE STARTING POINT OF THE MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE MATRIX T 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION Z(1),P(20) 
REAL-8 T1,T2,MAX 
C 
C COMPUTE THE HADAMARD'S BOUND OF THE 
C MATRIX 
C 
T1=1.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
T2=O.DO 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T2=T2+Z(P0INT2(I,J,N,0))—2 
20 CONTINUE 
T1=T1*DSQRT(T2) 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE COLUMN SUM 
C OF THE MATRIX 
C 
MAX=0.D0 
DO 70 J=1,N 
T2=0 
DO 60 1=1,M 
T2=T2+IAB S(Z(POINT2(I,J,N,0))) 
60 CONTINUE 
IF (MAX .LE. T2) MAX=T2 
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70 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF MODULI IC 
C 
T1=2"T1''-MAX 
IC=1 
T2=1.D0 
80 T2=T2"P(IC) 
IF (T2 .GT. TL) GO TO 90 
IC=IC+1 
GO TO 80 
C 
C COMPUTE THE STARTING POINTS 
C 
90 BINV=M"N-'IC 
B=BINV+M*M"IC 
LIN2=B+M*M-:IC 
T=LIN2+M"M 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE B0UND2(Z,REGION,C,U,M,N,IC) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF MODULI NEEDED FOR 
C PERFORMING MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE ARITHMETIC. EXTENDED 
C HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY WITH MODIFICATION IS USED. 
C 
C 
C 
c-
C 
G 
T1=1.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
T2=0.D0 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T2=T2+Z(P0INT2(I,J,N,0))—2 
20 CONTINUE 
Tl=Tl-'-DSQRT(T2) 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE SUM OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES 
C OF THE COMPONENTS OF VECTORS C AND U. 
T3=0.D0 
DO 55 1=1,N 
T3=T3+IABS(C(I)) 
55 CONTINUE 
T4=0.D0 
DO 56 1=1,M 
T4=T4+IABS(U(I)) 
56 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF THE MODULI 
C NEED TO BE USED 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION Z(1),C(1),U(1) 
COMMON PRIME(20) 
REAL*8 T1,T2,T3,T4 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COMPUTE THE HADAMARD'S BOUND OF THE 
MATRIX 
C 
C 
Tl=2.DO-DMAXl(T1"T3,T1*T4)+1.DO 
IC=1 
T2=1.D0 
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80 T2=T2"PRIME(IC) 
IF (T2 .GT. Tl) GO TO 90 
IC=IC+1 
GOTO 80 
90 END=3"M"N+2"M"M+2*N--N+M"N'-IC+M"IC 
IF (REGION .GE. END ) GOTO 100 
PRINT,'NOT ENOUGH MEMORY SPACE FOR ARRAY A' 
100 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHECK(A,AS,LA,AI,AIS,LAI,DL,LENGTH,LWK,M,N,IC,P) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE SIZE OF THE PRODUCT MODULUS AND 
C THE SIZE OF MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER TO INSURE WE CAN EXTRACT 
C THE REFLEXIVE GENERALIZED INVERSE OVER THE FIELD OF RATIONAL 
C NUMBERS FROM MULTIPLE MODULUS SOLUTION, EXTENDED HADAMARD'S 
C INEQUALITY IS USED. AND DETERMINES THE WORKING SPACE WHICH 
C NEEDED TO PERFORM COMPUTATION. 
C 
C INPUT: 
C 
C A 
C AS 
C AI 
C 
C AIS 
C LENGTH 
C M 
C N 
C 
C OUTPUT: 
C 
C LA 
C 
C 
C LAI 
C 
C DL 
C LWK 
C 
C IC 
C 
C P 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(AS),AI(AIS) 
COMMON PRIME(20),RANK(20) 
REALMS AI,TEST1,TEST2,TESTS,TEST4,DEXP0N 
DATA PRIME/45233,45247,45259,45263,45281,45289, 
* 45293,45307,45317,45319,45329,45337,45341, 
" 45343,45361,45377,45389,45403,45413,45427/ 
= THE INTEGER ARRAY CONTAINS THE INPUT MATRIX. 
= M*N THE SIZE OF INPUT MATRIX. 
= THE REAL*8 ARRAY NEEDED TO COMPUTED THE LOWER BOUND 
USING THE EXTENDED HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY. 
= THE SIZE OF AI WE NEED TO COMPUTE THE LOWER BOUND. 
= THE SIZE OF WK PROVIDED BY MAIN ROUTINE. 
= THE NUMBER OF ROWS OF INPUT MATRIX. 
= THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF INPUT MATRIX. 
= M*N+MAX(M,N)*MAX(M,N)+M"M+N''-N THE TOTAL SIZE OF FOUR 
SEGMENTS OF A WHICH ARE FOUR MATRIX NEEDED TO PERFORM 
THE COMPUTATION. 
= DL"M*N THE TOTAL SIZE OF AI WHICH CONTAINS DL M-N 
REAL--8 MATRIX NEEDED TO PERFORM THE COMPUTATION. 
= THE NUMBER OF MATRIX CONTAINED IN ARRAY AI. 
= 4*P THE SIZE OF WK NEEDED TO PERFORM MULTIPLE PRECI­
SION NUMBER ARITHIFFITIC. 
= THE NUMBER OF MODULUS NEEDED IN MULTIPLE RESIDUE 
ARITHMETIC. 
= THE NUMBER OF DIGITS OF MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER 
ARITHMETIC. 
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C 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL SIZE OF ARRAY A 
C 
C 
C COMPUTE THE LOWER BOUND USING THE 
C EXTENDED HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY. 
C 
DO 20 1=1,M 
AI(I)=0.D0 
AI(I+M)=0.D0 
DO 10 J=1,N 
AI(I)=AI(I)+DFL0AT(A(P0INT(I,J,N,0)))''">2 
IF (AI(I) .LT. 16.D0:'-^40) GOTO 10 
AI(I)=AI(I)/16.D0*::40 
AI(I+M)=AI(I+M)+40 
10 CONTINUE 
AI(I)=DSQRT(AI(I)) 
AI(I+M)=AI(I+M)/2 
20 CONTINUE 
TEST1=1.D0 
TEST3=0.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
IF (AI(I) .EQ. 0) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1'-AI(I) 
TEST3=TEST3+AI(I+M) 
AI(I)=0 
IF (TESTl .LT. 16.D0**40) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1/16. D0*''-40 
TEST3=TEST3+40 
50 CONTINUE 
TEST1=2*TEST1 
TEST3=TEST3+DEXP0N(TESTl)+l 
C 
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF PRIMAL MODULI 
C NEEDED TO SOLVE THE GIVEN PROBLEM 
C ACCORDING TO THE LOWER BOUNDED. 
C 
TEST2=1.D0 
TEST4=0.D0 
IC=1 
60 TEST2=TEST2"PRIME(IC) 
IF (TEST2 .LT. 16.D0*''-40) GOTO 65 
TEST2=TEST2/16. DO—40 
TEST4=TEST4+40 
65 TEST1=TEST4+DEXP0N(TEST2) 
IF (TEST3 .LE. TESTl) GOTO 70 
IC=IC+1 
GOTO 60 
C 
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF DIGITS NEEDED 
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C IN MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER ARITH-
C METIC ACCORDING TO THE LOWER BOUND. 
C 
70 P=1 
TEST2=1.D0 
TEST4=0.D0 
80 TEST2=TEST2'-10000. DO 
IF (TEST2 .LT. 16.D0''"^40) GOTO 85 
TEST2=TEST2/16. D0'w«40 
TEST4=TEST4+40 
85 TEST3=TEST4+DEXP0N(TEST2) 
IF (TESTl .LE. TESTS) GOTO 90 
P=P+1 
GOTO 80 
C 
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF MATRIX 
C NEEDED IN THE ARRAY AI. 
C 
90 DL=P/2 
TESTl=DFL0AT(P)/2 
IF (TESTl .GT. DL) DL=DL+1 
C 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL SIZE OF ARRAY AI. 
C 
LAI=DL*M*N 
C 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL SIZE OF ARRAY WK 
C WHICH IS GOING TO PERFORM MULTIPLE 
C PRECISION NUMBER ARITHMETIC. 
C 
P=P+2 
LWK=P*4 
IF (LWK .LE. LENGTH) GOTO 100 
C 
C WRITE OUT THE MESSAGE IF WE DO NOT 
C HAVE ENOUGH WORKING SPACE. 
C 
WRITE(6,110) LAI,LWK 
STOP 
100 WRITE(6,120) IC,P-2 
RETURN 
110 FORMATd',10X,NOT ENOUGH WORKING SPACE , 
1 /,10X,'CHANGE THE ARGUMENT OF ARRAY AI TO',15, 
2 /,10X,' AND THE ARGUMENT OF ARRAY WK TO',15) 
120 FORMATClOX,'--—',12,' MODULUS ARE USED IN MULTIPLE RESIDUE', 
1 ' ARITHMETIC',/, 
2 lOX,'——,12,' DIGITS ARE USED IN MULTILENGTH', 
3 ' ARITHMETIC') 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHECK1(A,AS,LA,AI,AIS,M,N,IC) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE MODULI NEEDED TO FIND THE PERMUT-
C ATION MATRICES F AND Q SUCH THAT 
C 
C 
C 
C P-A-Q = 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Q 
INPUT: 
c A = THE INTEGER ARRAY CONTAINS THE INPUT MATRIX. 
c AS = M"N THE SIZE OF INPUT MATRIX. 
c AI = THE REALMS ARRAY NEEDED TO COMPUTED THE LOWER BOUND 
c USING THE EXTENDED HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY. 
c AIS = THE SIZE OF AI WE NEED TO COMPUTE THE LOWER BOUND. 
c M = THE NUMBER OF ROWS OF INPUT MATRIX. 
c 
Q 
N = THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF INPUT MATRIX. 
c 
0 
OUTPUT : 
c LA = M'''N+MAX(M,N)"MAX(M,N)+M'^M+N--N THE TOTAL SIZE OF FOUR 
c SEGMENTS OF A WHICH ARE FOUR MATRIX NEEDED TO PERFORM 
c THE COMPUTATION. 
c IC = THE NUMBER OF MODULUS NEEDED IN MULTIPLE RESIDUE 
c 
c 
c 
ARITHMETIC. 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(AS),AI(AIS) 
COMMON PRIME(20),RANK(20) 
REAL--8 AI ,TEST1, TEST2, TEST3, TEST4, DEXPON 
C 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL SIZE OF ARRAY A 
C 
C 
C COMPUTE THE LOWER BOUND USING THE 
C EXTENDED HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY. 
C 
DO 20 1=1,M 
AI(I)=O.DO 
A(ll) ,A(12) 
A(21) ,A(22) 
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AI(I+M)=O.DO 
DO 10 J=1,N 
AI(I)=AI(I)+DFLOAT(A(POINT(I,J,N,0)))'^''2 
IF (AI(I) .LT. 16.D0''"H0) GOTO 10 
AI(I)=AI(I)/16.D0*:''40 
AI(I+M)=AI(I+M)+40 
10 CONTINUE 
AI(I)=DSQRT(AI(I)) 
AI(I+M)=AI(I+M)/2 
20 CONTINUE 
TEST1=1.D0 
TEST3=0.D0 
DO 50 1=1,M 
IF (AI(I) .EQ. 0) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1'-AI(I) 
TEST3=TEST3+AI(I+M) 
AI(I)=0 
IF (TESTl .LT. 16.D0'"''40) GOTO 50 
TEST1=TEST1/16. D0-~'-40 
TEST3=TEST3+40 
50 CONTINUE 
TEST1=2"TEST1 
TEST3=TEST3+DEXP0N(TESTl)+l 
C 
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF PRIMAL MODULI 
C NEEDED TO SOLVE THE GIVEN PROBLEM 
G ACCORDING TO THE LOWER BOUNDED. 
G 
TEST2=1.D0 
TEST4=0.D0 
IC=1 
60 TEST2=TEST2-'-PRIME ( IC ) 
IF (TEST2 .LT. 16.D0-W'40) GOTO 65 
TEST2=TEST2/16 .D0'-40 
TEST4=TEST4+40 
65 TEST1=TEST4+DEXP0N(TEST2) 
IF (TEST3 .LE. TESTl) GOTO 70 
IC=IC+1 
GOTO 60 
70 LA=2*(M*N+M*M+N*N) 
IF (LA .LE. AS) GOTO 75 
WRITE(6,100) LA 
STOP 
75 RETURN 
100 FORMAT('l',10X,-NOT ENOUGH WORKING SPACE ***', 
'CHANGE THE ARGUMENT OF ARRAY AI TO ',15) 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CONV(WA,ICODEl.RESULT,CODE,PRIME,IC) 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS SYMMETRIC MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION TO CORRESPONDING RATIONAL NUMBER. SYMMETRIC 
C MIXED-RADIX REPRESENTATION PROCEDURE IS USED. 
C 
C WA IS THE VECTOR OF THE SYMMETRIC MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE RATIONAL NUMBER 
C ICODE 1 IS THE VECTOR OF THE SYMMETRIC MULTIPLE MODULUS RESIDUE 
C REPRESENTATION OF THE DENOMINATOR 
C RESULT IS THE RATIONAL NUMBER 
C 
C 
DIMENSION WA(IC),ICODEl(IC),IC0DE(20),A(20) 
COMMON PRIME(20) 
INTEGER WA,PRIME,RES,PP,A 
REAL*8 RESULT,TEMP,CODE 
IF (IC .EQ. 1) GOTO 30 
DO 5 1=1,IC 
IC0DE(I)=IC0DE1(I) 
A(I)=WA(I) 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 15 1=2,IC 
KK=I-1 
DO 10 J=I,IC 
PP=PRIME(J) 
IX=INVERS(PRIME(KK),PP) 
ITEMP=ICODE(J)-ICODE(I-1) 
ITEMP=ITEMP'-IX 
ICODE(J)=RES(ITEMP,PP) 
ITEMP=A(J)-A(I-1) 
ITEMP=ITEMP--IX 
10 A(J)=RES(ITEMP,PP) 
15 CONTINUE 
TEMP=DFLOAT(PRIME(1)) 
CODE=DFLOAT(ICODE(1)) 
RESULT=DFL0AT(A(1)) 
DO 20 IK=2,IC 
CODE=CODE+TEMP''-ICODE ( IK) 
RESULT=RESULT+TEMP''-A (IK) 
TEMP=TEMP-'-PRIME ( IK) 
20 CONTINUE 
GOTO 40 
30 RESULT=DFLOAT(WA(IC)) 
C0DE=DFL0AT(IC0DE1(IC)) 
40 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CONVI(X,II,P) 
C 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE INTEGER II TO A P-2 DIGITS 
C MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER. THE MULTIPLE PRECISION REPRESEN-
C ATION OF II IS RETURNED IN THE MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER X. 
C IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF II IS MACHINE 
C REPRESENTABLE. 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION X(P),Z(9) 
IX=II 
K=9 
X(1)=ISIGN(1,II) 
IF (II .NE. 0) GOTO 5 
X(1)=0 
RETURN 
5 IX=IX*X(1) 
IF (IX -LT. 10000) GO TO 40 
C 
C FIND THE MANTISSA AND EXPONENT OF X 
C 
10 IX2=IX/10000 
Z(K)=IX-IX2*10000 
K=K-1 
IX=IX2 
IF (IX -GE. 10000) GOTO 10 
Z(K)=IX 
X(2)=9-K+l 
1=3 
DO 20 J=K,9 
X(I)=Z(J) 
1=1+1 
IF (I .GT. P) RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
25 DO 30 J=I,P 
X(J)=0 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
40 X(3)=IX 
X(2)=l 
1=4 
GOTO 25 
END 
FILL THE REMAINING DIGITS OF X WITH 
ZEROS IF NEEDED. 
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SUBROUTINE DBACK(AI,AIS,JJ,KK,M,WA,DL,TEMP,P) 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
15 
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER TEMP TO DL 
DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT INTEGERS IN ARRAY AI. FUNCTION 
POINT IS USED TO INDICATE THE LOCATIONS IN AI TO THE RETURNED 
DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT VALUES. JJ, KK, M, WA AND DL 
ARE USED IN FUNCTION POINT TO INDICATE THE LOCATION. 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION AI(AIS),TEMP(P) 
IF THE EXPONENT OF TEMP IS LESS 
OR EQUAL TO 4, THEN COVERTS IT TO 
THE FIRST DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING­
POINT INTEGER AND SET THE REST OF DL-1 
DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT 
INTEGERS TO ZERO AND RETURN. 
IF (TEMP(2) .GT. 2) GOTO 10 
CALL BACK(AI(POINT(JJ,KK,M,0)),TEMP,P) 
IF (DL .EQ. 1) GOTO 100 
DO 5 1=2,DL 
AI(P0INT(JJ,KK,M,WA*(I-1)))=0 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 100 
END=TEMP(2)+2 
1=1 
IF THE EXPONENT OF TEMP IS GREATER 
THAN 4, THEN COMPUTE END WHICH IS THE 
POSITION OF THE LAST DIGIT OF TEMP. 
CONVERTS THE LAST FOUR DIGITS TO THE 
END OF TEMP TO ITH DOUBLE PRECISION 
FLOATING-POINT INTEGER. 
1=1-1 
IF (END .LE. 
TEMP1=0 
DO 20 J=l,2 
4) GO TO 40 
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K=END+1-J 
TEMP1=TEMP1+TEMP(K)*10000**(J-1) 
20 CONTINUE 
A I( PO INT C J J, KK, M, WA''-1 ) ) =TEMP 1*TEMP ( 1 ) 
END=END-2 
1=1+1 
GOTO 15 
40 TEMP1=0 
DO 50 I1=3,END 
J=END+3-II 
TEMP 1=TEMP 1+TEMP ( J)-nOOOO-w- ( 11 -3) 
50 CONTINUE 
AI(POINT(JJ,KK,M,I*WA))=TEMP1*TEMP(1) 
C 
C SET REMAINING (I+1)TH TO DL DOUBLE 
C PRECISION FLOATING-POINT INTEGERS 
C TO ZEROS. 
C 
1=1+1 
DL1=DL-1 
IF (I .EQ. DL) GOTO 100 
DO 60 J=I,DL1 
AI(POINT(JJ,KK,M,J*WA))=0 
60 CONTINUE 
100 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DCONVCY.AI,AIS,JJ,KK,M,WA,DL,P) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS DL DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT 
C INTEGERS IN AI TO P-2 DIGITS MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER Y. 
C FUNCTION POINT IS USED TO INDICATE THE LOCATIONS OF THESE 
C DL DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT INTEGERS IN AI, AND JJ, KK 
C M, WA AND DL ARE USED IN FUNCTION POINT TO INDICATE THE 
C LOCATION. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION AI(AIS),Y(P),TEMP(100) 
C 
CALL C0NVI(Y,AI(POINT(JJ,KK,M,0)),P) 
IF (DL .EQ. 1) GOTO 30 
DO 20 1=2,DL 
CALL C0NVI(TEMP,AI(P0INT(JJ,KK,M,(I-1)'VWA)),P) 
END=2--(I-1) 
DO 10 J=1,END 
CALL MULTI(TEMP,10000,TEMP,P,P) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL ADD(Y,TEMP,Y,P) 
20 CONTINUE 
30 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DIVI(X,I,W,P,Q) 
C 
C 
C' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C" 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS SUBROUTINE DIVIDES THE P-2 DIGIT MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER 
X BY THE INTEGER I AND RETURNS A Q-2 DIGIT MULTIPLE PRECISION 
NUMBER RESULT IN W. WHERE W IS AN INTEGER. 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION X(P),W(Q),Y(104) 
ZERO OUT THE ELEMENTS OF Y. 
END=Q+4 
DO 1 ZZ=1,END 
Y(ZZ)=0 
CONTINUE 
CARRYD=0 
L=MINO(P,Q) 
FIND THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXTENDED 
DIGITS IN X OR W. 
DIVIDE X BY I SO THAT MINIMUM NUMBER 
OF EXTENDED DIGITS ARE FOUND. STORE 
THE RESULT IN Y IN NON-NORMALIZED 
FORM. 
DO 10 J=3,L 
ITOT=(CARRYD+X(J))/I 
CARRYD=( CCARRYD+X(J) ) -ITOT'^I)--10000 
Y(J)=ITOT 
CONTINUE 
FIND THE SIGN AND EXPONENT OF Y. 
Y(1)=X(1)*ISIGN(1,I) 
Y(2)=X(2) 
CALL VNORM(Y,L) 
SHIFT=XC2)-Y(2) 
IF Y WAS IN NORMALIZED FORM AND Q WAS 
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO P THEN GOTO 100 
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IF (SHIFT .EQ. 0 .AND. Q .EQ. L) GOTO 100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
15 
C 
C 
C 
C 
17 
20 
C 
C 
C 
C 
100 
110 
C 
C 
C 
FIND THE EXTENDED DIGITS LOST WHEN 
y WAS NORMALIZED. SINCE Q<P USE THE 
DIGITS OF X TO FIND THE DIGITS OF Y. 
K=L-SHIFT+1 
IF (Q .GE. P) GOTO 17 
DO 15 J=K,L 
ITOT=(CARRYD+X(L+K-J+1))/I 
CARRYD=(CARRYD+XCL+K-J+1) -ITOT^'a )*10000 
Y(J)=ITOT 
CONTINUE 
K=L+1 
IF (K .GE. Q) GOTO 100 
Q>P SO GENERATE THE REMAINING DIGITS 
OF Y FROM THE REMAINDER. 
DO 20 J=K,Q 
ITOT=CARRYD/I 
CARRYD=(CARRYD- ITOT^'-I )*10000 
Y(J)=ITOT 
CONTINUE 
ZERO OUT THE UNNECESSARY DIGITS IN 
ORDER TO HAVE Y AS AN INTEGER. 
START=3+Y(2) 
DO 110 J=START,Q 
Y(J)=0 
CONTINUE 
CALL ASSIGN(W,Y,Q) 
RETURN 
END 
ASSIGN Y TO W AND RETURN. 
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SUBROUTINE FBACK(T,TEMP,P) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THE SUBROUTINE BACK CONVERTS THE VALUE OF MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER TEMP TO SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT INTEGER T. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION TEMP(P) 
REAL*8 T 
T=O.DO 
END=TEMP(2)+2 
DO 10 K=3,END 
P3=END+3-K 
T=T+DFLOAT (TEMP (PS) ( 10000. DO ) "•• (K-3 ) 
10 CONTINUE 
T=T*TEMP(1) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GAUS S(A,ADJ,SPACE,K,PP,CODE) 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS EXTENDED GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION 
C WITH RESPECT TO MODULUS PP ON A(ll) SUBMATRIX OF A 
C THE ADJOINT OF A(ll) AND NONZERO PRODUCT OF PIVOTS ARE 
C RETURNED FROM THIS SUBROUTINE 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(SPACE),ADJ(SPACE) 
C0DE=1 
C 
C SET ADJ TO IDENTITY MATRIX 
C 
DO 5 1=1,K 
DO 4 J=1,K 
ADJ(P0INT(I,J,K,0))=0 
4 CONTINUE 
ADJ(P0INT(I,I,K,0))=1 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C START TO FORM THE UPPER TRIANGULAR 
C MATRIX. IF A NONZERO PIVOT IS FOUND 
C IN COLUMN I PERFORM PIVOTING, ELSE 
C GO TO THE NEXT COLUMN 
C 
DO 90 1=1,K 
IF (A(P0INT(I,I,K,0)) .NE. 0) GOTO 40 
DO 10 J=I,K 
IF (A(P0INT(J,I,K,0)) .NE. 0) GOTO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
GOTO 90 
20 DO 30 L=1,K 
ITEMP=A(P0INT(J,L,K,0)) 
A(POINT(J,L,K,0))=A(POINT(I,L,K,0)) 
A(POINT(I,L,K,0))=ITEMP 
ITEMP=ADJ(POINT(J,L,K,0)) 
ADJ(POINT(J,L,K,0))=ADJ(POINT(I,L,K,O)) 
ADJ(P0INT(I,L,K,0))=ITEMP 
30 CONTINUE 
CODE=RES(CODE*(-1),PP) 
40 INV=INVERS(A(POINT(I,I,K,0)),PP) 
C 
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C PRODUCT OF PIVOTS IS MULTIPLIED BY 
C -1 
C 
CODE=RES (CODE''-A (POINT ( I, I, K, 0 ) ) , PP) 
DO 50 L=1,K 
A(POINT(I,L,K,0))=RES(INV''^A(POINT(I,L,K,0)),PP) 
ADJ(POINT(I,L,K,0))=RES(INV'ADJ(POINT(I,L,K,O)),PP) 
50 CONTINUE 
IF (I .EQ. K) GOTO 100 
IP1=I+1 
DO 80 L=IP1,K 
IF (A(P0INT(L,I,K,0)) .EQ. 0) GOTO 80 
ITEMP=RES(PP-A(P0INT(L,I,K,0)),PP) 
DO 70 M=1,K 
IF (M .LT. I) GOTO 60 
A(POINT(L,M,K,0))=RES(A(POINT(I,M,K,0))'''ITEMP+ 
A(POINT(L,M,K,0)),PP) 
60 ADJ(P0INT(L,M,K,0))=RES(ADJ(P0INT(I,M,K,0))'':ITEMP+ 
* ADJ(P0INT(L,M,K,0)),PP) 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
C 
C UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX IS FORMED 
C 
C START TO TRANSFORM UPPER TRIANGULAR 
C FORM TO I, IF A ZERO ROW IS FOUND, 
C WHICH IS THAT THE DIAGONAL ELEMENT IS 
C ZERO, EXTENDED ELIMINATION IS 
C PERFORMED 
C ADJOINT OF A(ll) MODULO PP IS 
C COMPUTED 
C 
100 DO 180 1=1,K 
II=K-I+1 
IF (A(P0INT(II,II,K,0)) .NE. 0) GOTO 160 
A(POINT(II,II,K,0))=1 
DO 110 L=1,K 
IF (ADJ(P0INT(II,L,K,0)) .NE. 0) GOTO 140 
110 CONTINUE 
120 DO 130 L=1,K 
DO 130 M=1,K 
ADJ(POINT(L,M,K,0))=0 
130 CONTINUE 
GOTO 300 
140 DO 150 L=1,K 
DO 150 M=1,K 
IF (L .EQ. II) GOTO 150 
ADJ(POINT(L,M,K,0))=0 
150 CONTINUE 
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160 IF (I -EQ. K) GOTO 190 
IIM1=II-1 
DO 170 L=1,IIM1 
LL=II-L 
IF (A(P0INT(LL,II,K,0)) .EQ. 0) GOTO 170 
ITEMP=RES(PP-A(POINT(LL,II,K,0)),PP) 
DO 165 M=1,K 
ADJ(P0INT(LL,N,K,0))=RES(ADJ(P0INT(II,M,K,0))*ITEMP+ 
* ADJ(P0INT(LL,M,K,0)),PP) 
165 CONTINUE 
170 CONTINUE 
180 CONTINUE 
190 DO 200 1=1,K 
DO 200 J=1,K 
ADJ(P0INT(I,J,K,0))=RES(ADJ(P0INT(I,J,K,0))*C0DE,PP) 
200 CONTINUE 
300 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GINVER(A,AS,AI,AIS,DL,WK,WKS,IC,P,WA,P1,Q1,RK,C0DE) 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INVERS OF A(ll) MATRIX BY 
C CALLING EXTENDED GAUSS-JORDAN PROCESS, A MODIFIED 
C SYMMETRIC MIXED RADIX REPRESENTATION PROCEDURE IS USED TO 
C CONVERT THE COMPUTED INVERSE OF AC11) FROM ITS SYMMETRIC 
C RESIDUE REPRESENTATION TO INTEGER VALUES. HERE MULTIPLE 
C PRECISION NUMBER ARITHMETIC IS USED TO DO THE CONVERSION, 
C AND MULTI-LENGTH FIXED-POINT ARRAYIS USED TO 
C STORE THE INTERMEDIATE VALUE CONVERTING FROM MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER. 
C 
C INPUT: 
C A = ARRAY CONTAINS GIVEN MATRIX. 
C AS = TOTAL SIZE OF A. 
C AI ARRAY WILL CONTAINS THE INVERSE OF A(ll), 
C AND SAPCE FOR MULTI-LENGTH DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-
C POINT WHICH HOLD THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS. 
C AIS = TOTAL SIZE OF AI. 
C DL = THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS (OR MATRICES) IN AI. 
C WK = ARRAY NEEDED FOR MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
C WKS = TOTAL SIZE OF WK. 
C M = NUMBER OF ROWS OF GIVEN MATRIX. 
C N = NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF GIVEN MATRIX. 
C IC NUMBER OF MODULUS ARE USED. 
C P = NUMBER OF DIGITS OF MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
C 
C OUTPUT: 
C AI ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE DIGITS OF THE ELEMENT OF THE 
C COMPUTED INVERSE OF A(ll). 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(AS),AI(AIS),WK(WKS) 
COMMON PRIME(20),RANK(20) 
REAL-8 CODE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE STARTING POINT OF 
C EACH SEGMENT IN ARRAY WK 
K2=P+1 
K3=2"P+1 
K4=3*P+1 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INVERSE OF A(ll) WITH 
C RESPECT TO EACH MODULUS, IF THE 
C RANK OF THIS MODULUS IS LESS THEN 
C RANK(A)-1 THEN SET ADJOINT OF 
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C A(ll) TO 0 
C 
DO 300 IL=1,IC 
PP=PRIME(IL) 
KCODE=0 
DO 10 1=1,RK 
DO 10 J=1,RK 
A(POINT(I,J,RK,Q1))=0 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (RANK(IL) .LT. (RK-1)) GOTO 40 
C 
C COMPUTE A(ll) MODULO PP 
C 
DO 20 1=1,RK 
DO 20 J=1,RK 
A(P0INT(I,J,RK,WA))=RES(A(P0INT(I,J,RK,P1)),PP) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALLING EXTENDED GAUSS-JORDAN PROCESS 
C 
CALL GAUSS(A(WA+1),A(Q1+1),RK*RK,RK,PP,KCODE) 
IF (IL .GT. 1) GOTO 60 
C 
C STORE THE DIGITS OF THE ELEMENT OF 
C ADJ OF A(ll) 
C 
40 DO 50 J=1,RK 
DO 50 K=1,RK 
AI(POINT(J,K,RK,0))=A(POINT(J,K,RK,Q1)) 
IF (DL .EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
DO 45 II=2,DL 
AI(POINT(J,K,RK,(II-1)*RK*RK))=0 
45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C CONVERT CODE TO MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER 
C 
CALL CONVI(WK(1),KCODE,P) 
GOTO 300 
C 
C COMPUTE INVERSE OF PRODUCT OF 
C FIRST MODULO UP TO (IL-l)TH MODULO 
C WITH RESPECT TO ILTH MODULO, AND 
C COMPUTE PRODUCT OF FIRST MODULO UP TO 
C (IL-l)TH MODULO IN MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER. 
C 
60 TEMP2=1 
CALL CONVI(WK(K2),1,P) 
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END=IL-1 
DO 70 IA=1,END 
TEMP2=RES(TEMP2*INVERS(PRIME(lA),PP),PP) 
CALL MULTI(WK(K2).PRIME(IA),WK(K2),P,P) 
70 CONTINUE 
DO 80 J=1,RK 
DO 80 K=1,RK 
C 
C CONVERT ADJ OF A(ll) TO MULTIPLE 
C PRECISION NUMBER 
C 
CALL DC0NV(WK(K3),AI,AIS,J,K,RK,RK*RK,DL,P) 
C 
C MODIFIED SYMMETRIC MIXED-RADIX 
C REPRESENTATION PROCEDURE IS APPLIED, 
C AND MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER ARITH-
C METIC IS USED TO PERFORM THE COMPUT-
C ATION. 
C 
TEMP4=DRES(WK(K3),PP,P) 
TEMP4=RES(RES(A(POINT(J,K,RK,Ql))-TEMP4,PP)*TEMP2,PP) 
CALL MULTI(WK(K2),TEMP4,WK(K4),P,P) 
CALL ADD(WK(K3),WK(K4),WK(K3),P) 
C 
C CONVERT MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER 
C TO MULTI-LENGTH DOUBLE PRECISION 
C FLOATING-POINT VALUES. 
C 
CALL DBACK(AI,AIS,J,K,RK,RK''^RK,DL,WK(K3),P) 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C MODIFIED SYMMETRIC MIXED-RADIX 
C REPRESENTATION PROCEDURE IS APPLIED 
C ON CODE (COMMON DENOMINATOR), BY 
C USING MULTIPLE PRECISION NUMBER 
C ARITHMETIC. 
C 
TEMP4=DRES(WK(1),PP,P) 
TEMP4=RES(RES(KC0DE-TEMP4,PP)*TEMP2,PP) 
CALL MULTI(WK(K2),TEMP4,WK(K4),P,P) 
CALL ADD(WK(1),WK(K4),WK(1),P) 
300 CONTINUE 
C 
C CONVERT CODE FROM MULTIPLE PRECISION 
C NUMBER TO DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-
C POINT NUMBER. 
C 
CALL FBACK(C0DE,WK(1),P) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GINVE1(A,M,N,IC,K,PP,C0DE,IL,AI,WA) 
C 
C 
C-'^  
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C:' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTE THE G2 INVERSE OF A WITH RESPECT TO 
MODULO PP (PRIME(IL)). FOLLOWING ARE THE STARTING POINTS OF THE 
MATRICES NEEDED TO FIND THE G2 INVERSE OF A. 
STARTING POINT MATRIX 
u 
c PI A(ll) 
c A1 A(ll) (MOD PP) 
c -1 
c Q1 A(ll) (MOD PP) 
c P P, THE PERMUTATION MATRIX 
c Q Q, THE PERMUTATION MATRIX 
c A2 INTERMEDIATE MATRIX FOR FORMING 
c THE G2 INVERSE OF A (MOD PP) 
c AI THE G2 INVERSE OF A (MOD PP) 
C 
C 
c 
10 
C 
c 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(l) 
COMPUTE THE STARTING POINTS 
A1=WA 
P1=A1+WA 
Q1=P1+M*M 
P=Q1+N--N 
Q=P+M"M 
A2=Q+N*N 
AI=A2+M*N 
COMPUTE THE A(ll) (MOD PP) 
DO 10 1=1,K 
DO 10 J=1,K 
A(P0INT2(I,J,K,A1))=RES(A(P0INT2(I,J,K,P1)),PP) 
CONTINUE 
- 1  
COMPUTE THE A(ll) (MOD PP) 
CALL GAUSS(A(A1+1),A(Q1+1),K,PP,C0DE) 
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C 
C FORM THE G2 INVERSE OF A (MOD PP) 
C 
DO 40 1=1,N 
DO 30 J=1,M 
A(POINT1(I,J,IL,M,IC,AI))=0 
IF (I .GT. K .OR. J .GT. K) GOTO 30 
A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,M,IC,AI))=A(P0INT2(I,J,K,Q1)) 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 70 J=1,M 
P0S=1 
DO 45 1=1,M 
IF (A(P0INT2(I,J,M,P)) .EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
P0S=P0S+1 
45 CONTINUE 
50 DO 60 1=1,N 
A(P0INT2(I,J,M,A2))=A(P0INT1(I,P0S,IL,M,IC,AI)) 
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
DO 110 1=1,N 
P0S=1 
DO 80 J=1,N 
IF (A(P0INT2(I,J,N,Q)) .EQ. 1) GOTO 90 
P0S=P0S+1 
80 CONTINUE 
90 DO 100 J=1,M 
A(P0INT1(I,J,IL,M,IC,AI))=A(P0INT2(P0S,J,M,A2)) 
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MULTI(X,II,Z,D1,D21) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES THE MP NUMBER X BY INTEGER NUMBER II 
C THE RESULTING PRODUCT IS RETURNED IN THE ARRAY Z. W IS THE 
C ARRAY TEMPRARY HOLDS THE RESULT THEN PUT IT TO Z. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION X(D1),Z(D21),W(104) 
D2=D21+4 
C 
C IF MP NUMBER X IS ZERO THEN RETURN. 
C 
IF (X(l) .NE. 0) GOTO 10 
W(1)=0 
GOTO 100 
10 DO 15 J=D1,D2 
W(J)=0 
15 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
W(2)=X(2)+1 
W(1)=X(1)*ISIGN(1,II) 
I2=IABS(II) 
J=D1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
20 IF (X(J) .NE. 0) GOTO 30 
W(J)=0 
GOTO 50 
30 IT=I2''-X(J)+WCJ+1) 
K=IT/10000 
W(J+1)=IT-10000*K 
INCREASE THE EXPONENT OF MP NUMBER X 
BY 1, SINCE THE RESULTING PRODUCT IS 
IN UNNORMALIZED FORM. THEN FIND 
THE SIGN OF THE PRODUCT. 
LOOP AND FIND THE PRODUCT OF EACH 
EXTENDED DIGIT WITH THE INTEGER. 
AFTER EACH MULTIPLICATION DETERMINE 
THE CARRY. CONTINUE LOOPING UNTIL 
ALL DIGITS OF THE MP NUMBER HAVE 
MULTIPLIED. 
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W(J)=K 
50 J=J-1 
IF (J .GE. 3) GOTO 20 
C 
C IF THE LAST MULTIPLICATION DID NOT 
C RESULT IN A CARRY BEING GENERATED, 
C NORMALIZE THE MP NUMBER W AND RETURN. 
C 
IF CW(3) .GE. 10000) GOTO 55 
CALL VN0RM(W,D2) 
GOTO 100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
55 P3=Dl+3 
DO 60 J=3,D1 
P0S=P3-J 
W(P0S+1)=W(P0S) 
60 CONTINUE 
W(3)=W(4)/10000 
W(4)=W(4)-W(3)*10000 
W(2)=W(2)+1 
C 
C ASSIGN VALUES IN W TO ARRAY Z. 
C 
100 CALL ASSIGN(Z,W,D21) 
RETURN 
END 
A CARRY HAS BEEN GENERATED IN THE 
LAST MULTIPLICATION. SHIFT THE DIGITS 
OF W DOWN AND DETERMINE THE CARRY. 
PLACE THE CARRY IN THE HIGHEST ORDER 
DIGIT. UPDATE THE EXPONENT AND 
RETURN. 
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SUBROUTINE PERMUT(A,AS,M,N,IC,ARANK,P1,Q1,P,Q,WA) 
THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE PERMUTATION MATRICES P AND Q SUCH THAT 
P*A*Q = 
A(ll), A(12) 
A(21), A(22) 
• |  
AND A(ll),WHERE RANK(A(11))=0RDER(A(11))=RANK(A). 
ALSO FIND RANK OF A WITH RESPECT TO EACH MODULUS AND RANK OF A. 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(AS) 
COMMON PRIME(20),RANK(20) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1 
2 
COMPUTE THE STARTING POINT AND 
LENGTH OF INPUT MATRIX IN ARRAY A 
ARANK=0 
ASTART=0 
WA=M"N 
P1=WA+WA 
P1S=M*M 
Q1=P1+P1S 
Q1S=N*N 
P=Q1+Q1S 
PS=M*M 
Q=P+PS 
QS=N*N 
DO 300 IL=1,IG 
COMPUTE THE STARTING POINT AND THE 
LENGTH OF PERMUTATION MATRICES 
P,Q AND RANK OF A ARE FOUND FOR EACH 
PRIMAL MODULUS 
INITILIZE P 
DO 2 11=1,M 
DO 1 JJ=1,M 
A(P0INT(II,JJ,M,P1))=0 
CONTINUE 
A(P0INT(II,II,M,P1))=1 
CONTINUE 
= I 
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C 
C INITILIZE Q = I 
C 
DO 4 11=1,N 
DO 3 JJ=1,N 
A(POINT(II,JJ,N,Q1))=0 
3 CONTINUE 
A(P0INT(II,II,N,Q1))=1 
4 CONTINUE 
PP=PRIME(IL) 
C 
C COMPUTE RESIDUE OF A MODULO PP 
C 
DO 6 J=1,M 
DO 6 K=1,N 
A(P0INT(J,K,N,WA))=RES(A(P0INT(J,K,N,0)),PP) 
6 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET RANK OF A MODULO PP TO M 
C 
RANK(IL)=M 
C 
C THE SEARCH FOR A(11) START HERE 
C 
DO 110 1=1,M 
C 
C IF THE ITH DIAGONAL ELEMENT OF A 
C MODULO PP IS ZERO, ROW I IS SEARCHED 
C FOR A NONZERO ELEMENT. 
C 
IF (A(POINT(I,I,N,WA)) .NE. 0) GOTO 80 
DO 70 J=1,M 
DO 30 L=I,N 
IF (A(POINT(I,L,N,WA)) .EQ. G) GOTO 30 
C 
C IF A NONZERO ELEMENT IN ROW I IS 
C FOUND,THEN COLUMN INTERCHANGE IS MADE 
C 
DO 10 K=1,M 
ITEMP=A(PGINT(K,I,N,WA)) 
A(POINT(K,I,N,WA))=A(POINT(K,L,N,WA)) 
A(POINT(K,L,N,WA))=ITEMP 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 K=1,N 
ITEMP=A(POINT(K,I,N,Q1)) 
A(P0INT(K,I,N,Q1))=A(P0INT(K,L,N,Q1)) 
A(P0INT(K,L,N,Q1))=ITEMP 
20 CONTINUE 
GOTO 80 
30 CONTINUE 
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IF NO NONZERO ELEMENT CAN BE FOUND 
THEN ROW I IS INTERCHANGED WITH 
A NONZERO ROW IF ONE EXIST 
THE FIRST TIME THIS STEP IS EXECUTED 
ROW I AND ROW RANK(A MODULO PP)=M 
ARE INTERCHANGED IN A AND P. 
RANK(A MODULO PP) IS THEN DECREASED 
BY 1. 
IF RANK(A MODULO PP) = I NO NONNULL 
ROWS ARE LEFT AND RANK(A MODULO PP) 
IS DECREASED BY 1 AND THIS IS THE 
RANK OF A MODULO PP 
IF (I .NE. RANK(IL)) GOTO 40 
RANK(IL)=RANK(IL)-1 
GOTO 120 
DO 50 K=1,N 
A(POINT(I,K,N,WA))=A(POINT(RANK(IL),K,N,WA)) 
A(POINT(RANK(IL),K,N,WA))=0 
CONTINUE 
DO 60 K=1,M 
ITEMP=A(P0INT(I,K,M,P1)) 
A(POINT(I,K,M,P1))=A(POINT(RANK(IL),K,M,P1)) 
A(P0INT(RANK(IL),K,M,P1))=ITEMP 
CONTINUE 
RANK(IL)=RANK(IL)-1 
CONTINUE 
IF THE RANK OF A MODULO PP IS NOT 
DETERMINED, A PIVOT IS EXECUTED 
IF (I .EQ. RANK(IL)) GOTO 120 
INV=INVERS(A(POINT(I,I,N,WA)),PP) 
DO 90 K=I,N 
A(POINT(I,K,N,WA))=RES(A(POINT(I,K,N,WA))^-INV,PP) 
CONTINUE 
IP1=I+1 
DO 105 L=IP1,M 
IF (A(POINT(L,I,N,WA)) .EQ. 0) GOTO 105 
ITEMP=RES(PP-A(POINT(L,I,N,WA)),PP) 
DO 100 K=I,N 
A(POINT(L,K,N,WA))=RES(ITEMP*A(POINT(I,K,N,WA))+ 
A(POINT(L,K,N,WA)),PP) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
110 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
120 
130 
140 
300 
C 
C 
C 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
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PIVOT IS COMPLETE A NEW ROW TO PIVOT 
ON IS SEARCHED FOR 
CONTINUE 
THE MODULUS WHICH GENERATES THE 
LARGEST RANK IS THE RANK OF A, AND 
PERMUTATION MATRICES P AND Q ARE 
DETERMINED ACCORDING TO THIS MODULUS 
IF (ARANK .GE. RANK(IL)) GOTO 300 
ARANK=RANK(IL) 
DO 130 1=1,M 
DO 130 J=1,M 
A(P0INT(I,J,M,P))=A(P0INT(I,J,M,P1)) 
CONTINUE 
DO 140 1=1,N 
DO 140 J=1,N 
A(P0INT(I,J,N,Q))=A(P0INT(I,J,N,Q1)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
A(ll) IS FORMED ACCORDING TO P AND Q 
DO 390 1=1,M 
P0S=1 
DO 360 J=1,M 
IF (A(POINT(I,J,M,P)) .EQ. 1) GO TO 370 
P0S=P0S+1 
CONTINUE 
DO 380 J=1,N 
A(POINT(I,J,N,WA))=A(POINT(POS,J,N,0)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 430 J=1,N 
P0S=1 
DO 400 1=1,N 
IF (A(POINT(I,J,N,Q)) .EQ. 1) GOTO 410 
P0S=P0S+1 
CONTINUE 
DO 420 1=1,M 
A(P0INT(I,J,N,Q1 ))=A(POINT(I,POS,N,WA)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 440 1=1,ARANK 
DO 440 J=l,ARANK 
A(P0INT(I,J,ARANK,P1))=A(P0INT(I,J,N,Q1)) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C-
SUBROUTINE VNORM(Z,P) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE NORMALIZES THE MP NUMBER Z. 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION Z(P) 
C 
C FIND THE NUMBER OF LEADING ZEROS. 
C 
DO 10 J=3,P 
IF (Z(J) .NE. 0) GOTO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C THE MP NUMBER Z IS ZERO. SET THE 
C SIGN DIGIT TO INDICATE Z IS ZERO 
C AND RETURN. 
C 
50 Z(1)=0 
RETURN 
20 SHIFT=J-3 
C 
C IF THERE ARE NO LEADING ZERO RETURN. 
C 
IF (SHIFT .EQ. 0) RETURN 
C 
C ADJUST THE EXPONENT OF MP NUMBER Z. 
C 
Z(2)=Z(2)-SHIFT 
C 
C SHIFT OUT THE LEADING ZEROS. 
C 
PS=P-SHIFT 
DO 30 J=3,PS 
Z(J)=Z(J+SHIFT) 
30 CONTINUE 
PS=PS+1 
C 
C FILL WITH ZEROS TO THE RIGHT. 
C 
DO 40 J=PS,P 
Z(J)=0 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION DEXPON(X) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE EXPONENT OF A DOUBLE PRECISION 
C FLOATING-POINT VARIABLE X. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
DIMENSION IEXP(2) 
REALMS X,X1,DEXP0N 
EQUIVALENCE (Xl.IEXPCD) 
C 
C FIND THE EXPONENT IN 64 EXCESS 
C NOTATION. FOR OTHER MACHINE THE 
C CONSTANT 16777216 SHOULD BE REPLACED 
C WITH THE INTEGER SUCH THAT INTEGER 
C DIVISION BY NUMBER CAUSES A RIGHT 
C SHIFT LEAVING ONLY THE EXPONENT BITS 
C IN DEXPON. 
C 
X1=X 
IF (X .LT. 0) Xl=-X 
DEXP0N=IEXP(1)/16777216 
DEXP0N=DEXP0N-64 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION ORES(A,PRIME,?) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE RESIDUE OF MP NUMBER A WITH RESPECT 
C TO MODULO PRIME. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
DIMENSION A(P),NUM(100) 
CALL DIVI(A,PRIME,NUM,P,P) 
CALL MULTI(NUM,PRIME,NUM,P,P) 
CALL MULTI(NUM,-1,NUM,P,P) 
CALL ADD(A,NUM,NUM,P) 
END=NUM(2)+1 
DRES=0 
IF CNUM(2) .LE. 1) GO TO 20 
DO 10 J=3,END 
DRES=(DRES+NUM(J)*NUM(1))*10000 
10 CONTINUE 
20 DRES=DRES+NUM(END+1)"NUM(1) 
DRES=RES(DRES,PRIME) 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION INVERS(K,M) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSE OF K WITH 
C MODULOM BY USING EUCLIDEAN ALGORITHM. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
I=K 
L=M 
J—1 
INVERS=0 
10 KK=I/L 
NN=MOD(I,L) 
IF(NN .EQ. 0) GO TO 20 
I=L 
L=NN 
NN=-KK''-INVERS+J 
J=INVERS 
INVERS=NN 
GO TO 10 
20 IF (L .GE. 0) GO TO 30 
INVERS=-INVERS 
30 IF (INVERS .GE. 0) RETURN 
INVERS=INVERS+M 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION POINT(I,J,COL,START) 
C 
C 
C'^  
C 
c 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTE THE LOCATION OF (I,J)TH ELEMENT OF MATRIX 
C WHICH HAS COL COLUMNS IN THE ARRAY WITH STARTING POINT START+1. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
K=(I-1)*C0L 
POINT=K+J+START 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION POINTl(I,J,K,COL,LENGTH,START) 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c THIS FUNCTION IS A POINTER FUNCTION WHICH LOCATES THE LOCATION 
C (I,J,K) OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IN A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
C COL IS THE LENGTH OF THE SECOND DIMENSION. 
C LENGTH IS THE LENGTH OF THE THIRD DIMENSION. 
C START+1 IS THE STARTING POINT OF THE SEGMENT. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
P1=(I-1)"COL"LENGTH 
P2= (J-1)-'-LENGTH 
P0INT1=P1+P2+K+START 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION P0INT2(I,J,COL,START) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTE THE LOCATION OF (I,J)TH ELEMENT OF MATRIX 
C WHICH HAS COL COLUMNS IN THE ARRAY WITH STARTING POINT START+1. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
K=(I-1)*C0L 
PGINT2=K+J+START 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION RES(K,M) 
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c-
THIS FUNCTION COMPUTE SYMMETRIC RESIDUE OF K WITH MODULO M 
IN FIXED-POINT 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z) 
RES=MOD(K,M) 
MID=(M-l)/2 
IF (RES .NE. lABS(RES)) RES=RES+M 
IF (RES .GT. MID) RES=RES-M 
RETURN 
END 
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3. This program extracts the exact solution of a linear system of 
equations from the approximated solution. Usual floating-point 
arithmetic is used. 
c 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE LINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AX=B BY USING 
C - -
C PARTIAL PIVOTING GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION PROCESS. AND THEN EXTRACT 
C THE EXACT SOLUTION FROM COMPUTED FLOATING-POINT APPROXIMATION. 
C DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING-POINT IS USED. 
C 
C A IS THE MATRIX A 
C AT IS THE MATRIX CONTAINS AN UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX U AND 
C A PERMUTED VERSION OF A LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX L SO 
C THAT (PERMUTATION MATRIX)''-A=L"U+E. BOTH U AND L ARE 
C OBTAINED BY PARTIAL PIVOTING GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION. 
C X IS THE COMPUTED INVERSE OF A. 
C B IS THE VECTOR B, AND THE COMPUTED SOLUTION. 
C OUT IS THE EXTRACTED NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR OF THE EXACT 
C SOLUTION. 
C ANORM IS THE INFINITE NORM OF A. 
C ERRBND IS THE ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTED SOLUTION. 
C HADMAD IS THE UPPER BOUND OF THE DETERMINANT DETERMINED BY 
C HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY. 
C DETBND IS THE UPPER BOUND OF THE DETERMINANT DETERMINED BY USING 
C THE COMPUTED DETERMINANT. 
C MAXIJK IS THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE AMONG ALL THE ELEMENTS 
C OF THE MATRICES. THESE MATRICES ARE 
C (1) (2) (3) (N) 
C A=A -> A -> A -> ... A =U. 
C IPVT IS THE PIVOT VECTOR, IPVT(K)=THE INDEX OF THE K-TH PIVOT 
C ROW, AND IPVTCN)=(-1)**(NUMBER OF ROW INTERCHANGES) 
C NDIM IS DECLARED ROW DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS A, AT AND X. 
C N IS THE OREDER OF THE MATRIX A. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
REAL*8 A(20,20),AT(20,20),X(20,20),B(20),ANORM,ERRBND,HADMAD, 
DETBND,MAXIJK 
INTEGER IPVT(20),OUT(20,2) 
C 
C READ THE NDIM AND N 
C 
READ,NDIM,N 
PRINT,' A = ' 
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C 
C READ THE ELEMENTS OF A ROW BY ROW. 
C 
DO 1 1=1,N 
READ(5,10) (A(I,J),J=1,N) 
WRITE(6,2)(A(I,J),J=1,N) 
1 CONTINUE 
2 F0RMAT(10X,10(F5.0,1X)) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE UPPER BOUNDED OF THE 
C DETERMINANT DETERMINED BY HADAMARD'S 
C INEQUALITY. 
C 
CALL BOUND(A,NDIM,N,HADMAD) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INFINITE NORM OF A. 
C 
CALL NORM(A,NDIM,N,ANORM) 
C 
C PERFORM THE PARTIAL PIVOTING GAUSSIAN 
C ELIMINATION, OBTAIN AT, X, IPVT AND 
C MAXIJK. 
C 
CALL DECOMP(NDIM,N,A,AT,X,IPVT,MAXIJK) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE UPPER BOUND OF DET(A) 
C 
CALL DETERM(AT,NDIM,N,MAXIJK,DETBND) 
PRINT,' ' 
PRINT, ' THE HADAMARD"S BOUND IS ' ,HADMAD 
PRINT,' THE DETERMINANT BOUND IS ',DETBND 
PRINT,' ' 
PRINT,' B = ' 
C 
C READ AND WRITE VECTOR B 
C 
DO 5 1=1,N 
READ(5,11) BCD 
WRITE(6,2) B(I) 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C SOLVE THE SYSTEM AX=B AND RETURN THE 
C THE SOLUTION IN B. 
C 
CALL SOLVE(NDIM,N,AT,B,IPVT) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ERROR BOUND 
C 
CALL ERROR(A,X,B,NDIM,N,ANORM,MAXIJK,ERRBND) 
PRINT,' ' 
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PRINT,' 
DO 6 1=1,N 
PRINT,' 
6 CONTINUE 
10 FORMAT(10F5.0) 
11 FORMAT(F5.0) 
C 
C COMPARE THE ERRBND AND DETEND TO 
C DETERMINE WHETHER THE EXACT SOLUTION 
C CAN BE EXTRACTED. 
C 
IF (ERRBND .LT. 1 .DO/(2.D0"DETBND''-DETBND)) GOTO 15 
WRITE(6,14) 
14 FORMAT(IX,'ROUNDING ERRORS ARE TOO LARGE TO EXTRACT THE' 
,' EXACT RATIONAL SOLUTION') 
STOP 
15 PRINT,' ' 
PRINT,' THE EXACT SOLUTION IS' 
C 
C EXTRACT THE EXACT SOLUTION FROM B 
C 
DO 20 1=1,N 
CALL EXTRAC(B(I),DETBND,0UT(I,1),0UT(I,2)) 
PRINT,0UT(I,1),'/',0UT(I,2) 
20 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
THE FLOATING-POINT APPROXIMATED SOLUTION IS' 
',B(I) 
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SUBROUTINE BOUND(A,NDIM,N,HADMAD) 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE UPPER BOUND OF THE DETERMINANT OF 
C THE MATRIX A, HADAMARD'S INEQUALITY IS USED. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
REAL*8 A(NDIM,N),HADMAD,T 
HADMAD=1.D0 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T=O.DO 
DO 10 1=1,N 
T=T+A(I,J):':A(I,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
HADMAD=HADMAD*DSQRT(T) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DECOMP(NDIM,N,AT,A,AINV,IPVT,MAX) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DECOMPOSE THE MATRIX AT BY PARTIAL PIVOTING 
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION. 
C AT IS THE MATRIX AT 
C A IS THE MATRIX CONTAINS AN UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX U AND 
C A PERMUTAED VERSION OF A LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX L SO 
C THAT (PERMUTATION MATRIX)*AT=L*U+E. BOTH U AND L ARE 
C OBTAINED BY PARTIAL PIVOTING GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION. 
C AINV IS THE COMPUTED INVERSE OF A. 
C MAX IS THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE AMONG ALL THE ELEMENTS 
C OF THE MATRICES. THESE MATRICES ARE 
C (1) (2) (3) (N) 
C AT=AT -> AT -> AT -> ... AT =U. 
C IPVT IS THE PIVOT VECTOR, IPVT(K)=THE INDEX OF THE K-TH PIVOT 
C ROW, AND IPVT(N)=(-1)''"''(NUMBER OF ROW INTERCHANGES) 
C NDIM IS DECLARED ROW DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS A, AT AND AINV. 
C N IS THE OREDER OF THE MATRIX A. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
INTEGER NDIM,N,IPVT(N) 
REAL*8 A(NDIM,N),AT(NDIM,N),AINV(NDIM,N),T,T1,MAX 
C 
C SET A=AT 
C 
DO 1 1=1,N 
DO 1 J=1,N 
A(I,J)=AT(I,J) 
1 CONTINUE 
MAX=O.DO 
IPVT(N)=1 
IF (N .EQ. 1) GOTO 80 
NM1=N-1 
C 
C SET MATRIX AINV TO IDENTITY MATRIX 
C 
DO 10 1=1,N 
DO 5 J=1,N 
AINV(I,J)=O.DO 
5 CONTINUE 
AINV(I,I)=1.D0 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
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C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL 
C PIVOTING 
C 
DO 60 K=1,NM1 
KP1=K+1 
C 
C FIND THE PIVOT 
C 
M=K 
DO 15 I=KP1,N 
IF (DABS(A(I,K)) .GT. DABS(A(M,K))) M=I 
15 CONTINUE 
C 
C ROW INTERCHANGE OF A AND AINV 
C 
IPVTCK)=M 
IF (M .NE. K) IPVT(N)=-IPVT(N) 
T=A(M,K) 
A(M,K)=A(K,K) 
A(K,K)=T 
DO 16 J=1,N 
T1=AINV(M,J) 
AINV(M,J)=AINV(K,J) 
AINV(K,J)=T1 
16 CONTINUE 
C 
C SKIP STEP IF PIVOT IS ZERO 
C 
IF (T -EQ. O.DO) GOTO 60 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MULTIPLIER 
C 
DO 20 I=KP1,N 
A(I,K)=-A(I,K)/T 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C FORM THE ELEMENTS OF AINV 
C 
DO 22 I=KP1,N 
DO 21 J=1,N 
AINV(I,J)=AINV(I,J)+AINV(K,J)*A(I,K) 
21 CONTINUE 
22 CONTINUE 
C 
C INTERCHANGE AND ELIMINATE BY COLUMNS 
C 
DO 30 J=KP1,N 
T=A(M,J) 
A(M,J)=A(K,J) 
A(K,J)=T 
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IF (T -EQ. O.DO) GOTO 30 
DO 25 I=KP1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+A(I,K)*T 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE MAX 
G 
DO 40 11=1,K 
DO 40 JJ=II,N 
IF (MAX .LT. 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 II=KP1,N 
DO 50 JJ=KP1,N 
IF (MAX .LT. 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C FORM THE ELEMENTS OF AINV 
C 
DO 75 1=1,NMl 
I1=N-I 
IP1=I1+1 
DO 70 11=1,11 
DO 65 J=1,N 
AINV(II,J)=AINV(II,J)+AINV(IP1,J)*(-A(II,IP1)/A(IP1,IP1)) 
65 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
75 CONTINUE 
C 
C DIVIDE EACH ROW OF AINV BY THE DIAGONAL 
C ELEMENT 
C 
DO 77 1=1,N 
DO 76 J=1,N 
AINV(I,J)=AINV(I,J)/A(I,I) 
76 CONTINUE 
77 CONTINUE 
80 RETURN 
END 
DABS(A(II,JJ))) MAX=DABS(A(II,JJ)) 
DABS(A(II,JJ))) MAX=DABS(A(II,JJ)) 
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SUBROUTINE DETERM(A,NDIM,N,MAX,UPPER) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTE THE UPPER ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTED 
C DETERMINANT OF THE MATRIX. 
C A IS THE TRIANGULIZED MATRIX OBTAINED IN DECOMP 
C MAX IS THE MAX VALUE OBTAINED IN DECOMP 
C UPPER THE UPPER ERROR BOUND OF THE DETERMINANT. 
C 
C 
C 
REAL'>8 A(NDIM,N) ,MAX,DELTA,PHI,UPPER,LOWER,MIN,TEMP,U 
U=16.D0-«'-(-13) 
DELTA=N*N*MAX':U 
C 
C FIND THE MINIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE 
C OF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS IN THE MATRIX 
C A. 
C 
MIN=DABS(A(1,1)) 
DO 10 1=2,N 
IF (MIN .GT. DABS(A(I,I))) MIN=DABS(A(I,I)) 
10 CONTINUE 
PHI=DELTA/MIN 
C 
C COMPUTE THE DETERMINANT 
C 
TEMP=DL0G(DABS(A(1,1))) 
DO 20 1=2,N 
TEMP=TEMP+DLOG(DABS(A(I,I))) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ERROR BOUND 
C 
UPPER=DEXP (TEMP+(N-1)*DL0G(1+PHI ))-'•( 1/ ( 1. DO-1.01* (N-1 )*U) ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ERROR(A,L,B,NDIM,N,ANORM,MAX,E) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTED 
C SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM AX=B. 
C 
c A IS THE MATRIX A 
c L IS THE COMPUTED INVERSE OF A OBTAINED FROM DECOMP 
c MAX IS THE MAX OBTAINED FROM DECOMP 
c B IS THE COMPUTED SOLUTION 
c E IS THE ERROR BOUND OF B 
C 
C 
c 
c 
REAL*8 A(NDIM,N),L(NDIM,N),ANORM,MAX,E,KNORM,FNORM,KMAX,T1,T2, 
LNORM,B(N),AINORM 
KNORM=O.DO 
LNORM=O.DO 
KMAX=O.DO 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INFINITE NORM OF THE MATRIX 
C K, WHERE K=|I-L*A|. 
C 
DO 30 1=1,N 
T2=0.D0 
DO 20 J=1,N 
T1=0.D0 
DO 10 K=1,N 
T1=T1+L(I,K)*A(K,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (I .NE. J) GOTO 15 
T1=DABS(1.D0-T1) 
IF (KMAX .LT. Tl) KMAX=T1 
15 T1=DABS(T1) 
T2=T2+T1 
20 CONTINUE 
IF (KNORM .LT. T2) KN0RM=T2 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INFINITE NORM OF L 
C 
CALL NORM(L,NDIM,N,LNORM) 
T1=(N-1)*16.D0*:':(-13) 
FN0RM=1.01*((1-1.01*T1)**(-2)*LN0RM*AN0RM+KMAX/N+ 
* KNORM/(1-1.01*T1)) 
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T2=KN0RM+(N:-16 .DO—(-13) )"FNORM 
IF (T2 .LT. 1) GOTO 60 
WRITE(6,55) 
55 FORMAT(IX,'UPPER BOUND OF NORM OF A-INVERSE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED') 
STOP 
60 AINORM=LNORM/((1-T2)*(1-1.01*T1)) 
BMAX=O.DO 
DO 70 1=1,N 
IF(BMAX .LT. B(I)) BMAX=B(I) 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ERROR BOUND 
C 
E=AINORM" BMAX''-MAX" 1.01''" (N'-N"N+3*N*N ) -16. DO** (-13) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EXTRAC(B,QQ,NUM,DEN) 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c THIS SUBROUTINE EXTRACTS THE EXACT RATIONAL EQUIVALENT OF THE 
C FLOATING-POINT NUMBER B, RETURN THE NUMERATOR NUM AND DENOMINATOR 
C DEN. THE VALUE QQ IS THE UPPER BOUND OF THE COMMON DENOMINATOR 
C OF ALL THE FLOATING-POINT NUMBERS NEED TO BE EXTRACTED. 
C 
C 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
REAL--8 B,QQ,B1,A 
SIGN=1 
NUM=0 
P=0 
Q=1 
IF (B .EQ. O.DO) GOTO 50 
IF (B .GT. O.DO) GOTO 10 
B=-B 
SIGN=-1 
10 IF (INT(SNGL(B)) .LT. QQ) GOTO 20 
NUM=INT(SNGL(B)) 
B=B-NUM 
20 P2=0 
Q2=l 
Pl=l 
Q1=0 
B1=B 
30 A=AINT(SNGL(B1)) 
IF (B1 .EQ. 0) GOTO 50 
IF (A .GE. QQ) GOTO 50 
P=A"P1+P2 
Q=A*Q1+Q2 
P2=P1 
Q2=Q1 
P1=P 
Q1=Q 
IF (CBl-A) .EQ. O.DO) GOTO 50 
Bl=(Bl-A)'-(-l) 
GOTO 30 
50 NUM=SIGN*CNUM*Q+P) 
DEN=Q 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE NORM(A,NDIM,N,ANORM) 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INFINITE NORM OF THE MATRIX A 
C 
C 
c 
c 
REAL*8 A(NDIM,N),ANORM,T 
ANORM=O.DO 
DO 10 1=1,N 
T=O.DO 
DO 5 J=1,N 
T=T+DABS(A(I,J)) 
5 CONTINUE 
IF (T .GT. ANORM) ANORM=T 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE(NDIM,N,A,B,IPVT) 
r 
c 
c 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTEM AX=B. 
C - -
C A THE TRIANGULARIZED MATRIX OBTAINED FROM DECOMP 
C B THE RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR AS THE INPUT, AND THE 
C SOLUTION AS OUTPUT. 
C IPVT PIVOT VECTOR OBTAINED FROM DECOMP 
C NDIM THE DECLARED ROW DIMENSION OF A 
C N THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX A 
C 
C 
c 
INTEGER NDIM,N,IPVT(N) 
REAL''-8 A(NDIM,N),B(N),T 
C 
c FORWARD ELIMINATION 
C 
IF (N -EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
NM1=N-1 
DO 20 K=1,NM1 
KP1=K+1 
M=IPVT(K) 
T=B(M) 
B(M)=B(K) 
B(K)=T 
DO 10 I=KP1,N 
B(I)=B(I)+A(I,K)*T 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION 
C 
DO 40 KB=1,NM1 
KM1=N-KB 
K=KM1+1 
B(K)=B(K)/A(K,K) 
T=-B(K) 
DO 30 1=1,KMl 
B(I)=B(I)+A(I,K)*T 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
50 B(1)=B(1)/A(1,1) 
RETURN 
END 
